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Abstract
Approaches to address domain specific problems often share overlapping
requirements but typically satisfy them in a unique manner for example using
service-oriented concepts. The notion of Collaborative, Dynamic & Complex
(CDC) systems has been proposed in literature to address the requirements
of application domains such as eScience and Collective Adaptive Systems in
a unified, generic manner. CDC systems are characterized by dealing with
potentially large amounts of data and/or participating applications which
engage in complex interactions specified by some collaboration protocol.
Furthermore, the need for adaptation mechanisms is a common requirement
and users from these application domains are typically no IT experts. The
choreography concept originally known from collaborations in the business
domain captures the interaction between independent parties from a global
perspective. Each party is denoted as a choreography participant, which is
implemented by a workflow or a service. This concept provides a way to
model and execute for example complex eScience experiments involving
multiple scientific fields, scientific methods, and time and/or length scales
as a set of coupled workflows.
However, typical choreography concepts as described in literature do not
provide the desired level of flexibility and ease of use in both modeling and
execution to address the requirements of users in CDC system application
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domains such as eScience. Thus, existing choreography concepts have to
be considerably extended by introducing the Model-as-you-go for Chore-
ographies approach in this thesis as a central notion providing capabilities
for the flexible modeling and execution of choreographies. In the context
of this approach, we provide a concept for fostering reuse in choreography
modeling in the form of so-called choreography fragments. Such fragments
can be extracted from existing and inserted into new choreography models
in order to save time as well as reuse established and approved logic by
inexperienced modelers in a less error-prone manner.
Furthermore, we provide support for the user-driven control of the com-
plete choreography life cycle. This effectively allows users to automatically
deploy the workflow models implementing a choreography as well as start-
ing, pausing, resuming, and terminating a choreography instance, which
is formed through the collective execution of workflow instances. Most im-
portantly, the underlying complexity of managing a set of coupled workflow
instances is completely hidden from the users. Additional flexibility is given
by a concept that allows to re-run already executed choreography logic in
order to enforce the convergence of a calculation towards a particular result
or to react to errors with parameter changes.
The proposed concepts are implemented in a message-based system, the
ChorSystem, which is able to handle the challenges of choreography life
cycle management from deployment, to run time control and the re-run of
logic. Furthermore, the modeling and run time monitoring are integrated
into one graphical tool supporting the seamless transition from modeling
to execution of choreographies. The concepts, their supporting algorithms,
and the prototypical ChorSystem are validated by a set of case studies from
different CDC system application domains and evaluated by performance
measurements showing the practical applicability.
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Zusammenfassung
Ansätze zur Adressierung domänenspezifischer Problemstellungen weisen
oftmals ähnliche und teilweise auch überlappende Anforderungen auf, lösen
diese aber dennoch auf unterschiedliche Weise beispielsweise mit Hilfe ser-
viceorientierter Konzepte. Der Begriff sogenannter Collaborative, Dynamic &
Complex (CDC) systems wurde eingeführt um überlappende Anforderungen
aus Anwendungsgebieten wie eScience oder sogenannter Collective Adaptive
Systems (CAS) zusammenzufassen und diese durch einheitliche Lösungen
zu adressieren. CDC Systeme zeichnen sich durch potenziell sehr große
Datenmengen und/oder eine große Anzahl an kommunizierenden Anwen-
dungen aus. Diese beteiligen sich an komplexen Interaktionen, die durch ein
entsprechendes Protokoll spezifiziert werden. Weitere Gemeinsamkeiten der
Amwendungsgebiete sind die Notwendigkeit von Adaptionsmechanismen
und die Tatsache, dass die Nutzer dieser Systemklasse typischerweise keine
IT-Expertise aufweisen. Sogenannte Choreographien ermöglichen es die In-
teraktionen zwischen unabhängigen Teilnehmern aus der Vogelperspektive
zu beschreiben und betrachten. Jeder Choreographieteilnehmer wird hierbei
durch einen Workflow implementiert. Beispielsweise ist es möglich durch
Choreographien komplexe eScience-Experimente, die sich über verschie-
dene wissenschaftliche Teildisziplinen oder auch Zeit-und Längenskalen
erstrecken, als gekoppelte Workflows zu modellieren und auszuführen.
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Existierende Choreographiekonzepte bieten jedoch nicht das benötigte
Maß an Flexibilität und Nutzerfreundlichkeit um die Anforderungen der
genannten Anwendungsdomänen zu adressieren. Im Rahmen dieser Arbeit
werden daher bestehende Konzepte durch die Einführung des Model-as-you-
go for Choreographies Ansatzes, der die Möglichkeit zur flexiblen Modellie-
rung und Ausführung von Choreographien bereitstellt, wesentlich erweitert.
Der Ansatz, der die zentrale Begrifflichkeit dieser Arbeit darstellt, bietet
zudem ein Konzept zur Extraktion von Teilen eines existierenden Choreo-
graphiemodells als sogenannte Choreographiefragmente um diese bei der
Modellierung von neuen Choreographien in ähnlichen Kontexten wieder-
zuverwenden. Dies erleichtert die Modellierung für ungeübte Nutzer und
spart dabei Zeit. Ebenso unterstützt der Model-as-you-go for Choreographies
Ansatz die nutzergetriebene Kontrolle des kompletten Lebenszykluses einer
Choreographie. Der Ansatz versetzt die Nutzer in die Lage die Workflow-
modelle, die die Choreographieteilnehmer umsetzen, automatisiert in einer
Ausführungsumgebung bereitzustellen sowie Choreographieinstanzen zu
starten, zu pausieren, fortzusetzen und zu beenden. Choreographieinstanzen
werden dabei aus der kollektiven Ausführung der Workflowinstanzen der
Choreographieteilnehmer gebildet. Die zugrunde liegende Komplexität des
Managements der gekoppelten Workflowinstanzen bleibt den Nutzern dabei
verborgen. Weitere Flexibilität wird durch die Möglichkeit zur erneuten
Ausführung von Choreographielogik zur Verfügung gestellt.
Die vorgeschlagenen Konzepte werden in einem nachrichten-basierten
System, dem ChorSystem, umgesetzt. Dieses ist in der Lage die Herausforde-
rungen des Choreographielebenzyklusmanagements von der Bereitstellung
einer Choreographie, über deren Laufzeitsteuerung bis hin zur erneuten
Ausführung von Logik zu bewältigen. Darüber hinaus werden die Konzepte
der Modellierung und Überwachung von Choreographien in ein graphi-
sches Werkzeug integriert um die Grenzen zwischen Modellierung- und
Ausführungszeit für den Nutzer aufzuheben. Die Konzepte und das prototy-
pische ChorSystem werden zur Demonstration der praktischen Anwendbar-
keit durch eine Reihe von Fallstudien aus den CDC Anwendungsdomänen
validiert sowie durch Performanzmessungen evaluiert.
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Introduction
A few hundred years ago, science was empirical in describing natural phenom-
ena observed in the scientist’s surroundings and when conducting controlled
experiments [Gra09]. The use of models and the construction of theories by
formulating and testing hypotheses formed a second pillar of science. With
the advent of computer technology in the last decades a third paradigm
emerged: the use of computer simulations, also called in silico or “dry lab”
experiments [GdR09]. They enable scientists to gain insights into domains
that are not tangible by theoretical and experimental means due to their
complexity or due to the size or costs of the necessary experiments. Examples
are automotive crash testing and climate change prediction [Gra09; BHS09].
Simulations and experiments produce vast amounts of data, which leads
to a new scientific paradigm, the Fourth Paradigm of data-intensive science
or eScience [Gra09; LWMB09]. It is characterized by data exploration uni-
fying theory, experiment, and simulation. The data originates from both
simulations and (often very expensive) technical equipment such as tele-
scopes. It is stored in files or databases and processed by software which is
often very specific to one use case. Scientists operate on these kind of data
storages using data management techniques and statistics [Gra09]. Since
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the volume of the produced data has already reached the petabyte range,
eScience implies a shift from hypothesis-driven scientific methods to the
exploration of data [GR09]. When working with this “data deluge” [And08;
BHS09], scientists increasingly do not postulate hypotheses that are then
put to the test by experiments, but rather look for correlations in the data
heap:
“ Correlation supersedes causation, and sciencecan advance even without coherent models, uni-
fied theories, or really any mechanistic expla-
nation at all. ”— C. Anderson, Wired Magazine
In literature, many authors have proposed the workflow concept as enabler
for eScience using both specialized scientific and conventional workflow
technology [BG07; LWMB09; SK10; GSK+11; SK13]. Workflow models
capture the sequence of computing and data management tasks, while
during run time, also known as execution time, a corresponding execution
middleware such as a workflow engine navigates through the models and
processes these tasks. Generally, such scientific workflows demand flexibility
both during modeling and execution time. Typically, in silico experiments
are conducted in an explorative fashion, where the goal is known but the
way to achieve this goal remains to be uncovered [BG07]. Thus, users need
facilities to influence already running experiments modeled as workflows by
repeating parts of already executed logic, changing the workflows structure,
i.e. the sequence and type of steps, as well as changing parameters to react
to deviations of the expected outcome. In this context, the scientists unify
the role of workflow modeler and user.
While it is possible to use workflow technology in its various flavors for the
modeling and execution of in silico experiments, it is not the ideal candidate
to support all eScience-related in silico experimentation. This becomes more
apparent, when considering another aspect of eScience, namely the inclu-
sion of data from multiple disciplines and domains [GR09]. The Cluster of
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Excellence SimTech1 at the University of Stuttgart approaches this topic. The
cluster’s research vision2 identifies so-called multi-scale and multi-physics,
also known as multi-*, approaches as key ingredients for achieving its re-
search objectives. These are, for example, the simulation of an overall human
model ranging from the cellular to the tissue and bone level or computational
material design. Typically, these kind of experiments are modeled as coupled
differential equations [KME10; SE15]. A multi-scale in silico experiment
involves different scales in terms of length, ranging, e.g. from nanometers
to meters, or time, ranging e.g. from nanoseconds to days. Multi-physics
refers to the coupling of different physical phenomena from distinct scien-
tific disciplines such as physics, chemistry, and biology in the same in silico
experiment. Furthermore, complex in silico experiments encountered in
eScience are often multi-method experiments involving multiple scientifc
methods such as the Finite Element Method in conjunction with data mining
techniques and Model Order Reduction [GF16].
In this context, modeling every aspect of the multi-* in silico experiment in
a single workflow greatly violates the fundamental principle of separation of
concerns known from software architecture design of the software engineer-
ing discipline [Dij82; Goe90; LL13]. What is more, the scientific workflow in
question may contain a high number of steps making it hard for the involved
scientists to identify the correct place to add or adapt logic after their col-
leagues have been working on it. Additionally, scientists might want to keep
the implemented workflow details of their particular area of expertise hidden
from the other involved scientists [GDE+07]. Most of the concepts provided
in this work have been created originally to address the requirements of
multi-* in silico experiments. However, they are not limited to this domain.
Apart from eScience and especially multi-* in silico experiments, other ap-
plication domains pose similar requirements that cannot be addressed with
classical workflows. In Collective Adaptive Systems (CAS) [ABG+13] hetero-
geneous entities, both of physical or virtual nature, collaborate in order to
reach individual goals as well as those of a collective of entities. The entities
1http://www.simtech.uni-stuttgart.de/index.en.html
2http://www.simtech.uni-stuttgart.de/forschung/visionen/index.en.html
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are organizationally as well as geographically distributed and form large
scale collectives. They can join and leave the system at will as necessary
for achieving their own objectives. The environment in which the entities
operate is subject to change, therefore adaptation mechanisms are required
in order to alter the behavior of some or all entities.
To summarize, there are application domains that share overlapping re-
quirements but typically address them in a unique manner using service
oriented concepts. This is not due to the lacking possibilities of reuse but
rather due to a concentration of each solution on particular domain-specific
details. In order to counter this, the notion of Collaborative, Dynamic &
Complex (CDC) systems is discussed in [AGKW14] to group together service
oriented systems that address the similar, mostly overlapping requirements
in a generic manner. CDC systems are characterized by dealing with poten-
tially large amounts of data and/or participating applications which engage
in complex interactions specified by some collaboration protocol. As part
of the CDC systems notion three generic life cycle phases are identified:
Modeling, Provision, and Execution. Furthermore, the need for adaptation
mechanisms is a common requirement and users from all these application
domains are typically not computer savvy. Workflow concepts [LR00; Wes12]
alone are not sufficient to support CDC systems. Thus, another concept is
necessary, which basically brings together a set of independent workflows
but enforces the collective execution according to specified rules. Such a
concept can be found within the notion of choreographies [Pel03; DKB08;
DKLW09; Wes12]. Choreographies, also known as service choreographies
in the context of Service-oriented Computing, do not rely on a centralized
coordinator [DKB08; BRW09]. Instead, the so-called choreography partic-
ipants coordinate themselves via message exchange in a peer-to-peer-like
manner. Originally, the choreography concept has been used in the business
domain to model and execute the collaboration of independent organiza-
tions and their IT systems toward a common business goal [Pel03; Wes12].
The publicly visible behavior, i.e. the public interfaces of the choreography
participants is captured in a choreography model. The participants play
one or more prespecified roles by adhering to so-called behavioral interfaces.
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The choreography participants are typically implemented as workflows, also
know as service orchestrations [Pap03].
In order to make the choreography concept usable for the CDC system
application domains such as eScience, it has to be considerably extended.
This concerns reuse in choreography modeling as well as support for au-
tomatically installing the choreography participants in the respective run
time environment, since for non-IT experts such as scientists hiding the
complexities of the underlying infrastructure is a key factor. Furthermore,
users must be empowered to actively manage the complete choreography
life cycle from modeling to execution and access a range of flexibility mech-
anisms such as the enforced re-run of already executed logic. As a central
notion of this thesis we introduce the Model-as-you-go for Choreographies
approach providing capabilities for the flexible modeling and execution of
choreographies.
1.1. Motivating Scenario
In order to showcase the basic premises of our work, we pick an example
for the CDC system application domain of eScience. The chosen example is
a simulation studying the thermal aging of iron-copper alloys under high
temperatures and pressures as well as the effects of the resulting copper
precipitates on the mechanical behavior of these alloys when shear forces
are applied [MBHS12; MBM+14]. This is for example useful for examin-
ing if and when steam pipes in power plants might develop fractures. The
simulation couples two distinct simulation methods, a kinetic Monte Carlo
(KMC) and a Molecular Dynamics (MD) method, in a sequential order. Each
of the methods operates on different time scales, thus, forming a multi-scale
in silico experiment. However, in its initial form the simulation does not pro-
vide any kind of automation for the scientist, i.e. the steps and the software
implementing them are invoked manually. The KMC simulation simulates
the emerging of copper clusters in the atom lattice over time. Fig. 1.1 shows
the steps of the KMC simulation in a simplified workflow specified using the
1.1 | Motivating Scenario 17
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Figure 1.1.: Simplified kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC) simulation workflow.
Adopted from [WKMS14]
Business Process Model and Notation (BPMN) language [Obj11b]. After the
initial configuration of the simulation, the actual simulation is conducted
storing intermediate results in so-called snapshots. The snapshots are subse-
quently searched for atom clusters of user-specified size. Finally, the results
are visualized using an external software package.
The MD simulation steps as depicted in Fig. 1.2 take the generated snap-
shots possessing atom clusters of an appropriate size to simulate the appli-
cation of shear forces on the atom lattice to test material behavior. Again,
the results are visualized at the end. The actual simulation steps are imple-
mented in Fortran (KMC) and C (MD), respectively, but have been wrapped
to be accessible as services for the purposes of previous work [SHK+11;
Son16] and our work [Nem14].
Fig. 1.3 shows the previously separate simulation workflows forming a
choreography. This can be realized by altering the workflow models and
introducing additional tasks to automate the coupling. For example, the
visualization has been changed to only visualize the overall multi-scale simu-
lation and the selection of the snapshots has been automated by introducing
a Select Snapshot task. Furthermore, introducing a Send Snapshot task auto-
mated the transfer and invocation of a new MD simulation instance for each
newly selected snapshot. Without the coupling in form of a choreography,
a lot of work has to be conducted manually. This is a cumbersome and
error-prone endeavor especially for long running simulation cases with a
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Figure 1.2.: Simplified Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulation workflow.
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high number of generated snapshots. Automation through the execution of a
choreography decreases the likelihood of errors and even allows for param-
eters sweeps. A choreography model can be used to capture the intended
communication relationships between both simulations from an abstract
point of view before subsequently refining each choreography participant
with the actual simulations steps invoking simulation services. This forms the
blue print for the execution of the choreography and provides the necessary
degree of automation.
While the depicted simple choreography model in Fig. 1.3 only shows
how a domain problem can be expressed as a choreography model, a set of
further questions arises. For example, how can the modeling be supported
by granules of reuse that can be extracted from one choreography model
and inserted in a similar one saving effort and modeling time? How can
non-IT savvy users be supported with the deployment of the choreography in
a manner that hides technical details? How can users actively influence the
execution of the choreography and recognize and react to run time events?
How can the exploratory style of in silico experiments be supported? How
does a life cycle for flexible choreographies look like? For all these questions
this thesis will give an answer. Next, we sketch the vision of our work.
1.2. Vision of this Work
The vision of this thesis is to support users from the diverse application
domains of CDC systems with concepts and tools to solve the corresponding
domain problems in an easy and flexible manner. Figure 1.4 illustrates the
overall vision. It basically resembles the life cycle, which choreographies are
subject to in our work. Starting from a domain problem, we propose the use
of choreographies for modeling its independent aspects. In the example of
multi-* in silico experiments this means that the distinct scales, fields and
scientific methods are specified as independent choreography participants
of a choreography model. The modeling may be conducted by one user
alone or by several user collaboratively, depending on the complexity of
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Figure 1.4.: Vision of the thesis
the domain problem and the expertise of the involved users. Modeling of
choreographies will be eased according to our vision by the ability to reuse
parts of previously created choreography models. Essentially, we aim to
decrease modeling time by providing concepts for extraction and insertion
of fragments from choreography models. Subsequently, following typical
choreography modeling approaches [DD04; BDD07; BHF10; Kop16] each
participant is transformed into a workflow model specified in an executable
workflow language such as BPMN or the Business Process Execution Lan-
guage (BPEL) [OAS07]. These workflow models are refined with private,
often confidential, logic, e.g. the actual experimentation steps of multi-*
in silico experiments. However, the refinements must still adhere to the
communication interfaces of the choreography participants agreed upon
during choreography modeling. Since our vision especially targets non-IT
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experts as users, the facilities for modeling and the subsequent execution
must be provided in an easy and intuitive manner, most preferably with
the help of graphical tools abstracting from technical complexities. Thus,
this thesis will provide concepts to trigger the execution of modeled and
refined workflows implementing the choreography participants directly from
a modeling tool, without burdening users with technical details such as the
selection of the environment in which the execution takes place. However,
if desired they will still be able to provide their own configurations. That
means that we envision choreography deployment as a step, which can be
completely transparent to users despite a number of challenges that arise
from the distributed nature of choreographies.
With regard to the execution andmonitoring of a domain problemmodeled
as choreography and implemented by a set of refined workflows, the progress
of the execution will be directly visible in the modeling tool offering both
a global choreography view and a more detailed workflow view. With the
integration of modeling and monitoring in one environment we envision a
graphical panel for users to control the complete choreography life cycle
from modeling through refinement to execution. Providing this type of
control enables the partial modeling and refinement of choreographies,
for example multi-* in silico experiments, that can be started, monitored,
paused for closer inspection, adapted, and resumed afterwards. This leads
to a merging of modeling and execution phases and creates one coherent
usage phase for scientists catering for the special flexibility needs of users
in various application domains. The adaptation facilities refer to repeating
already completed parts of a choreography instance in order to react to
error situations with parameter changes or in order to enforce the execution
of a certain step for several times. All concepts in this thesis are to be
implemented into a software system relying on standards-based methods
and technology.
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1.3. Research Questions and Contributions
In the following, we describe in detail the research questions arising from
the vision sketched in the previous section. Furthermore, the research
contributions provided in this thesis for addressing these research questions
are introduced. Fig. 1.5 depicts an overview of the six contributions, which
together form the building blocks of the main notion of this work: the
Model-as-you-go for Choreographies approach.
Research Contribution 1 introduces a life cycle for flexible choreogra-
phies, whose phases are supported by the five other contributions. Research
Contribution 2 introduces a method codifying the steps of the overall Model-
as-you-go for Choreographies approach, while Contribution 3 enriches it
by enabling reuse in choreography modeling through the introduction of
reusable artifacts in the form of so-called choreography fragments. The
Provision phase for transparent choreography deployment and the Execution
phases of the choreography life cycle (cf. Fig. 1.4) are supported by the
concepts for choreography life cycle management forming Research Contri-
bution 4 and Research Contribution 5, which enables users to rewind and
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repeat choreography logic. All previously mentioned research contributions
are realized by Research Contribution 6 through a supporting architecture,
its implementation in a software system, and the validation and evaluation
of the concepts in the form of case studies and performance measurements.
1.3.1. Life Cycle for Flexible Choreographies
CDC systems providing support for application domains such as eScience
follow a life cycle consisting of three phases: Modeling, Provision, and Exe-
cution [AGKW14]. However, this life cycle is too generic to deduct concrete
steps to be implemented by a software system supporting the respective
users. What is needed is a more detailed life cycle as proposed in [SK10],
where the exploratory approach of modeling the steps of an in silico experi-
ment with the help of workflow technology has been described by a life cycle
of scientific workflows. There, the life cycle extends the traditional Business
Process Management (BPM) life cycle [Wes12] and allows a more flexible
transition between the workflow modeling and execution phases, where
scientists can also switch back seamlessly to previous phases. Additionally,
it unifies the phases modeling and execution and creates the impression of
one coherent experimentation phase for the user.
Contribution 1: Life Cycle for Flexible Choreographies
We express the flexible modeling and execution of choreographies rep-
resenting problems from various application domains by introducing
an extended choreography life cycle. The life cycle consists of several
phases and allows for the seamless transition between modeling, re-
finement, and execution and monitoring time as well as vice versa.
The research contribution provides a top-down view on the life cycle
as well as two distinct perspectives offering distinct levels of detail:
one from the perspective of the user abstracting from technical details
and one including technical details in order to enable the life cycle’s
implementation in a supporting software system.
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However, the life cycle, which is part of the so-called Model-as-you-go
approach [SK10; SK13], only considers individual workflows, i.e. non-
multi-*, in-silico experiments. Thus, in order to support the application
domains of CDC systems with the choreography concept, a life cycle for
flexible choreographies is necessary to describe the work of an empowered
user or a group of users such as scientists. Such a life cycle forms Research
Contribution 1 of this thesis.
1.3.2. Model-as-you-go for Choreographies Method
Having a flexible choreography life cycle alone is not sufficient for support-
ing the users of the various CDC system application domains. The phases
must be mapped to concrete steps of a method that have to be conducted
either manually with the help of corresponding tools or possibly completely
automatically. Thus, we introduce the Model-as-you-go for Choreographies
method with Research Contribution 2, which is the embodiment of the
Model-as-you-go for Choreographies approach presented in this thesis.
Contribution 2: Model-as-you-go for Choreographies Method
This research contribution provides an overarching method that in-
corporates all concepts of the Model-as-you-go for Choreographies
approach into a sequence of steps executable by users with the corre-
sponding tool support. The method brings together different concepts
supporting each step, however, the details are part of further contri-
butions of this thesis. The method steps consider the modeling of
domain problems using the choreography concept, the transformation
to workflow skeletons, their refinement with domain-specific logic, the
transparent deployment, and the integrated execution and monitoring
of choreography instances, which are collectively formed by workflow
instances.
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1.3.3. Choreography Fragments
In order to support the Modeling phase of the Model-as-you-go for Chore-
ographies approach, a concept for reuse on the level of choreographies is
necessary. Reuse in the context of processes/workflows has already been
given much attention in literature. Process fragments, process templates,
process variants, and process reference models are approaches to foster
reuse, increase flexibility and decrease modeling time for a specific problem.
However, reuse for choreographies has not been discussed in sufficient detail
in literature. Research Contribution 3 addresses this open challenge.
Contribution 3: Choreography Fragments
With this research contribution, we introduce a novel concept that
provides the capability to identify reusable elements in choreography
models, extract them (semi-) automatically, adapt and store them for
later reuse in a new choreography model. The extraction and insertion
of choreography fragments is enabled by supporting methods and
algorithms.
1.3.4. Choreography Life Cycle Management
Implementing the life cycle for flexible choreographies introduced by Re-
search Contribution 1 requires facilities for supporting the execution and
monitoring of choreographies. However, before the workflows implementing
choreography participants can be executed, they have to be deployed onto a
set of workflow engines. This step is not given much attention in literature.
On the other hand, users from CDC system application domains, which may
have no IT expertise, should be able to start the execution of a choreography
without even knowing that a deployment step is conducted transparently in
the background. Furthermore, a prerequisite for the flexible modeling and
execution and the seamless switch between modeling and execution phases
are facilities to control the complete life cycle of choreographies. This means
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that users must be able to start, pause, resume and terminate choreographies
at will. Ideally this should be possible in an integrated environment which
blends modeling and monitoring. In order to support this challenge, we
provide Research Contribution 4 introducing concepts for choreography life
cycle management and choreography monitoring.
Contribution 4: Choreography Life Cycle Management
This contribution provides a novel concept for the management of
the complete life cycle of choreographies with a special focus on the
automated deployment and control of choreographies. Choreography
deployment refers to the collective deployment of the service orchestra-
tions implementing the choreography participants. Users can optionally
specify a set of workflow engines where the workflows should be de-
ployed, for example to address privacy concerns, or leave the decision
up to the supporting software system. Choreography deployment is a
prerequisite for choreography control and enables the creation of logi-
cal representations of choreography models and their instance states
upon which choreography life cycle management operations can be
enacted. Both choreography deployment and control require a middle-
ware component which manages a set of workflow engines, reliably
distributes the choreography participants for deployment, aggregates
and stores execution events from these engines as well as offers a set
of choreography control operations. These operations allow non-IT
experts to start, pause, resume, and terminate choreography instances.
Additionally, we provide concepts for correlating instance state with
model elements in one environment to further unify modeling and
monitoring.
1.3.5. Rewinding and Repeating of Choreography Logic
A central requirement for the flexible execution of choreographies represent-
ing scientific multi-* experiments in particular, but also for CDC systems in
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general is the ability to react to errors without having to restart the complete
choreography instance and losing all results calculated so far. Sonntag and
Karastoyanova [SK13] achieve this with the introduction of the Model-as-
you-go approach for service orchestrations. More specifically, the approach
enables the iteration and re-execution of logic in workflow instances. Itera-
tion is the repeated execution of parts of the logic in a workflow instance
without undoing the already achieved results. Re-execution is the repeated
execution of parts of the logic in a workflow instance where existing results
are semantically undone before. However, in the context of choreographies,
the approach needs to be extended. In order to enable the re-run of chore-
ography logic, the choreography instance has to be prepared, i.e. reset to a
state of its past while considering that more than one workflow instance is
involved. Research Contribution 5 addresses this open issue.
Contribution 5: Rewinding and Repeating of Choreography Logic
This research contribution introduces an algorithm for determining the
so-called rewinding points in a choreography instance. The rewinding
points indicate up to which point each workflow instance implementing
a choreography participant has to be rewound, i.e., reset or compen-
sated. The algorithm starts from a user-selected point and analyzes the
effects of the execution onto the choreography participants and deter-
mines the rewinding points in each affected participant. The concept
for rewinding and repeating is embedded in the so-called RepChor
method. The method explicitly describes the steps from the pausing
of a choreography instance for inspection, the selection of an initial
rewinding point and related data snapshots by the user, to the calcula-
tion and distribution of rewinding points as well as the rewinding of
each workflow instance and the resuming of the execution afterwards.
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1.3.6. Architecture, Implementation, and Validation with a Supporting
Software System
In order to validate the research contributions above, the architectural de-
sign and implementation of a prototypical software system supporting the
introduced concepts is necessary. Additionally, all researched concepts and
the prototypical implementation have to be tested for practical relevance
by conducting realistic case studies. Testing the algorithmic behavior with
performance measurements is important for evaluating the practical lim-
itations of the proposed algorithms. We address this with our Research
Contribution 6.
Contribution 6: Architecture, Implementation, and Validation
This final research contribution provides evidence towards the practical
applicability of the researched concepts. We designed a message-based
system supporting our concepts and implemented it using open-source
software while adhering to proven standards. We conducted both
performance tests of the algorithmic aspects of our concepts as well
as realistic case studies, where we employed our concepts and the
prototype.
1.4. Scientific Publications
In the scope of this work, the following peer-reviewed publications in journals,
conference, and workshop proceedings have been produced and contribute
to this thesis. The publications are ordered by date. Since they have been cre-
ated in a collaborative effort by several scientists, the individual contribution
of the thesis author is given as percentage.
1. A. Weiß, V. Andrikopoulos, M. Hahn, and D. Karastoyanova. “Model
as-you-go for Choreographies: Rewinding and Repeating Scientific
Choreographies.” In: IEEE Transactions on Services Computing. IEEE,
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2017, pp. 1–14.
Individual contribution: 90%.
2. A. Weiß, V. Andrikopoulos, S. Gómez Sáez, M. Hahn, and D. Karas-
toyanova. “ChorSystem: A Message-Based System for the Life Cycle
Management of Choreographies.” In: On the Move to Meaningful Inter-
net Systems: OTM 2016 Conferences. Springer, Oct. 2016, pp. 503–521.
Individual contribution: 80%.
3. A. Weiß and D. Karastoyanova. “Enabling coupled multi-scale, multi-
field experiments through choreographies of data-driven scientific
simulations.” In: Computing 98.4. Springer, 2016, pp. 439–467.
Individual contribution: 75%.
4. A. Weiß, V. Andrikopoulos, M. Hahn, and D. Karastoyanova. “Rewind-
ing and Repeating Scientific Choreographies.” In: On the Move to
Meaningful Internet Systems: OTM 2015 Conferences. Springer, Oct.
2015, pp. 337–347.
Individual contribution: 85%.
5. A. Weiß, V. Andrikopoulos, M. Hahn, and D. Karastoyanova. “Enabling
the Extraction and Insertion of Reusable Choreography Fragments.” In:
Proceedings of the 22nd IEEE International Conference on Web Services.
IEEE, June 2015, pp. 686–694.
Individual contribution: 90%.
6. A. Weiß, V. Andrikopoulos, M. Hahn, and D. Karastoyanova. “Fostering
Reuse in Choreography Modeling Through Choreography Fragments.”
In: Proceedings of the 17th International Conference on Enterprise Infor-
mation Systems. SciTePress, Apr. 2015, pp. 28–36.
Individual contribution: 80%.
7. A. Weiß, S. Gómez Sáez, M. Hahn, and D. Karastoyanova. “Approach
and Refinement Strategies for Flexible Choreography Enactment.” In:
On the Move to Meaningful Internet Systems: OTM 2014 Conferences.
Springer, Oct. 2014, pp. 93-111.
Individual contribution: 70%.
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8. A. Weiß and D. Karastoyanova. “A Life Cycle for Coupled Multi-
Scale, Multi-Field Experiments Realized through Choreographies.”
In:Proceedings of the 18th IEEE International EDOC Conference. IEEE,
Sept. 2014, pp. 234–241.
Individual contribution: 90%.
9. A. Weiß, D. Karastoyanova, D. Molnar, and S. Schmauder. “Coupling
of Existing Simulations using Bottom-up Modeling of Choreographies.”
In: Workshop on Simulation Technology: Systems for Data Intensive
Simulations (SimTech@GI) in Conjunction with INFORMATIK 2014.
Gesellschaft für Informatik e.V. (GI), Sept. 2014, pp. 101–112.
Individual contribution: 75%.
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1.5. Structure of the Thesis
Fig. 1.6 shows the structure of the thesis with regard to the research con-
tribution and their mapping to thesis chapters. Chapter 2 discusses the
concepts that build the foundation of our work as well as work that is related
to our approaches. In Chapter 3, the Model-as-you-go for Choreographies
approach and its embodiment as a method supporting all life cycle phases
of choreographies from modeling to execution is introduced (Research Con-
tribution 2). Moreover, a corresponding life cycle for flexible choreographies
is presented (Research Contribution 1). Chapter 4 proposes a formal model,
which describes the core notions of this thesis used throughout the remainder
of the document, especially for the formulation of algorithms. The discussion
of the choreography fragment concept as an element of reuse on the level
of choreography models is provided in Chapter 5. It represents Research
Contribution 3 of this thesis. Our concept for choreography life cycle manage-
ment as part of the Model-as-you-go for Choreographies approach is given
in Chapter 6 forming Research Contribution 4. Chapter 7 proposes the Rep-
Chor method for the rewinding and repeating of choreography logic as well
as supporting algorithms for automatically finding the so-called rewinding
points in a choreography instance. This represents Research Contribution 5.
The ChorSystem provides a prototypical implementation of the concepts of
this thesis. In Chapter 8, we discuss its architecture and our implementation
decisions. In Chapter 9, we validate our work with a set of case studies and
present a performance evaluation of our algorithms and the prototypical
ChorSystem. Together both chapters represent Research Contribution 6.
Finally, this thesis concludes in Chapter 10 with a summary of the proposed
concepts and an outlook to future research directions.
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The following chapter introduces the fundamental work this thesis is based
on. It starts with a discussion of the application domains which our work is
targeted for, the notions of eScience, Collective Adaptive Systems and the
umbrella term of Collaborative, Dynamic & Complex systems. Furthermore,
we derive a set of requirements on the concepts that support the application
domains. Subsequently, we discuss conventional and scientific workflows,
workflow flexibility and reuse as well as the notion of choreography and its
accompanying concepts. For each concept upon which we build our work,
we informally define the necessary notions and discuss their meaning in the
context of our work. Furthermore, we show how the state of the art does not
suffice to address the requirements of the application domains and justify
the need for novel approaches to flexibility, modeling reuse, and life cycle
management for choreographies in general.
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2.1. Application Domains
In this section, we discuss the application domains of this work. While
the domain of eScience is the main source of requirements and inspiration,
we also have a look at so-called Collective Adaptive Systems and other
application domains under the notion of Collaborative, Dynamic & Complex
(CDC) systems. These application domains also benefit from our work and
are used for evaluation purposes.
2.1.1. eScience
Computer simulations have also been given the name in silico experiments,
sometimes also referred to as “dry lab” experiments [GdR09]. This name
was coined to relate to the key terms of biology and biochemistry: in vivo
and in vitro1, which refer to experiments within a living organisms and in
test tubes or culture dishes, respectively [Oxf17]. The term in silico indicates
that a experiment is conducted inside the silicon [Oxf17], the basis of typical
computer chips2.
As already pointed out in the introductory chapter, simulations and ex-
periments produce vast amounts of data, which leads to a new scientific
paradigm, the Fourth Paradigm of data-intensive science [Gra09; LWMB09].
Also denoted as eScience3, Jim Gray defined this paradigm in his famous
and final talk as “IT meets scientists” [Gra09, p. xviii]. eScience is char-
acterized by data exploration unifying theory, experiment, and simulation.
The data originates from both simulations and (often very expensive) tech-
nical equipment such as telescopes. It is processed by software, which is
often very specific to one use case, and stored in files or databases. Scientists
operate on these data storages using data management techniques and statis-
tics [Gra09]. Since the volume of the produced data has already reached the
1Translated from Latin in vivo means “in that which is alive” and in vitro means “in
glass” [Oxf17]
2Note, however, that the correct Latin term would be in silicio, which did not prevail in
scientific parlance [Qui17].
3Note that there also exists the spelling “e-Science”. However, we prefer Jim Gray’s spelling.
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petabyte range, eScience implies a shift from the hypothesis-driven scientific
method to the exploration of data [GR09]. When working with this “data
deluge” [And08; BHS09], scientists increasingly do not postulate hypotheses
that are then put to the test by experiments, but rather look for correlations
in the data heap. Or as Anderson puts it: “correlation supersedes causa-
tion” [And08]. He even goes as far as predicting the end of the traditional
hypothesis-driven scientific method in favor of data exploration [And08].
Another facade of this new scientific approach is the consideration of data
frommultiple disciplines and domains [GR09]. This becomes apparent in the
context of the Cluster of Excellence SimTech1 at the University of Stuttgart.
The cluster’s research visions2 identify so-called multi-scale andmulti-physics
approaches as key ingredients for achieving the research objectives such as
the simulation of an overall human model, ranging from the cellular to the
tissue and bone level, or computational material design. Typically, these
experiments are modeled as differential equations [KME10; SE15].
A multi-scale in silico experiment involves different scales in terms of
length, ranging e.g. from nanometers to meters, or time, ranging e.g. from
nanoseconds to days [RWK+09]. One example is the simulation of thermal
aging of iron-copper alloys and emerging effects of copper precipitates on
the mechanical behavior in the material science domain [MMC+12]. This
corresponds to the example presented in Sec. 1.1.
Multi-physics refers to the coupling of different physical phenomena in the
same in silico experiment [RWK+09]. Sometimes, the term multi-field is
used to describe this coupling involving distinct scientific disciplines such as
physics, chemistry, and biology. In this thesis, we prefer the term multi-field
over multi-physics.
A third manifestation of complex in silico experiments encountered in
eScience are multi-method experiments. This type of experiment can be the
direct result of multi-scale or multi-field experiments often requiring the use
of different methods and approaches. Additionally, the use of more than one
method may also be found in an in silico experiment only operating on one
1http://www.simtech.uni-stuttgart.de/index.en.html
2http://www.simtech.uni-stuttgart.de/forschung/visionen/index.en.html
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scale or field. In the context of this work, we use the notion of multi-* in
silico experiments, which is defined informally in the following way:
Definition 2.1 (Multi-* in silico experiments - informal)
Multi-* in silico experiments are computer-based experiments involving
multiple scales in terms of length and time and/or multiple scientific
fields (physics). At the same time, multi-* often also implies the use
of different scientific methods in one experiment, i.e. multi-method in
silico experiments. ◊
Modeling and executing multi-* in silico experiments typically involves
scientists from different disciplines having diverse expertise. Moreover,
multi-disciplinary data is produced and handled, which requires new kinds
of generic tools [Gra09]. Distinct parts of a multi-* problem might be in-
dependent and could be potentially solved in parallel before synchronizing
the results with other parts of the experiment. This also requires corre-
sponding modeling and execution capabilities. In this thesis, eScience is
the most important application domain from which we gather requirements
and for which we propose concepts and solutions in order to address these
requirements and thus support the work of scientists in the age of the Fourth
Paradigm.
2.1.2. Further Application Domains
While a lot of the concepts provided within this work is based on the needs of
the eScience domain in general and multi-* in silico experiments in particular,
other application domains also have flexibility needs that can be addressed
by applying the same concepts. One example for such an application domain
are so-called Collective Adaptive Systems (CAS) [ABG+13].
In CAS, heterogeneous entities, both of physical or virtual nature, collab-
orate in order to reach individual goals as well as those of a collective of
entities. Typically the entities are organizationally as well as geographically
distributed and form large scale collectives. They can join and leave the
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system at will as necessary for achieving their own objectives. The environ-
ment in which the entities operate in is subject to change, therefore abilities
for adaptation are required in order to flexibly adapt the behavior of some
or all entities. Based on concepts from the so-called Adaptable Pervasive
Flows (APF) [HRKD08; BLMP09], Collective Adaptive Systems combine
characteristics of both service-oriented and pervasive systems. In the context
of the EU project Allow Ensembles1 a biology analogy has been chosen to
model and execute Collective Adaptive Systems. Entities possess a number of
cells which encapsulate a specific part of the behavior of an entity. The cells
are modeled as service orchestrations (cf. Sec. 2.2). The overall behavior of
the system is realized by composing the individual behavior of the cells to
form so-called ensembles. On the level of the cells, adaptation mechanisms
are called cell differentiation [ABG+13].
As Andrikopoulos et al. observe [AGKW14], there exist a variety of appli-
cation domains besides eScience and CAS, e.g. Service Networks [DKL10],
that share overlapping requirements but typically address them in a unique
manner using service-oriented concepts. This is not the result of lacking
possibilities for reuse but rather due to a concentration of each solution on
distinct domain-specific details. In order to counter this, the notion of Collab-
orative, Dynamic & Complex (CDC) systems is introduced by Andrikopoulos
et al. [AGKW14] to group together service-oriented systems that address
these similar, mostly overlapping requirements in a generic manner. CDC
systems are characterized by dealing with potentially large amounts of data
and/or participating applications which engage in complex interactions spec-
ified by some collaboration protocol. Furthermore, the need for adaptation
mechanisms is a common requirement. The CDC system concept addresses
the complete life cycle of such service-oriented systems that comprises the
phases Modeling, Provision, and Execution.
1http://www.allow-ensembles.eu
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2.1.3. Requirements
In the following, we will discuss the requirements that approaches and
supporting software systems for eScience and CDC systems in general have
to fulfill. The requirements are generic in nature and are important for any
of the application domains. They are a generalization of the ones published
in [WK16; WAG+16] in the context of multi-* in silico experiments, which in
turn build on the requirements for non multi-* scenarios gathered in [SK10]
as well as the general discussion of CDC systems in [AGKW14].
R1 User-friendly modeling: Users should be able to specify the models
of their application domain in an easy and intuitive manner. This
includes facilities to reuse parts of existing models.
R2 Technical transparency: Any concept used in a supporting software
system should be user-friendly and ideally hide any technical steps such
as the collective deployment of the workflow models implementing a
choreography. This is necessary to lower the entry barrier and open
the system for non-IT expert users.
R3 User-driven control: Users, especially in the eScience domain, want
to have the ability to actively control the execution of a correspond-
ing choreography instance, e.g., representing a running in silico ex-
periment. This includes facilities for starting, pausing, resuming, or
terminating such a choreography instance. These facilities should be
provided in a user-friendly, graphical way for non-IT experts [BG07].
R4 Integration of modeling and monitoring: Integrating modeling with
monitoring capabilities in one coherent environment caters to the
needs of non-IT experts. It reduces complexity in terms of the num-
ber of required tools as well as hides technical complexities such as
the distinction between model and instance of choreographies and
workflows [SK10].
R5 Flexibility mechanisms: All application domains under the CDC um-
brella express the need for flexibility mechanisms with regard to both
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modeling and execution that allow to react to changes in the envi-
ronment. Especially, the flexibility mechanisms introduced in [SK10;
SK13] with the notion ofModel-as-you-go should explicitly also be avail-
able for the more complex multi-* in silico experiments and any other
application domain. This includes facilities for (partially) repeating
already executed choreography logic.
R6 Separation of concerns: Modeling and execution of eScience experi-
ments and other CDC system application cases brings together experts
with distinct expertise. Here, distinct but interacting parts should be
modeled in a separate manner but still facilitating cooperation between
each part. In software architecture this is known as the separation of
concerns principle [Dij82; Goe90; LL13].
R7 Standards compliance: Concepts and technologies used in the con-
text of CDC systems should be compliant to established IT standards to
ensure interoperability and access to robust and mature tooling and,
thus, increased user acceptance.
2.2. Workflow Concepts
Workflows are widely used, whether in the business context as well as in other
application domains. In this section, we will discuss basic workflow concepts
and asses their suitability for addressing the requirements introduced in the
previous section.
2.2.1. Conventional Workflows
The concept of workflows originates from the business domain [LR00;
Wes12]. As a distinction to the application of workflows to the scientific
domain (cf. Sec.2.2.2), business workflows and the technology supporting
them are also denoted as conventional in literature [SK10; GSK+11]. In
this work, we use the term workflow technology to refer to both the under-
lying concepts as well as the corresponding implementations. Companies
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describe their business operations using business processes, for example the
accommodation of a loan in a bank. A process model acts as a template for
specifying the steps carried out during a particular business process. This
template is followed by every instance of the process. A process instance
representing an individual business transaction is a navigation through the
process model, which is determined by the individual values of the business
transaction [LR00]. According to Leymann and Roller, a workflow is the part
of a business process that can be automated via a computer system [LR00].
In the context of this work, we use the terms process and workflow inter-
changeably since we assume that all steps of the considered processes are
supported by a software system. A workflow model describes the automated
logic of a business process consisting of control flow and data flow. The
control flow specifies the sequential or parallel ordering of tasks. Further-
more, (exclusive) choices can be expressed by typical workflow languages.
The tasks, also designated as activities, represent units of work and are
implemented by a software program. Since workflow languages used for
the specification of executable workflow models resemble scripts, Leymann
and Roller discuss the notions of “programming in the large” referring to
workflow modeling and “programming in the small” for the implementation
of the logic behind the activities (so-called activity implementations) [LR00].
These notions were originally coined by DeRemer and Kron [DK76].
Conceptually, workflow models can be seen as directed graphs, where the
activities are represented by vertices and the control flow by edges, known as
control flow connectors. The data flow on the other hand describes the data
and how it is processed in the workflow model. More precisely, it specifies
the input data consumed and the output data produced by a particular
activity. For this purpose, the workflow model graph contains a second set
of edges, the data flow connectors [LR00]. Note that this understanding
of workflow models implies an imperative workflow model and respective
workflow language [FLM+09; PWZ+11]. We do not consider declarative
models and languages in this work1.
1Although flexibility approaches following the Flexibility by Underspecification paradigm (cf.
Sec. 2.2.3) might possess some elements of declarative character.
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Figure 2.1.: Workflow dimensions. Adapted from [LR00]
Business workflows often involve activities that have to be performed by
human beings because they are knowledge intensive or require the manip-
ulation of real world objects. Weske [Wes12] denotes these workflows as
human interaction workflows. Using so-called staff queries, an organizational
database is searched for concrete employees having the skill set to fill out the
required role for a particular activity. The matching employees then receive
work items through a worklist application [LR00; Wes12]. Our (informal)
definition of workflows used in the reminder of this work is the following:
Definition 2.2 (Workflow - informal)
A workflow specifies a set of steps and their ordering necessary to fully
or partially automate any kind of real world process. ◊
Fig. 2.1 shows the three independent dimensions exhibited by work-
flows [LR00]. The process logic, i.e. control and data flow, is represented by
the what dimension, also know as logical dimension. Orthogonal to the what
dimension is the who or organizational dimension. It describes the structure
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of the involved organization, i.e. the departments, roles, and people, and
specifies who is responsible for performing certain activities. Finally, the
which dimension states which IT resources, i.e. computer programs, are
needed for the execution of a particular activity. The which dimension is
also called the functional dimension [GSK+11].
2.2.1.1. Conventional Workflow Management Systems
The complete life cycle of workflows (cf. Sec. 2.2.1.2) is managed by so-
called Workflow Management Systems (WfMS) [LR00; Wes12]. A WfMS is a
software system that provides its own metamodel defining which workflow
language constructs are supported and which operations can be performed
on a workflow instance [LR00]. Examples for workflow languages used in the
business context are BPMN [Obj11b] and BPEL [OAS07]. A generic way to
describe the architecture commonly found inWorkflowManagement Systems
is the Workflow Reference Model proposed by the Workflow Management
Coalition (WfMC) [Hol95]. It is depicted in Fig. 2.2.
Leymann and Roller [LR00] attribute build time and run time components
to a WfMS. This grouping can also be applied to the Workflow Reference
Model. The build time components comprise the Process Definition Tools,
which allow users to create workflow models and specify all necessary in-
formation along the three workflow dimensions (cf. Fig. 2.1). We refer to
this as workflow modeling. The run time components of a WfMS allow for
the creation of workflow instances, the navigation through the workflow
graph, the monitoring as well as the manipulation of the instance via the
management operations defined in the metamodel [LR00]. Via Interface 1
workflow models are transfered to theWorkflow Enactment Service. It groups
together one or more Workflow Engines in order to also include distributed
execution scenarios, where a workflow instance is partitioned among several
workflow engines. Following the definition of the WfMC [Hol95], the notion
of a workflow engine in this work is understood in the following way:
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Figure 2.2.: Workflow Reference Model of the WfMC. Adapted from [Hol95]
Definition 2.3 (Workflow Engine - informal)
A workflow engine is a software system supporting the execution and
control of workflow instances. ◊
This includes the conversion of the workflow model into some workflow
engine internal representation during deployment [Hol95; SKL10] and man-
agement operations such as the creation, activation, suspension, or termina-
tion of workflow instances. Furthermore, it comprises the actual navigation
through the workflow graph from activity to activity – be it in sequential or
parallel fashion – using workflow data for determining the correct path and
the manipulation of said data. We refer to this as workflow execution in the
context of this work. In the engine’s responsibility also lies the invocation of
external applications providing the activity implementations via Interface 3
and the integration of worklist applications for the interaction with human
users (Interface 2 in Fig. 2.2). Additionally, the workflow enactment service
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and thus the workflow engines may interface with further external enact-
ment services (Interface 4) and with Administration and Monitoring Tools
via Interface 5 [Hol95]. All workflow instance state changes regarding both
control and data flow are captured in a so-called audit trail [Hol95; LR00].
Workflows can be long-running in nature, thus, classical ACID-based trans-
actional concepts1, which lock resources are not sufficient [LR00; Wes12].
While the execution of particular activities might be guided by ACID princi-
ples, compensation concepts provide a solution, especially when the erro-
neous nature of an activity is discovered much later. Activities are paired
with compensation functions, which semantically undo the work of the ac-
tivity, for example the cancellation of a previously booked flight. So-called
compensation spheres group together activities into one unit of work that can
be undone using compensational actions [LR00].
Conventional WfMS are often based on the service-oriented computing
(SoC) paradigm. A central notion of this paradigm is that of a service. A
service is a piece of independent, encapsulated functionality described by a
service interface [Pap03; PTDL08]. The web service technology is one way to
implement services [WCL+05]. Service-oriented architectures realize the SoC
paradigm by providing concepts for service providers to publish services to
service registries which can then be found and bound by service requesters
even during run time [Pap03; PTDL08]. This is supported by middleware
components such as an enterprise service bus (ESB) that hides the hetero-
geneity of the service interfaces by providing adapters and message transla-
tion facilities that integrate services in a loosely coupled manner [Cha04;
PTDL08]. Using workflows as one service composition technique, services
can be combined to rapidly form new service-oriented applications [Pap03;
Wes12]. A workflow is often called a service orchestration and the services
act as activity implementations in this context. Additionally, workflows
themselves are regarded as services, which leads to a recursive composition
model [Pap03]. In the context of this thesis, workflows are understood as
service orchestrations. A WfMS or more precise a workflow engine typically
1Every transaction following the ACID principle exhibit the following four properties: atomicity,
consistency, isolation, and durability [HR83].
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Figure 2.3.: Life Cycle of Business Workflows. Adapted from [SK10; Son16]
acts as a centralized coordinator during workflow execution, however, there
exist approaches that deal with the partitioning and distributed execution of
workflow models, e.g., for purposes of scalability or robustness [STS+06;
SRG08; MWL08; PE09; LMJ10; ZBHL10].
2.2.1.2. Life Cycle of Conventional Workflows
The use of workflows in the business domain can be best described by a
corresponding life cycle as depicted in Fig. 2.3. It lists the distinct roles
involved in the life cycle phases as well as the software tools needed to
support the phases. Note that there is a clear separation between the phases
especially with regard to the roles which conduct the work [SK10; Son16].
Consider a loan approval process as an example. A business specialist from
the credit department of a bank models a loan approval workflow with a
modeling tool, possibly with the support of an IT specialist from the IT
department for technical configuration steps (Modeling phase). Literature
also refers to this phase as build time [Hol95]. The workflow model is
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then deployed on a workflow engine by an IT specialist using some kind of
admin tool (Deployment phase). Since the deployment of workflows plays
an important part in our work, we informally define it based on [SKL10]:
Definition 2.4 (Workflow Deployment - informal)
Workflow deployment comprises all steps necessary to prepare a work-
flow model for the execution on one or more workflow engines. This
includes the translation into the internal format used by the engines
and storing it in the engines’ databases as well as the configuration
of the engines by parameters provided outside of the workflow model
definition. ◊
The deployment phase leads to several advantages such as execution effi-
ciency resulting from the use of the optimized format, robustness due to the
potential use of stable storage as well as increased reusability due to the con-
figurability of some aspects of workflow models, for example in terms of the
used activity implementations [SKL10]. As part of the Execution phase, the
creation of an instance is triggered by a customer if it is for example directly
accessible via the Internet or an employee of the bank organization with
the help of a workflow client. The workflow instance represents a concrete
inquiry for a bank loan by a customer. The actual execution of the workflow
instance takes place on a workflow engine. Note that this phase is also often
called run time phase. Individual workflow instances can be monitored by
IT specialists as well as business analysts using a workflow instance monitor.
Monitoring information enables users of both roles to react to problems with
an individual workflow instance – on the business or technical level – dur-
ing execution and initiate corrective measures (Monitoring phase). Finally,
business analysts have access to business data which can be aggregated and
analyzed with the help of Business Activity Monitoring (BAM) software, of-
ten realized with graphical dashboards showing predefined Key Performance
Indicators (KPI). This can for example be the total amount of granted loans
in the bank. The insights from this Analysis phase influence the adaptation
of the workflow in subsequent Modeling phases [SK10; Son16; Wes12].
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2.2.2. Scientific Workflows
In the past, a lot of works have applied the workflow concept to the scientific
domain. Goble and de Roure [GdR09] identify a list of advantages in favor of
workflow usage for eScience problems and see it as an important paradigm
to address the large scale of data-centric science. First and foremost, work-
flows enable systematic and automated analyses drawing data from diverse
datasets and applications. The workflow model and its instance formally
describe a conducted analysis and make it reproducible for the scientific
community. Furthermore, workflow modeling tools often provide graphical
abstractions for the workflow language constructs and free scientists from
low-level scripting/programming tasks. This corresponds to the notions
of “programming in the large” and “programming in the small” employed
by Leymann and Roller [LR00] (cf. Sec 2.2.1)). The last advantageous
point discussed in this list is the use of workflows as integration technology
for resources from independent providers without requiring the composing
scientist to be an expert in each of them.
The workflow technology is – besides actual data analysis concepts, algo-
rithms, and tools implementing the workflow activities – one enabler of the
Fourth Paradigm. Goble and de Roure call workflows “the computational
protocols needed to undertake data-centric science” [GdR09]. They remove
the burden of routine, manually triggered tasks such as capturing, clean-
ing, normalizing, validating, and archiving data, i.e. data curation tasks,
from scientists. These types of tasks can be automated and conducted in
a systematic and repeated manner freeing up time for the non-routine, i.e.
for actual scientific discovery [GdR09; LWMB09]. Ludäscher et al. denote
this as the saving of “human cycles”, while machine cycles can be saved
by optimizing the workflow execution [LWMB09]. Furthermore, workflows
make implicit knowledge explicit. While there is always an implicit workflow
structure embedded in application code, specifying it explicitly in a workflow
model fosters reusability and makes it available for larger groups of scien-
tists [GdR09]. This has also been reported by Barga and Gannon [BG07]
with regard to conventional (standardized) workflow technology.
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2.2.2.1. Scientific Workflow Management Systems
Following the naming of software systems used to support the modeling
and execution of business workflows, a corresponding system for workflow
management in the scientific domain is called a scientific Workflow Manage-
ment System (sWfMS). In unison with the Fourth Paradigm, the emphasis
of workflow languages originating from the scientific community lies on the
expression of the data flow, i.e these workflow languages are data-driven,
while usually still supporting some control flow constructs [Shi07; GSK+11].
The respective not explicitly expressed flow can still be inferred from the
workflow model. Furthermore, explicit modeling constructs for handling
large amounts of data such as data references and pipelines have to be
supported [GSK+11].
Görlach et al. systematically identified a set of requirements that have
to be fulfilled by scientific workflows and supporting sWfMS [GSK+11].
They are also valid for multi-* in silico experiments (cf. Sec. 2.1.1). The
requirements differ from their business-driven equivalents and comprise
usability, flexibility, monitoring capabilities, reproducibility, robustness, scal-
ability, and integration capabilities. Usability of any user facing component
or functionality offered by a scientific Workflow Management System is of
paramount importance due to the fact that natural scientists are often no IT
experts [BG07]. Thus, modeling and execution of scientific workflows re-
quires user-friendly tools, which drive automation as far as possible and offer
high flexibility [GSK+11]. The notion of flexibility describes “the ability of
a system to react to changes in its environment” [GSK+11]. While business
workflows tend to be relatively stable after being modeled, this is not the
case for scientific workflows. Scientific research is often conducted in an
exploratory, trial-and-error manner meaning scientists may only know a par-
ticular goal they would like to reach, the actual steps, however, unfold as they
examine the experiment. Thus, scientists must be able to change the steps of
an in silico experiment at will [BG07; GDE+07]. This includes changes to
the workflow structure, i.e. the logic dimension, by adding, rearranging, or
removing activities, changes to parameters, or the correction of data. The ex-
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ploratory approach to scientific discovery implies that the adaption has to be
applied after the execution of the workflow has already started, i.e. the work-
flow instances have to be adapted during run time [Slo07; GSK+11; SK13].
Furthermore, parts of the experiments may have to be rerun with different
parameters for the convergence of results or error handling [SKD10; Son16].
Monitoring of scientific workflows includes information about the current
state of workflow activities, for example running, finished, or faulted ones,
information about allocated computational resources, automatically selected
services as a well as facilities to inspect input and output data [GSK+11].
Reproducibility of in silico experiments denotes the ability to reenact
the experiments and review the presented findings by scientists who were
initially not involved in the experiment. This is a central notion of science,
i.e. the scientific method. Moreover, this ability enables other scientific
groups to reuse trustworthy results and work on the advancement of their
research without beginning from scratch. A central concept established for
the reproducibility of in silico experiments is the generation and capturing
of provenance information [GDE+07; DF08; FS12]. This comprises data
provenance giving insights on the circumstances of the creation of data items
and workflow provenance.
The often long running nature of scientific workflows requires robustness
against errors. While flexibility mechanisms add to the overall robustness
of the system[KL10], there is a need to retain a consistent execution state
in cases of failure in order to proceed the execution afterwards. Scalability
means the assurance of acceptable performance with an increasing number
of users and workflow instances. Depending on the use case, different kinds
of scientific applications are orchestrated by one scientific workflow. Thus, in-
tegration capabilities for applications implemented in different programming
languages and being invoked by different access paradigms such as SOAP-
based web services or command line interfaces are a necessary requirement
on a sWfMS [GSK+11].
In literature, a thorough analysis of the architectures of existing scien-
tific Workflow Management System such as Kepler and Taverna has been
conducted for example in [SK10; Son16]. The challenge in synthesizing a
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Figure 2.4.: Generic Architecture of a Scientific Workflow Management Sys-
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common architecture lies in the fact that these sWfMS originate from dif-
ferent scientific domains and have been built from scratch to accommodate
specific needs to a particular scientific community, e.g. Kepler [LAB+06] for
Ecology and Taverna [MSO+10] for Life Sciences.
Fig. 2.4 shows the resulting architecture introduced in [Son16]. A key
observation that has been made is the fact that the components of sWfMS
tend to be much tighter integrated and not implemented as separate applica-
tions such as in a conventional WfMS [LWMB09; Son16]. The reason for this
is to save scientists from switching between tools for modeling, execution
and monitoring. The workflow models created with a process definition
tool exhibit a proprietary format only fitting one particular sWfMS1. The
workflow client enables the starting and stopping of the workflow which
is executed by the workflow engine. Note that scientists are usually not
aware of the distinction between model and instance. This is also true for
1However, there are efforts to overcome this problem by introducing common exchange
formats for sWfMS [PPJ+13; RHH+13].
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monitoring and execution where monitoring is simply regarded as the visual
representation of the execution [SK10]. The sWfMS often contain as set
of built-in functions and applications for domain-specific purposes. Exter-
nal applications can also be invoked but have to be registered explicitly in
the system. Execution progress can be tracked by an instance monitoring
component. Some scientific Workflow Management Systems also have an
interface allowing to access and control internal functionality.
2.2.2.2. Scientific Workflow Life Cycle
Fig. 2.5 shows the life cycle of scientific workflows as presented in detail
in [SK10; Son16]. In contrast to the business workflow life cycle (cf. Fig. 2.3),
only one role is involved in the phases of the scientific workflow life cycle:
the role of the scientist. This is due to the fact that scientists wish to be able
to conduct all necessary work on their own. Furthermore, the supporting
functionality is not distributed among a set of tools but part of the sWfMS
as discussed in the context of the sWfMS architecture (cf. Fig. 2.4). The life
cycle starts with theModeling phase, where scientists fully or partially model
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the experiments. The life cycle does not explicitly possess a deployment
phase, but hides the technical details behind the run/resume action. This
action deploys the workflow model on a workflow engine if required as well
as starts it immediately. The Execution and Monitoring are blended into
one phase because for scientists monitoring resembles the visualization of
the execution. The results from the Analysis phase are an input for further
modeling. The explorative modeling approach of many scientists demands
an action to pause the execution and return to the modeling phase for
adaptations before resuming the execution.
2.2.2.3. Conventional Workflow Technology for Scientific Workflows
In the previous sections, we discussed conventional, i.e. business workflow
concepts and technology and the ones originating directly from of the sci-
entific domain. In literature, the conventional workflow technology has
been proposed for use in the scientific domain due to its maturity which
brings several advantages [EBC+05; BG07; Slo07; WEB+07; SH10; SK10;
HKB11]. First of all, there exist a lot of commercial as well as open-source
WfMS that have been designed with robustness and scalability in mind,
which is generally hard to achieve [BG07; WEB+07]. Some workflow
languages of the business domain such as the Business Process Execution
Language (BPEL) [OAS07] and the Business Process Model and Notation
(BPMN) [Obj11b] underwent standardization efforts and are supported by a
lot of commercial and open-source WfMS [BG07]. This enables the exchange
of workflowmodels between WfMS of different vendors. Conventional WfMS
are able to cover a wide range of different business areas, i.e. they are built in
a generic manner. Furthermore, they support transactional concepts leaving
workflows in consistent states in the face of failures. Last but not least, the
use of service-oriented architectures enables the integration of diverse and
distributed scientific services, which might even be a piece of wrapped legacy
code [GEM06; SHK+11; WBL15]. These points are also the reason for the
identification of Requirement R7 (standards compliance) in Sec. 2.1.3.
Despite exhibiting these maturity related advantages, the conventional
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workflow technology does not completely fulfill the requirements on scientific
workflows (cf. Sec. 2.2.2.1) out of the box. For example, typical conventional
workflow languages such as BPEL do not support data flow in an explicit
and adequate manner [BG07; Shi07] or do not provide the correct level of
abstractions for scientists [WEB+07].
However, there exists a plethora of propositions to overcome these prob-
lems. First of all, there is the call for a new hybrid workflow language
combining constructs from both worlds [Shi07]. Another approach com-
prises adaptations or extensions to the conventional language itself [Slo07;
DFH+07], while other groups have proposed the use of domain specific,
graphical abstractions and subsequent transformations of these abstractions
into executable conventional workflow languages [WEB+07; SH10; HKB11].
Approaches to enhance the data flow capabilities of scientific workflows real-
ized with conventional workflow technology have been proposed by Reimann
et al. [RRS+11; RSM14b; RSM14a], where complex data management tasks
are hidden behind configurable activities. Furthermore, scientists are sup-
ported by abstract data management patterns, which are transformed into
executable workflows. Large data sets can be integrated in conventional
workflows e.g. using the work of Wieland et al. [WGSL09]. Here, instead
of burdening the workflow engine with data, which is not necessary for
determining the control flow only, references to these data sets are passed
through the engine. If necessary, these references can be resolved using an
additional middleware component. Flexibility and adaptation mechanisms
for scientific workflows realized with conventional workflow technology
such as the (partial) repetition or run time changes have been provided, for
example, by Sonntag and Karastoyanova [SK11; SK12]. They also play an
important role in our work, therefore, we provide a detailed discussion of
these approaches in Sec. 2.2.3.
In conjunction with the discussed extensions conventional workflows tech-
nology is surely suitable for the modeling and execution of scientific work-
flows. In Sec. 2.2.5, we discuss their applicability to multi-* in silico experi-
ments.
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2.2.3. Workflow Flexibility
In this section, we will discuss the state of the art with regard to workflow
flexibility for both conventional and scientific workflows. Note that not in
the scope of this work and thus the following discussion are concepts from
the domain of Service-oriented Computing (SoC) involving late binding of
services [CDEV08; CMT10] or the substitution of service implementations
during run time [KLN+06; FGIZ08; SBH09]. These concepts belong to
the functional dimension (cf. Fig. 2.1), while we exclusively consider the
logic dimension of workflows. Based on Schonenberg et al. [SMR+08] and
Reichert et al. [RRD09], we define workflow flexibility in the following way:
Definition 2.5 (Workflow flexibility - informal)
Flexibility in the context of workflows is the ability to deal with un-
certainty and influencing factors on the workflow model and instance
which can be anticipated or completely unexpected. Workflow flexibility
concepts can be applied during all life cycle phases from modeling to
execution. ◊
Schonenberg et al. proposed a taxonomy of process flexibility [SMR+08].
They distinguish between Flexibility by Design, Flexibility by Deviation, Flexi-
bility by Underspecification, and Flexibility by Change.
Flexibility by Design approaches enumerate alternative execution paths
in a workflow model by using language constructs for choice and parallelism
among others as described in the workflow patterns [vdAtHKB03]. The
discussion of pre-specified constructs for the handling of anticipated failures
(exception handlers) during run time by Reichert et al. [RRD09] as well
as Reichert and Weber [RW12] can also be summarized by this class of
approaches. However, specifying all alternatives or foreseeing all causes for
failures during run time in advance, i.e. during modeling time, leads to very
complex workflow models or might even be impossible. Thus, approaches for
ad hoc changes to workflow instances, i.e. run time adaptations are necessary.
In this case, the execution of a workflow instance is suspended and state
and/or structural adaptations are applied [WRR08; RRD09; RW12].
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Approaches classified as Flexibility by Deviation by Schonenberg et al.
fall into this category. They encompass the deviation from the specified
execution path on the level of a specific workflow instance. The deviation
does not alter the structure of the workflow model but allows for the undoing,
redoing, or skipping of activities.
An important representative of this class of approaches has been proposed
by Sonntag and Karastoyanova [SK12]. It is introduced in the context of
the Model-as-you-go approach, which supports ad hoc changes of workflow
instances as well as the evolution of workflowmodels and instances especially
with focus on the eScience domain. Flexibility by Deviation is supported
by two operations which allow the (partial) repetition of already executed
workflow logic: iterate and re-execute. Users can determine an arbitrary
point in the execution past of the workflow instance as starting point for the
operations. The iterate operation allows for the repetition of workflow logic
without undoing already completed work. It resembles the semantics of a
loop without requiring a corresponding language construct. This is useful to
enforce the convergence of results in an in silico experiment.
Fig. 2.6 shows the more complex re-execute operation of the Model-as-
you-go approach. The basic idea is very similar to the previously discussed
iterate operation. Users can repeat already executed workflow logic, either
completely or partially. However, previous execution results are compen-
sated beforehand, i.e. semantically undone. In Fig. 2.6a (the instance of)
activity b is selected as starting point for the operation. An important notion,
which we also utilize in our work, is the one of the wavefront of a workflow
instance [SK12], which is given in Def. 2.6:
Definition 2.6 (Workflow Wavefront - informal)
The wavefront of a workflow instance consists of all currently executing
activity instances and the ones scheduled next for execution. Addition-
ally, already evaluated control flow links whose target activities have
not yet been scheduled are part of the wavefront. ◊
As visible in Fig. 2.6b the control flow links are reset from activity in-
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Figure 2.6.: Re-execute operation of the Model-as-you-go approach. Adapted
from [SK12]
stance b until reaching the wavefront where activity instance e is terminated.
Additionally, the re-execution operation relies on compensation of the de-
picted instance graph in reverse order. Both operations are supported by a
corresponding implementation based on conventional workflow technology.
Note that a mandatory prerequisite to the utilization of the re-execute oper-
ation is the implementation and availability of corresponding compensation
activities for each activity.
Further approaches for Flexibility by Deviation can be found, for example,
in [RDB03], where concepts and algorithms for pre-modeled or ad hoc
backward jumps in process instances are presented. The Kepler system
supports the concept of smart re-runs [ABJ06] enabling scientists to repeat
parts of scientific workflows with a different set of parameters. Previously
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stored provenance information is used to avoid the repetition of parts of the
workflow that do not change the overall outcome of the scientific experiment.
Approaches for Flexibility by Underspecification typically specify place-
holders during modeling time, for which a suitable realization has to be
provided at latest right before its execution during run time. This concept
allows to model and agree upon the overall structure of a process, but pro-
vide flexibility where information about the concrete activities might be
only available during run time or under the control of different groups. The
placeholders can be completed by employing so-called late binding and late
modeling. In the case of late binding, which is also described by the change
pattern late selection of process fragments [WRR08], the concrete logic is
retrieved during execution based on predefined rules or user decisions from
a list of existing process fragments. Late modeling, also called late modeling
of process fragments by Weber et al. [WRR08], refers to manually specifying
the activities inside a placeholder activity during run time as well as select-
ing and/or combining existing process fragments [SMR+08]. Examples
for Flexibility by Underspecification approaches can be found in [SSO01;
AtHEvdA06; BMPR12; GAH+15a; WSBL15; MGKR15; KBG+16].
If the previously discussed flexibility techniques such as temporary devia-
tions from the workflow model do not suffice for a particular case, Flexibility
by Change approaches provide further flexibility by allowing the perma-
nent addition, removal, shifting, or replacement of activities and control
flow links as well as complete process fragments [SMR+08; RW12]. The
change might be a momentary change only affecting one or more workflow
instances at a given time but not any future instances or, on the other hand,
an evolutionary change. Reichert et al. [RRD09; RW12] discuss momentary
changes, which are also called (structural) ad hoc changes, in detail. One
of the major challenges to solve in the context of ad hoc changes is how
the structural adaptations on the level of the workflow level can be applied
to a specific running workflow instance and its state without violating the
correctness of the process model and the instance execution itself. The
authors propose to use high-level change operations instead of using low level
change primitives. Change primitives comprise direct edit operations on the
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level of the workflow graph for the adding or removal of nodes and edges
placing the burden of ensuring the correctness of the change on the user.
High-level change operations on the other hand combine change primitives
and render ad hoc adaptations easier by specifying model transformations
for a specific workflow language, as introduced for example for the BPEL
language [RR06]. Adaptation patterns abstract from high-level change oper-
ations by providing language-independent solutions for adaption problems
on both the model and the instance level [WRR08; RW12].
Evolutionary changes are conducted on the level of the workflowmodel and
affect all future instances of the model and possibly also current, i.e. running
ones [CCPP98; vdABV+00; WRR08; SK11; RW12]. Casati et al. [CCPP98]
distinguish between different instance evolution policies. The current work-
flow instances, which have been created from a now outdated model, can
be aborted or flushed. The latter means that until all existing instances are
completely executed, no new instances of the old and the new model are
created. Furthermore, the authors propose so-called progressive policies that
include (i) the concurrent execution of the old and new workflow instances
until all old instances have been completed, (ii) the migration of existing
workflow instances to the new model version, or (iii) the migration to ad-hoc
workflow policy which allows to create a temporary workflow model for only
one or a few selected workflow instances to reflect a specific use case. This
basically resembles the notion of an ad hoc change as employed by Reichert
and Weber [RW12]. A correctness notion for the migration of workflow
instances is state compliance. It indicates that the execution trace, i.e. the
execution history of an instance from the old model could also be produced
by an instance of the changed model [WRR08; RW12]. If the execution of
an instance has proceeded too far and it is no longer state compliant with
a potential instance of the new model, a rollback or compensation of logic
might be employed to still conduct the migration [CCPP98; RW12]. Sonntag
and Karastoyanova [SK11] introduce an approach for concurrent workflow
evolution. In contrast to other approaches, they allow that different versions
of one workflow are active at the same time. This is especially interesting
for applications in the eScience domain where scientists might want to con-
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duct different versions of one in silico experiment in parallel. The approach
introduces meta-data for identifying model versions and introduces change
operations for migrating BPEL instances to new model versions.
2.2.4. Workflow Reuse
When modeling workflows reusing logic from already existing workflow mod-
els saves a lot of time and effort [MC07]. Therefore, in the process modeling
research literature a lot of corresponding concepts and techniques for reuse
have been proposed. For example, commonly used orchestration logic among
different workflow models can be outsourced into a sub-process and invoked
from superordinate (“parent”) workflow models [LR00; WR08; WRR08].
Furthermore, approaches using process templates [AGTW11], process vari-
ants [GvdAJ07; RDtH09; HBR10], and process reference models [RvdA07]
also present granules of reuse in workflow modeling.
One of the most important concepts for reuse in workflow modeling and
especially in the context of our work is the notion of process fragments1,
which has gained a lot of research interest [WR08; WRR08; MP08; EUL09;
ELS+10; SLM+10]. However, a uniform definition of the notion of process
fragments is missing. Some works see process fragments as a self-contained
part of a business process, akin to a Single-Entry-Single-Exit (SESE) frag-
ment [MP08; WR08; WRR08], others favor the notion of a more loosely
specified subgraph [SLM+10; ELS+10]. For the use in our work, we infor-
mally define process fragments following [SLM+10]:
Definition 2.7 (Process Fragment - informal)
A process fragment is a granule of reuse expressed as a connected graph,
which can be seen as a subgraph of a workflow model. It contains the
same elements as a workflow such as activities, control flow, connectors,
and variables. However, the fragment might not be syntactically and
semantically complete compared to a fully specified workflow model.◊
1Interestingly, the notion of a “workflow fragment” does not seem to be used, although,
process fragments are often employed in the context of executable business processes.
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Process fragments are typically used to capture and extract parts of a
process model and to store them for later (re)use. A very generic view on
workflow reuse is given by Weber et al. [WRR08]. The concept of process
fragments is used to describe change patterns and change reuse for process-
aware information systems. While in most mentioned patterns, the process
fragments are used to specify a particular unit of adaptation, especially the
patterns “Extract Process Fragment to Sub Process” and “Inline Sub Process”
describe the extraction of selected process fragments for reuse. Similarly
staying on a rather abstract level, in [WR08] process fragments are used in
the context of refactoring techniques for large process model repositories.
The “Extract Process Fragment” pattern can be used to reduce the size of
a process model or remove redundant parts. Markovic and Pereira [MP08]
and Markovic et al. [MPS08] introduce an π-calculus and ontology based
approach. The semantic annotation of process fragments enables querying
for particular fragments or suggestions for autocompleting process models
both during modeling and run time. Furthermore, the approach allows for
the querying and substitution of fragments in a process model.
Another area of reuse is fragment composition during modeling time as
well as run time, where it represents a late modeling approach [EUL09;
ELS+10]. Essentially, in these works process fragments are considered as
building blocks to dynamically evolve a process instance by attaching new
process fragments when the execution of the existing instance is completed.
The authors introduce a formal model describing process fragments as well
as two composition operations for combining and subtracting fragments.
Language specific process fragments encapsulating parts of BPEL processes
for reuse are presented by Ma and Leymann [ML09].
2.2.5. Summary and Discussion
In the previous sections, we discussed the state of the art in the domains of
conventional and scientific workflows highlighting the similarities and differ-
ences in requirements, concepts, architectures, and technologies. Moreover,
we reviewed how the scientific domain can benefit from the conventional
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workflow technology and which approaches have been proposed to close the
gap between the domain’s requirements and the capabilities of conventional
workflow technology. While workflows, both scientific and conventional,
may be surely used to model and execute multi-* in silico experiments, there
is a set of arguments that indicate that these concepts and technologies alone
are not the ideal candidates for supporting such in silico experiments. First
of all, multi-* in silico experiments usually involve different scientific fields
and methods and therefore various expertise. Thus, more than one scientist
is usually part of the overall experiment. While there are approaches to
support collaborative modeling and execution of workflows [ZKL10; Zha10;
BIV+11; HKB11], it might be more convenient to collectively agree on the
overall structure (the scientific protocol [GDE+07]) and model the experi-
ment on an abstract level first. Later the corresponding experts can add the
details on their own, while still conforming to the agreed upon structure.
Gil et al. [GDE+07] demand this when discussing the concept of multi-level
abstractions of workflows. Further concepts in this direction are provided by
Scherp and Hasselbring, Cerezo and Montagnat, and Cerezo et al. [SH10;
CM11; CMB13]. However, when adding control and data flow representing
scientific concepts from different domains to one single workflow, the funda-
mental principle of separation of concerns known from software architecture
design [Dij82; Goe90; LL13] is violated (cf. Requirement R6). What is more,
the scientific workflow in question may contain a high number of control
and data flow constructs and it may be difficult for the involved scientists to
identify the correct place to add their particular logic after their colleagues
have already been enriching the originally agreed upon high level workflow.
Additionally, scientists might want to keep the details of their particular area
of expertise hidden from the other involved scientists [GDE+07].
While these considerations already implicate the separation and distri-
bution of the workflow logic to be advantageous for our purposes, there
are more arguments in favor of such an approach. If the multi-* domain
problem to solve has parts that require only few synchronizations with other
involved parts, these parts can be modeled in separate workflow models and
executed in parallel possibly on separate workflow engines. This would in-
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crease scalability of the experiment and decrease the overall execution time.
Furthermore, the synchronization patterns in terms of message exchange
between the workflow instances and thus the represented scientific fields,
scales, and methods might need to be arbitrarily complex [BDtH05]. This is
not the possible with sub-workflows, which are typically tightly coupled to
their parent workflows life cycle and only exhibit limited message exchange
patterns between parent and child [KELU10]. Most of the existing scientific
Workflow Management System are disqualified for our purposes as they typ-
ically only support single workflows and sub-processes [LAB+06; MSO+10;
HKB11; SK13]. However, the scalability argument for eScience has also
been given by Barker et al. [BWvH08; BBRW09; BRW09] and Fleuren et
al. [FGM11] opting for the removal the data flow bottleneck introduced
when using only one centralized workflow engine. We review these works
in Sec. 2.3.5.
This discussion implies that classical, overarching and centralized work-
flows, i.e. service orchestrations, have major shortcomings in the context of
multi-* in silico experiments and are not the ideal candidate for supporting
them. Independent, yet communicating workflows are a more promising
approach, which is inherent to the concept of choreographies discussed next
in Sec. 2.3. Another indicator is the fact that the notion of CDC systems (cf.
Sec. 2.1.2), which includes eScience as one application domain among others,
explicitly proposes to model the interaction of the involved software systems
as choreographies [AGKW14]. Moreover, for the CDC system application
domain of Collective Adaptive Systems the foundational work on Adaptive
Pervasive Flows has neglected the collaborative aspect by only considering
the individual behavior of the entities expressed by workflows. This also
calls for the use of choreographies [ABG+13].
Note that we acknowledge that collaborative concepts and tools also pro-
vide a huge benefit for our proposal of modeling and executing CDC system
applications such as multi-* in silico experiments. However, the concrete
implementation of concurrent modeling capabilities on choreography or
workflow models is out of scope of this particular work and we leave this
open for future work. The same is true for view concepts on workflows
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as for example proposed in [SLS10; SGK+11], which allow to alter the
presentation of a workflow according to the users’ needs, e.g. by hiding par-
ticular activities or highlighting predefined execution phases. We see these
as orthogonal concepts, which we do not further consider in this work. From
the discussion above also follows that the flexibility concepts for workflows
and the concepts for workflow reuse as reviewed in Sec. 2.2.3 and Sec. 2.2.4,
respectively are not sufficient for our purposes. However, we use them as a
basis for novel concepts of choreography flexibility and reuse in this work.
2.3. Choreography Concepts
The discussion in Sec. 2.2.5 already hinted that the concept of choreographies
is promising for addressing the problems and requirements of the eScience
domain and more generally speaking of the application domains included in
the CDC systems notion. In the following, we will introduce the basic notion
in the context of choreographies. Note that while related works in literature
are typically quite similar in terms of their high-level concepts, there is still
no real consensus reached on some details and especially the terms used. In
business information systems research, predominately the notion of inter-
organizational, cross-organizational, or collaborative (business) processes
is preferred over choreographies [GLK+07; ZMF07; HH08; vdALM+10].
Usually, the corresponding works approach the topic from a more conceptual
perspective.
A key characteristic of the already discussed workflow concept in its
manifold shapes is the modeling and execution of domain-specific steps from
the perspective of a particular party. The interaction with other parties and
services is described from the viewpoint of this party. Workflow instances
are typically executed on one workflow engine, which acts as a centralized
coordinator of the invocation of activity implementations such as (web)
services. It is worth to be noted that there exist approaches for decentralized
workflow enactment such as proposed in [STS+06; SRG08; MWL08; PE09;
LMJ10; ZBHL10]. In such systems the execution of activities is conducted by
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different entities and control flow and data information is passed between
them. However, while these approaches optimize for particular aspects such
as scalability or robustness in execution, they do not solve the requirements
posed by the CDC system application domains. In particular, they do not
provide separation of concerns, since the overall logic is still defined in one
workflow model which is typically distributed before run time.
In contrast, choreographies, also known as service choreographies in the
context of SoC, do not rely on a centralized coordinator [DKB08; BRW09]. In-
stead, the so-called choreography participants representing the collaborating
parties coordinate themselves via message exchanges in a peer-to-peer-like
manner. Originally1, the choreography concept has been used in the business
domain to model and execute the collaboration of independent organizations
and their IT systems toward a common business goal [Pel03; Wes12]. The
publicly visible behavior, i.e. the public interfaces of the choreography par-
ticipants is captured in a choreography model. The participants play one or
more prespecified roles by adhering to so-called behavioral interfaces [DD04;
BDO05; DW07; Wes12] or behavior descriptions [DKLW07; DKLW09; Dec10].
In some works, roles are realized by introducing a type concept for partici-
pants [DKLW07; DKLW09]. A behavioral interface describes the message
exchanges in the context of a choreography from the point of view of a
specific participant by specifying the necessary communication activities. The
participants, or more precisely their behavioral interfaces, are implemented
by services or orchestrations of services, i.e. workflows, realizing the private
business logic of a single organization. These activities, and control and
data flow constructs are denoted as internal2. The organizations’ authority is
restricted to the execution of their own workflows and/or services [DKB08].
This dichotomy of behavioral interfaces and their implementation is also
reflected by the notion of public and private workflows used e.g. by van
1Since recently, there exists also the notion of choreography programming for concurrent
software, which borrows some basic concepts from service choreographies [Mon16; CM16].
However, in our work we do not consider this type of choreographies but remain in the realm
of service choreographies.
2Note that internal activities can be made visible on the choreography level in order to improve
the overall understandability of the model [Kop16].
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der Aalst and Weske [vdAW01], Rinderle et al. [RWR06], and Fdhila et
al. [FRR12].
An additional grouping level is introduced by Kopp [Kop16]. Here, the
notion of partners is used to describe real world entities that realize the
participants. The partners can choose to group more than one participant
under their authority. However, in general the term partner is used syn-
onymously with participant or participating organization as for example
in [RWR06; BFPG12]. It follows from the observations above that chore-
ographies and their languages are typically not directly executable or not
meant to be executed [BDO05; DKLW09], instead the private workflows are
executed. However, there exist exceptions to this rule, e.g. the MAP language
introduced by Barker et al. [BRW09] which allows to specify executable
choreography models.
In literature, there exist two distinct types of modeling approaches and
corresponding choreography languages: interaction models and intercon-
nected interface behavior models. Interaction models specify the collaboration
of independent organizations using one-way or request-response message
exchanges as basic elements. These elements are connected by control
and data flow and can be grouped together forming more complex inter-
actions. Languages supporting interaction models are for example Let’s
Dance [ZBDtH06], WS-CDL [KBR+05] and the Choreography Diagrams
of BPMN [Obj11b]. Interconnected interface behavior models, for which
according to Kopp [Kop16] the term interconnection model is now more
prevalent, specify the control flow for each participant directly in its behav-
ioral interface. The message exchange between the participants is modeled
using message flow constructs, also known as message links, connecting
sending and receiving activities. The message flow represents both control
and data flow in a choreography model. Languages supporting interconnec-
tion models are for example BPEL4Chor [DKLW07; DKLW09] and BPMN
Collaboration Diagrams [Obj11b].
The two modeling paradigms support different levels of correctness. Com-
patibility is given if participants are able to successfully fulfill their role and
interact with others in the context of a choreography. So-called structural
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incompatibility is given if participants do not understand the messages sent
to each other. Behavioral compatibility targets the control flow dependencies
between the interactions. In choreography languages based on the interac-
tion model paradigm this type of compatibility can be violated by modeling
interactions that are locally unenforceable. This could be interactions, where
a participant A might only send a message to another participant B if be-
forehand a particular message between two other participants has been
exchanged but the model does not specify how A is informed about the
conducted message exchange [DKB08]. Choreography languages based on
the interconnection model are not affected by this kind of problem, however,
participants might still be incompatible. One example, leading to a deadlock
situation, would be a participant waiting for a message in order to proceed
while none of the other participants sends this message [DKB08; Wes12].
With the help of formal methods, for example based on Petri nets, compat-
ibility can be ensured by checking behavioral compatibility and synthesis
of correct workflow skeletons for the implementation of the private work-
flows [DW07; ZDtH+08; LKLR08; Dec10; Wes12]. A second correctness
notion is conformance (also called accordance in [vdALM+10]). It means, that
the implementation of participants by workflows or services must conform
to the given behavioral interfaces [DD04; Dec10; vdALM+10; Wes12]. This
can be checked after implementation using formal methods [vdALM+10] or
using transformation based approaches that guarantee conformance, for ex-
ample [vdAW01; vdAal02]. Based on the observations above, we informally
define the notion of choreographies following the interconnection models
paradigm:
Definition 2.8 (Choreography - informal)
A choreography describes the collaboration of independent participants
from a global perspective. It consists of at least two participants whose
behavioral interfaces are interconnected by message links indicating
message exchange. The choreography is specified in a choreography
model using a choreography modeling language. ◊
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2.3.1. The Benefits of Choreographies for CDC System Realization
In the following, we will provide a short discussion of the benefits of us-
ing choreographies in the context of CDC systems based on our discussion
in [WK16]. First of all, separation of concerns (cf. Requirement R6) is
strengthened by allowing users or groups of users to collaboratively agree
on the global perspective of application scenarios such as multi-* in silico
experiments. The resulting choreography model shows the communication
relationships between the independent parts of the domain problem. Sub-
sequently, the actual implementation of the behavioral interfaces can be
conducted by the user or group of users with the proper expertise.
A second benefit is the more loosely coupled nature of choreography
participants and their implementing workflows compared to the concept
of sub-workflows. Instead of being tightly coupled to a parent workflow
life cycle and potentially be affected by its failure, choreography partici-
pants can individually use fault handling and compensation logic suited for
long-running workflow instances and thus avoid a single point of failure.
Furthermore, the independent execution of workflow instances, which are
part of a choreography might improve the overall performance and scalabil-
ity compared to the execution on a single workflow engine [BRW09]. For
example, distinct parts of a multi-* problem might be independent and could
be potentially solved in parallel before synchronizing the results with other
parts of the experiment.
Last but not least, choreographies typically allow for more complex com-
munication patterns between the implementing workflows. While sub-
workflows are mostly only called in a simple request/response style pattern
arbitrarily complex patterns are conceivable between independent work-
flows [KELU10]. In the context of multi-* in silico experiments this allows to
model intermediate feedback between multiple scales, fields, and methods.
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2.3.2. Choreography Life Cycle
In literature, only few works present a life cycle to describe the different
phases a choreography passes through. One example has been proposed by
Decker et al. [DKB08]. Another implicit one is defined by Ali et al. [AdAP13].
Fig. 2.7 shows the choreography life cycle of Decker et al. and its relation to
the orchestration life cycle. The life cycle starts with the Design/Verification
phase. We will discuss approaches and methods for choreography design in
Sec. 2.3.3. The resulting artifacts, i.e. the behavioral interfaces (participant
behavior descriptions) are distributed to the participating organizations,
which refine them with private logic and optionally check the conformance
of their implementations or even let them certify by a trusted third party. The
enumerated steps naturally correspond to the CDC system phase ofModeling
(cf. Sec. 2.1.2). As already mentioned, choreography models are typically
not directly executable. Thus, the deployment at each partner and the start
of the execution phase at the level of the orchestrations is a prerequisite for
triggering the monitoring at both the orchestration and choreography level.
We will discuss deployment approaches, which realize the CDC system phase
of Provisioning found in literature in Sec. 2.3.4. Execution and Monitoring
(CDC system phase of Execution) of choreographies are reviewed in Sec. 2.3.5.
In the evaluation phase past executions are analyzed and flow into further
modeling attempts. However, in this thesis we do not consider approaches
for this kind of analysis.
The life cycle depicted in Fig. 2.7 is quite static and does not consider
flexible modeling and execution of choreographies and orchestrations for
CDC system application domains such as eScience. What is missing are
facilities to switch between modeling on the level of the choreography and
the orchestrations, while the latter have already been started in order to
support explorative modeling. In Chapter 3, we introduce a life cycle that
fulfills these requirements. We denote supporting the complete choreography
life cycle using appropriate concepts as choreography life cycle management.
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Figure 2.7.: Choreography Life Cycle. Adopted from [DKB08]
2.3.3. Choreography Modeling
In this section, we will discuss existing approaches for the modeling of
choreographies and the refinement of the behavioral interfaces and their
suitability for our purposes. Furthermore, approaches for reuse on the
choreography level will be investigated.
2.3.3.1. Modeling Approaches
CDC system problems have been proposed to be modeled as choreogra-
phies [AGKW14]. Hence, in the following, we discuss existing approaches
for choreography modeling and discuss their suitability for our purposes.
Especially, we are in search of a suitable method that explicitly captures
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every aspect of choreography modeling as actable steps. In general, most
approaches follow a bottom-up or top-down modeling style. Bottom-up
modeling approaches synthesize choreography models out of already exist-
ing implementations of choreography participants [Mar05; DvR07] or by
splitting an existing workflow in order to distribute the execution among a
set of partners [Kha08; KL12]. However, while we have already investigated
bottom-up derivation of choreographies in a preliminary work [WKMS14],
in this thesis we focus on the top-down modeling and leave any further
bottom-up considerations open for future work.
Top-down approaches start on a rather abstract, technology independent
level by modeling a new choreography after analyzing a particular applica-
tion domain and the intended collaboration between independent organi-
zations [DD04; BDD07; BHF10; Kop16]. Domain and IT experts collabora-
tively break down and structure the application domain into manageable
parts [BDD07; BHF10; GLK+07]. In the business context, artifacts of the
application domain are often called business models [DGWZ07; Sch10].
For each of these parts a choreography model is to be constructed. It cap-
tures structural information such as the involved participants and their roles.
Common to many approaches is also the concept of different viewpoints
capturing different level of choreography detail [DD04; BDD07; GLK+07;
HH08; BHF10]. Subsequently, some top-down approaches generate repre-
sentations of the public behavior from the point of view of one participant in
an executable workflow language such as BPEL [GLK+07; RKDL08; HH08;
vdALM+10].
A typical example of a top-down approach is the work of Barros et al.
[BDD07]. There, the authors argue that choreography modeling languages
such as Let’s Dance and WS-CDL are too technical, i.e. implementation-
focused in nature and not ideal for the initial discussion between IT and
business experts. Hence, they present a multi-staged and multi-viewpoint
approach which starts with a high-level analysis by breaking down large
application domains such as B2B value-chains by hierarchically structuring
them into smaller collaboration domains. A role-based choreography view
describes the participating roles and their interaction via channels. The
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approach is further elaborated in [BHF10] by proposing to determine the
conversation semantics between roles with the help of Speech Acts.
Schönberger [Sch10] introduces the CHORCH approach for Business-
To-Business integration. The author distinguishes between the conceptual
business model, which expresses a value proposition in the Business-To-
Business context and a business process model, which specifies the necessary
information and tasks to be conducted to reach the common goal. A chore-
ography model expressed in the ebBP language refines the business process
model with technical information and the behavior of the choreography par-
ticipants is implemented by so-called local orchestrations using BPEL. Greiner
et al. [GLK+07] present a framework for cross-organizational business pro-
cesses. It comprises three modeling levels: the business level, the technical
level, and the execution level. The business level conceptually describes the
interactions of partners in terms of business aspects. On the technical level
the complete control and message flow is modeled in a platform independent
manner. Finally, on the execution level, the cross-organizational business
process is specified in an executable workflow language.
In the work of van der Aalst et al. [vdALM+10], an approach for top-
down modeling of choreographies is presented while being able to check the
accordance/ conformance of the private workflows to their public behavioral
interface. This is done by translating the choreography model, e.g. specified
with BPEL4Chor [DKLW07] into a Petri net dialect and checking its formal
properties. Hofreiter and Huemer [HH08] introduce a model-driven, top-
down approach for specifying choreographies. The UML-based UN/CEFACT
Modeling Methodology (UMM) is used to model the collaboration between
business partners. A proposed UML profile is then employed to capture the
local processes of each partner while conforming to the globally specified
choreography. The local processes are transformed to BPEL models for
execution purposes. A downside of this approach is, however, that only
bilateral agreements can be modeled with UMM.
Kopp [Kop16] introduces a comprehensive top-down choreography mod-
eling approach. It proposes the so-called CREAM method, which follows the
general approach sketched above and is depicted in Fig. 2.8. The method
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Figure 2.8.: CREAM method. Adopted from [Kop16]
starts with the definition of an abstract choreography model. In the first
step, choreography participants are determined and modeled. They have
to be atomic in the sense that there is no further meaningful subdivision.
In step 2, the functions are determined a particular participant will offer
in the context of the choreography. The messages to be exchanged in the
choreography and optionally their structure are determined in step 3. The
messages are then assigned to message links which are modeled between the
participants (step 4) and the publicly visible behavior of each participant is
specified (step 5). After these steps milestone M1 is reached which indicates
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a completely specified abstract choreography model. In step 6, the method
selects so-called partners which are responsible for the realization of one or
more participants. This step is unique to the work of Kopp and cannot be
found in other works. Subsequently, the endpoint references are exchanged
between the partners. This entails the exact definition of the interfaces a
participant offers and where they are located (step 7). The actual imple-
mentation of the public visible behavior is conducted by each partner in
step 8. Here, correctness and accordance checks between the public and
private behavior can be conducted. After completing this step, milestone M2
is reached indicating an executable choreography. Finally, the choreography
can be executed and monitored in step 9. Gathered information from this
step can be used to improve the choreography by restarting the method.
Remarkable is the fact that apart from the work of Kopp [Kop16] in
combination with the transformation described by Reimann et al. [RKDL08],
the reviewed approaches concentrate either on modeling the conceptual
level, i.e. business level, or assume the existence of an already created
choreography model that has to be transformed into executable artifacts but
do not give a generic and comprehensive top-down choreography modeling
method. Furthermore, the CREAM method can be easily employed using
standards-compliant choreography and workflow languages as demonstrated
in [Kop16], which fulfills Requirement R7 (standards compliance). Thus,
we base our modeling of flexible choreographies on the CREAM method (cf.
Chap. 3). However, there is a need to introduce additional concepts, since
the reviewed approach only considers the initial creation of a choreography
model but does not offer further flexibility mechanisms such as the trial-and-
error modeling needed for multi-* in silico experiments.
2.3.3.2. Reuse in Choreography Modeling
In the previous section, we discussed choreography modeling with a special
focus on top-down approaches. A topic closely related to choreography
modeling is the reuse of elements on the level of the choreography model. In
Sec. 2.2.4, we reviewed concepts for reuse in workflow modeling especially
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related to sub-processes and process fragments. When modeling choreogra-
phies for eScience, CAS or any other type of CDC system application domain,
a similar level of reuse is desirable in order to support a fast and efficient
modeling. This means that arbitrary parts of a choreography model should be
identified for extraction, storage, and reuse in another choreography model.
Furthermore, a corresponding concept should be generic and not tied to a
particular choreography language. Choreography reuse contributes to the
fulfillment of Requirement R1 (user-friendly modeling). In the following,
we will investigate if reuse approaches for choreographies offering a similar
granularity as process fragments exist in literature.
WS-CDL [KBR+05] offers the possibility to recursively compose existing
choreographies into more complex ones using the Perform Activity. While
this is surely an interesting concept, it only allows to reuse completely
specified choreography models and not arbitrary parts of the model similar
to process fragments. Moreover, the concept should be independent of a
particular choreography language. A similar idea is pursued by Eder et
al. [ELT06] with the introduction of so-called federated choreographies.
Here, existing choreographies contribute to other choreographies forming
more complex ones. Furthermore, the realization of participants through
private orchestrations can be shared among different choreographies. Pokahr
and Braubach [PB10] propose the reuse of predefined interaction patterns
in choreography modeling. Three different basic patterns expressed in UML
sequence diagrams and their mapping to BPMN are described. The patterns
contain generic sub-process placeholders that can be configured with domain-
specific logic. More complex interactions between choreography participants
can be realized by combining the basic patterns to form comprehensive
protocols. While this approach fosters reuse in choreography modeling, it
is quite limited to the design of protocols between two participants and
between multiple senders and one receiver, respectively. However, what is
needed for choreography modeling are capabilities to extract, store, and
reuse arbitrary parts of a choreography model similar to our definition of
process fragments (cf. Def. 2.7) and, thus, support all service interaction
patterns [BDtH05].
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Decker and Barros [DB07] introduce an extended version of the BPMN
language denoted as iBPMN to enhance the capabilities of BPMN for chore-
ography modeling as well as a mapping to standard BPMN. Besides the
introduction of the participant set construct to express that multiple partic-
ipants of the same type are part of a choreography, with the (collapsible)
Complex Interaction construct a possibility for reuse is introduced. The Com-
plex Interactions present a way to integrate sub-choreographies into a parent
choreography. In [SKK+11], the use of process fragments is proposed to
ease choreography modeling. Firstly, the fragments are used to describe
the interaction counterparts of services and workflows for integration pur-
poses. A second concept is the notion of a process fragment choreography.
Here, process fragments forming a collaboration scenario are assigned to
choreography participants which have to implement the fragments. This
concept enables reuse for choreographed interactions. However, the authors
do not specify in detail what the properties of such a process fragment
choreography are and how the fragments can be retrieved and inserted into
a choreography model.
In general, reuse on the choreography level did not get much attention
in literature so far. The works above either propose to reuse complete
choreography models [KBR+05; DB07] or only support a limited amount of
prespecified patterns [PB10]. An approach of reuse of arbitrary granularity
ranging from the size of process fragments to several participants and their
interconnection is missing so far. Solely, the work presented in [SKK+11] is
a promising start. We extend it in Chapter 5 by introducing the notion of
choreography fragments as well as supporting methods and algorithms for
their extraction and insertion.
2.3.4. Choreography Deployment
Sec. 2.3.3 has shown that literature contains a wide variety of choreography
modeling approaches and methods. However, there is only very limited work
on the distribution and collective deployment of the workflows implementing
the behavioral interfaces of each choreography participant. Surely, the major
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reason for lacking works in this area is the assumption that the private
workflows contain business-critical information that should not be disclosed.
Furthermore, an inherent characteristic of choreographies is the absence
of a (also logically) centralized controller that could be responsible for the
distribution and deployment. This assumption is still valid with regard
to traditional inter-organizational scenarios. However, especially in the
application domain of eScience, choreography users are no IT experts and
should not be bothered with technical details such as the deployment of the
refined workflow models onto a set of workflow engines (cf. Requirement R2
(technical transparency)). This is in line with the argumentation in works
for individual workflows such as Sonntag and Karastoyanova [SK13]. Apart
from reducing the complexity for non-IT experts, registering where each
implementing workflow is running enables further control mechanisms
for the user who want to actively manipulate the workflow instances (cf.
Requirement R3 (user-driven control)).
From existing works, the CHOReOS middleware [HKL+13; LMC+14] and
the ServicePot system [AdAP13] are somewhat related to our work. The
CHOReOS middleware enables the execution of large-scale Future Internet
(FI) service choreographies. In order to handle the large amount of involved
services, probabilistic discovery is employed during run time. In [HKL+13],
the notion of choreography deployment is discussed by introducing archi-
tectural components responsible for this task. However, the discussion stays
on a high-level without revealing any details how the deployment is ac-
tually realized. More information about the so-called Enactment Engine
of the CHOReOS middleware which is responsible for the deployment of
choreographed services are given in [LMC+14]. The Enactment Engine
triggers the creation of virtual machines (VM) at a particular cloud provider
and the installation of a configuration agent in the virtual machine. The
configuration agent then deploys a particular service inside the VM. The
Enactment Engine provides automated service deployment for a choreogra-
phy specification and additionally some adaptation facilities such as service
replacement. The ServicePot system [AdAP13] is a UDDI-based [CHvRR04]
registry for FI service choreographies. The registry offers life-cycle manage-
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ment operations for storing and deleting choreography models and services,
attaching or dropping roles to a service to promote it to a choreography
participant as well as querying the registry for specific services, roles, and
choreographies. The works of Ali et al. [AdAP13] and Leite et al. [LMC+14]
both lack concepts and features for run time related control mechanisms
that are required for example to steer multi-* in silico experiments, such as
suspending, resuming, and terminating choreographies. Furthermore, they
do not consider necessary adaptation mechanisms such as the repetition
of choreography logic. Thus, additional concepts are necessary, which we
introduce in Chapter 6.
2.3.5. Choreography Execution, Control, and Monitoring
A further phase of the choreography life cycle that has to be supported is
the execution and monitoring phase (cf. Fig. 2.7). As already pointed out,
we do not discuss approaches and systems for the distributed execution
of a service orchestration, i.e. a single workflow model, such as the ones
found in [STS+06; SRG08; MWL08; PE09; LMJ10; ZBHL10]. Although
the transition between orchestrations and choreographies is often seamless
as observed by Kopp et al. [KELU10] and the approaches for distributed
execution share similarities with the ones we discuss in the following, we
are interested in approaches that truly have been proposed for the run time
support of choreographies. Choreography models are typically not directly
executable. Instead, the workflows implementing the behavioral interfaces
of each participant are collectively executed or enacted [LMC+14]. This
type of instantiation of a choreography is also denoted as process conversa-
tion [Wes12]. However, we prefer the notion of choreography instance:
Definition 2.9 (Choreography instance - informal)
A choreography instance is formed by the set of collectively executed
workflow instances created from the workflow models implementing
the individual behavioral interfaces of a choreography model. ◊
As a choreography instance is a only virtually existing entity, it can be
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created by reading and aggregating choreography related execution events
emitted by each involved workflow engine. In the following, we will discuss
approaches and systems for choreography monitoring, execution, and con-
trol, which are important facilities to fulfill Requirement R3 (user-driven
control) and Requirement R4 (integration of modeling and monitoring) iden-
tified in Sec. 2.1.3. A common element in all reviewed approaches supporting
choreography execution and monitoring is the existence of some kind of
choreography instance identifier which is passed around in the message
flow between the choreography participants to identify the affiliation to a
particular choreography instance.
In [AFG+07], a centralized component for the monitoring of chore-
ographed web services is introduced. The approach employs the basic con-
cepts of WS-Coordination by using a centralized monitor where web services
register themselves for monitoring. Themonitor evaluates a choreography de-
scription to track choreography execution state and actively calls the involved
web services to query their state. The services have to offer corresponding
methods for this purpose. Von Riegen and Ritter [vRR09] discuss the reliable
monitoring of choreography executions across organizational boundaries in
order to validate them during run time. Their proposed architecture relies
on the existence of an Enterprise Service Bus (ESB) [Cha04], which acts as a
mediator for all messages sent between the collaborating organizations. The
ESB reliably logs all messages using transactional concepts. The organiza-
tions themselves remain autonomous in the execution of their services. The
idea of an ESB as a logically centralized mediator in cross-organizational
scenarios is also discussed by Schroth et al. [SJH08]. The authors describe
a continuum ranging for centralized orchestration of services to decentral
orchestration without a hub. In between they position the so-called decen-
tral orchestration, hub supported architecture. The actual execution of the
workflows implementing a choreography is done in a decentralized manner
on independent workflow engines. The role of the hub is played by an ESB
which offers functionalities such as message routing and service binding. A
more security and privacy-centered approach introduced in [SIM07] also
relies on the capabilities of an ESB to support collaborative scenarios. The
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ESB provides mediator as well as access control and security services for
the communication between participants. Kopp et al. [KvLN08] propose
the use of an choreography-aware ESB for run time compliance checking.
The ESB is enabled to understand choreography specifications and verify
the message exchange during run time against a given model. In case of a
deviation from the specified message flow, the ESB can initiate correctional
actions such as stopping the choreography execution or triggering predefined
exception handling. This concept is further elaborated in [KEvL+11], where
an architecture for the choreography-aware ESB is introduced and detailed.
Another ESB-based monitoring approach is introduced in [BBC+12] in the
context of large-scale service choreographies. Here, events from multiple
sources, such as the underlying infrastructural compute nodes and business
related events are monitored to recognize service level agreement (SLA)
violations. Similar to the already discussed ESB-based approaches, messages
are intercepted in the ESB and correlated to a choreography specification.
In [WKK+10], an approach for monitoring cross-organizational processes
is proposed, which allows to calculate business-related process metrics. The
authors utilize complex event processing techniques to achieve their goal
and propose the definition of a shared monitoring agreement document
besides the choreography model configuring the participants infrastructure.
Similarly, Baouab et al. [BPG11] introduce a complex event processing ap-
proach for the run time verification of choreographies. The monitoring is
conducted by installing a so-called external flow controller at each partici-
pating organization which intercepts incoming and outgoing messages. The
external flow controller checks each message against a policy repository
and emits notifications if the agreed upon choreography model is violated.
This basic approach of Baouab et al. is further used in [BFPG12] for the
distributed monitoring of choreographies in the context of supply chains,
which are characterized by a hierarchal chain of invocations between the
choreography participants.
In [KWH07], the WS-CDL choreography language is extended to WS-
CDL+ and a corresponding engine interpreting the WS-CDL+ documents is
introduced. Coordinator components for each participant propagate excep-
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tion messages that occur locally to all involved parties. Execution support
for choreographies is also given by Wang and Pazat [WP13], who resort
to a chemistry-based analogy of tuple spaces (similar to the decentralized
workflow enactment approach presented in [MWL08]). Web services are
formulated as chemical solutions, where molecules, i.e. data and control
flow information, are altered by chemical reactions expressed as a set of rules.
A corresponding middleware is able to pass around a so-called composition
cell between the choreography participants, where data is read from and
written to, thus advancing execution.
Fleuren et al. [FGM11] propose to combine orchestration and choreog-
raphy concepts for scientific use cases. While control flow is expressed in
a centralized manner to benefit from fault and compensation handling ca-
pabilities of a BPEL engine, data flow is modeled and executed in a more
choreographed manner. Inside so-called workflow skeletons, which basically
are sub-workflows dependent on the life cycle of the parent orchestration,
proxies representing tasks such as service calls directly pass data between
each other relieving the orchestration engine. A very similar approach is
followed by Barker et al. [BWvH08; BWvH12]. Proxies are used to encapsu-
late web service calls to avoid reconfiguration of individual services. Again,
a centralized orchestration engine is responsible for control flow and the
passing of data references, while the proxies directly exchange data with
each other. Furthermore, Barker et al. [BBRW09] introduce a distributed
discovery system for the bootstrapping and enactment of scientific choreogra-
phies described with the Lightweight Coordination Calculus (LCC). Generic
peers subscribe to interaction models at the system and download software
bundles to fulfill the specified roles in the model. A very similar approach is
conducted in [BRW09] with π-calculus based Multiagent Protocols (MAP).
With regard to our requirements, especially considering Requirement R3
(user-driven control) the approaches discussed above only support the ex-
ecution of choreographies. Here, the involvement of some form of ESB is
predominant, e.g., in [SIM07; KvLN08; vRR09], proxies are used for chore-
ographing the data flow, e.g. [FGM11; BWvH08; BWvH12], or executable
choreography languages and a corresponding enactment system are em-
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ployed [BBRW09; BRW09]. However, none of the mentioned approaches
supports the user-driven control of a choreography instance formed by collec-
tively executed workflow instances. To the best of our knowledge there exists
no such approach. Furthermore, the existing approaches for monitoring of
choreography execution do not consider any integration with the modeling
side as demanded by Requirement R4. Thus, we will propose new concepts
for choreography life cycle management fulfilling the requirements for CDC
systems such as eScience applications in Chap. 6. Similar to the related work,
we also make use of the ESB-based concepts to achieve this goal. Further-
more, none of the discussed approaches offer adaptation facilities during run
time that would fulfill our Requirement R5 (flexibility mechanisms) with
regard to the repetition of choreography logic.
2.3.6. Choreography Flexibility
As discussed in Sec. 2.2.3, flexibility is an important concept for robust
workflows and a huge body of knowledge exists providing approaches for
working towards workflow flexibility. Since we identified choreographies
as suitable concept for modeling and executing scientific multi-* in silico
experiments and CDC systems in general, an investigation of comparable
choreography flexibility concepts is provided in this section. Again, we
restrict ourselves to discuss the adaption along the logic dimension of chore-
ographies (cf. Fig. 2.1) during modeling and run time and do not consider
service substitution [EBS10; WZK+12; WP13] or mediation-based service
adaptation approaches [DGP15]. Analogously to the workflow flexibility (cf.
Def. 2.5), we define choreography flexibility in the following way:
Definition 2.10 (Choreography flexibility - informal)
Choreography flexibility is the ability to deal with uncertainty and
influencing factors on the choreography model and instance, i.e. the
collectively executed workflow instances, which can be anticipated
or completely unexpected. Choreography flexibility concepts can be
applied during all life cycle phases from modeling to execution. ◊
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For adapting the behavioral interface of one choreography participant
basically the same concepts can be applied as discussed for workflows (cf.
Sec. 2.2.3). However, changing one participant usually affects other par-
ticipants, too. Therefore, choreography adaptation approaches typically
center around the propagation of changes conducted at one choreogra-
phy participant with the help of the techniques of workflow adaption to
other choreography participants affected by the change. This is considered
as part of the notion of choreography evolution similar to workflow evolu-
tion [RWR06]. In general, approaches for choreography adaptation can be
divided into approaches related to modeling/design time (also called static
evolution) and run time (also called dynamic evolution).
In the following, we will discuss exemplary approaches for modeling time
adaptation. Rinderle et al. [RWR06] investigate how changes to the private
process of one participant affect the private processes of other participants.
The participants, or to be more precise, the message sequence a behavioral
interface is able to process, are translated from BPEL to annotated Finite
State Automata (aFSA). For each change, which can either be additive or
subtractive, it is checked if the involved aFSA are still compatible with each
other. If this is not the case, the changes are propagated to the participants.
An automatic adaptation at the affected private processes is not conducted
due to the assumed autonomy of each participant. This concept is further
elaborated by Wombacher [Wom09], who enables the treatment of more
complex changes such as the removal of loops in the public processes and
the subsequent change propagation. Both works do not consider transitive
changes. In contrast, Fdhila et al. [FRR12; FIRR15] do include transitive
changes in their approach, where so-called Refined Process Structure Trees
are used to express a choreography model and to calculate and propagate
changes arising from modifications of the private processes of any participant
organization. Before their application, changes are checked for consistency
and compatibility. The changes are not applied automatically, instead the
approach foresees a negotiation phase between the participants.
Ben Said et al. [BCBA15] support the evolution of choreography models
during design time by introducing a versioning approach. The approach in-
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cludes the extension of the BPMN 2.0 metamodel of Collaboration Diagrams
with versioning attributes as well as the introduction of version management
operations for choreography models. Furthermore, following the work of
Weber et al. [WRR08], the authors introduce choreography related change
patterns for example for adding, deleting or moving an interaction as well
as modifying messages between participants. The change patterns are sup-
ported by corresponding low level primitives for adding or deleting particular
choreography model elements. The work presented in [ECBA16] also follows
the versioning notion but introduces a generic, language independent meta-
model for representing inter-organizational workflows instead of extending
BPMN. The metamodel allows to express the versioning of elements not
only from the logic dimension, but also from other dimensions such as the
organizational dimension. Since choreography models specified using this
metamodel contain both private and public activities, they are transformed
into tree-based data structures in order to deduce public, private, and mixed
views. Baresi et al. [MBLN09] present an approach that uses agent-based
techniques for the adaptation of choreographies. With the help of Tropos,
an agent-oriented software development methodology, the organizational
requirements of each participant on the interactions, and thus the chore-
ography, are specified. Furthermore, goals both on the level of the global
view and the local views are captured using the Tropos notation. In case
an adaption need emerges, the participants collaborate and systematically
evaluate if a given customization alternative would still enable them to reach
their goals using simulation techniques. Agreed upon alternatives are used
to generate a corresponding skeleton for the local views, which enables
the adapted message exchange. Note that in our work we do not consider
the structural evolution of choreography models but concentrate on ad hoc
changes for choreography instances with the concept of choreography logic
repetition. However, combining our ad hoc changes with structural changes
is a powerful concept and has to be considered in future.
Approaches for dynamic, i.e. during run time, adaptations on the logic
dimension are very rare in literature. For example, the work of Song et
al. [SZZ+12] enables a choreography participant to change its private pro-
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cess and to trigger an evolution protocol where the changes are propagated
to other affected participants, which all have to agree on the corresponding
adaptation of the choreography. Upon receipt of a change message, the
affected participants suspend execution and decide if the changes are appli-
cable by comparing the existing execution trace with the one induced by the
change. Only if all partners agree, the instances are migrated.
To the best of our knowledge there exist no approaches that support the
(partial) repetition of choreography logic, which is demanded by Require-
ment R5 found in Sec. 2.1.3. However, at a first glance some similarities
can be found to existing approaches for rollback-recovery and log-based
protocols in the context of distributed state restoration in message passing
systems introduced in the 1980s and 1990s [Rus80; EAWJ02]. Central to
these approaches is the notion of a distributed system comprising of processes
communicating via messages, where failures can occur at any moment and
in any process. The system is reset to a previous consistent state marked by
a rollback point. Resetting state in one process potentially has an effect on
other processes due to the message exchange. The reset is facilitated by us-
ing log information or by sending checkpoint information between processes.
Major differences to the approach for the repetition of choreography logic
we present in Chap. 7 are discussed in the following. First of all, the existing
approaches do not operate on complex choreography and workflow instances
described by corresponding languages, which might even include support
for parallel execution inside one workflow. Instead, the existing protocols
deal with low level program execution processes. Moreover, the repetition
of choreography logic is fueled by a different intent than the distributed
protocols. Rollback and log-based recovery are means to automatically re-
act to failures in a distributed system. In contrast, our approach for the
repetition of choreography logic aims first and foremost for the user-driven
control of a choreography instance, which might include among others the
reaction to failures. Additionally, our approach does not only support the
reset of a choreography instance to a previous state but also allows the
repeated execution of logic without any premodeled language construct.
The user-driven control aspect also distinguishes our approach from more
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recent works on checkpointing and rollback-recovery in the context of web
service compositions [UGSC10; MD11; XU12].
Consistent global state observation and predicate detection algorithms
can also be compared to our approach. A classical representative is the
pioneering work of Chandy and Lamport [CL85] for the detection of stable
predicates in global state snapshots of distributed systems. In [MN91],
unstable predicate detection is proposed by constructing so-called state
lattices using a centralized monitor. The detection of unstable predicates
is related to our work in Chap. 7, however, in general this problem is NP-
complete. Fortunately, for restricted scenarios more efficient solutions can
be found as Chase and Garg demonstrate [CG98]. This is also true for
our approach where we obtain a more efficient processing time using a
corresponding graph-based data structure.
2.3.7. Summary and Discussion
Reviewing choreography literature reveals that there exist many terms rep-
resenting identical or very similar concepts indicating a missing consensus
among scholars so far. In this section, we discussed the benefits of chore-
ographies for our purposes and analyzed the existing body of knowledge for
approaches supporting all choreography life cycle phases ranging from mod-
eling to collective execution of workflow instances forming a choreography
instance. While there exists a plethora of work on choreography modeling
and generation of behavioral interfaces as well as corresponding methods for
checking choreography correctness, support for choreography deployment
is mostly neglected. A reason for this might be the assumption that the
deployment of refined workflow models is in the responsibility of each partic-
ipating organization and no party has the authority to organize the collective
deployment. This assumption is valid, however, the CDC system application
domains which we sketched in Sec. 2.1 often involve non-IT experts such as
scientists, for which hiding the complexities of the underlying infrastructure
is key. This has been explicitly expressed in Requirement R2 (technical trans-
parency). Reuse in choreography modeling is also not sufficiently addressed
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in current works and requires us to introduce novel concepts to support
Requirement R1 (user-friendly modeling).
With regard to execution and monitoring of choreographies corresponding
approaches can be found in literature. Quite often an Enterprise Service Bus
is proposed as supporting middleware in the context of choreography execu-
tion. We also resort to this concept in our work and use an ESB as messaging
backbone. However, none of the reviewed works support our Requirement R3
for the user-driven control of choreography instances. Thus, new concepts
for choreography life cycle management are introduced in Chap. 6. Concepts
for choreography flexibility mostly only consider modeling time with a spe-
cial focus on the propagation of changes between choreography participants,
while run time related approaches are rare so far. Especially, our Require-
ment R5, which explicitly phrases the need for repetition of already executed
choreography logic is not fulfilled by existing approaches. Finally, we have
observed that the reviewed approaches typically only concentrate on one
particular life cycle phase of choreographies. Comprehensive approaches
integrating modeling with monitoring as demanded by Requirement R4 are
missing and have to be addressed by our work. Towards this goal we extend
the work of Sonntag and Karastoyanova [SK10; SK13], who proposed the
integration of modeling and monitoring for individual workflows.
2.4. Chapter Summary
This chapter provided an overview over the fundamentals and the related
work of this thesis. First, we discussed the application domains involved in
our work by shedding light on the motives and idiosyncrasies of eScience in
general and multi-* problems in particular as well as on Collective Adaptive
Systems. These and further application domains can be unified under the
notion of Collaborative, Dynamic & Complex (CDC) systems for which we
identified a set of requirements that have to be fulfilled by our work.
Since the concept of workflows has been identified in literature as one
way to support eScience, we discussed conventional and scientific workflows
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and their corresponding Workflow Management Systems as well as concepts
for reuse in workflow modeling and workflow flexibility. In this context it
became apparent that the classical, orchestration-based workflow concept is
not an ideal candidate to address the eScience requirements in particular and
the CDC system requirements in general. Instead, the choreography concept
seems more promising here. Following this, we investigated choreography
approaches covering the choreography life cycle from modeling to execution
revealing gaps that have to be filled with corresponding concepts in order to
address the identified requirements. Here, concepts are necessary to (i) foster
reuse in choreography modeling, (ii) support the integration of modeling
and monitoring, (iii) support the transparent deployment of choreographies
as prerequisite for (iv), the user-driven control of choreography instances.
(v) Novel choreography flexibility concepts with regard to the run time phase
are necessary to allow for the repetition of choreography logic.
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Model-as-you-go for
Choreographies Approach
In the following chapter, we introduce the Model-as-you-go for Choreogra-
phies approach that fulfills the requirements identified in the previous chap-
ter in Sec. 2.1.3. Moreover, we discuss the big picture of this thesis and
give a high-level overview of the approach. The corresponding details are
presented the subsequent chapters. This chapter is largely based on the
previous publications [WK16] and [WK14]. In [WK16], we gave a vision
about all parts of our approach, while in [WK14] a life cycle capturing the
flexible modeling and execution of choreographies from different perspec-
tives has been described. Central to this chapter is the formulation of the
Model-as-you-go for Choreographies approach as sequence of steps of a
corresponding method representing Research Contribution 2. The flexible
choreography life cycle realizes our Research Contribution 1.
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3.1. Approach Overview
In the previous chapter, we have identified that the choreography concept is
a more promising candidate for supporting the requirements of CDC system
application domains compared to the workflow concept. Our approach for
flexible choreography modeling and execution is based on the concepts
introduced with the Model-as-you-go approach (cf. Sec. 2.2.3) by Sonntag
and Karastoyanova [SK10; SK12; SK13]. These concepts were originally
proposed in the context of scientific simulations without considering the
particular requirements of multi-* in silico experiments. In this thesis, we
adopt the original concepts and extend them to support the modeling and
execution of choreographies for multi-* in silico experiments in eScience but
also for other CDC system application domains such as Collective Adaptive
Systems. Thus, in continuation of the previous work, we propose the notion of
Model-as-you-go for Choreographies tailored for the support of users without
distracting them from their core task such as specifying scientific models
and conducting corresponding multi-* in silico experiments. The approach
hides technical complexities such as the distinction between model and
instance and the deployment of the refined workflow models. The phases for
choreography and workflow modeling as well as execution and monitoring
are unified to establish a coherent usage phase as depicted in Fig. 1.4 in
Chap. 1. Furthermore, we identified gaps in literature for choreography
reuse, flexibility, deployment and user-driven life cycle management, which
we also address with the Model-as-you-go for Choreographies approach. In
doing so, we draw on proven and standardized concepts and technologies (cf.
Requirement R7 (standards compliance)) from the business domain [SK10]
extending them if necessary within the limits of their specification. Our work
explicitly approaches the topic of choreography modeling and execution in
a top-down manner starting with a given the domain problem and not vice
versa with already existing workflow models where a choreography model
has to be derived [WKMS14].
In the following, we align the presentation of this section with the CDC
notion and discuss our concepts for the CDC life cycle phases Modeling,
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Figure 3.1.: Overview of the Model-as-you-go for Choreographies approach
and the steps of the corresponding method
Provision, and Execution. However, while we technically make the distinction
between these phases, the user of a supporting software system should not be
aware of them but rather experience one seamless usage phase as indicated
by the requirements R2 (technical transparency) and R4 (integration of
modeling and monitoring).
Fig. 3.1 gives an overview over all phases of the approach and introduces
the Model-as-you-go for Choreographies method realizing the approach as
an actable sequence of six steps. The phases and the corresponding steps are
subsequently detailed in the following sub-sections. The CDCModeling phase
consists of the steps choreography modeling, transformation/update and
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workflow refinement. The CDC Provision phase consists of the choreography
deployment step and the CDC Execution phase consists of the choreography
execution and monitoring step. Not considered in the CDC system notion
is the analysis step. Since some evaluation/analysis step is typically part of
BPM life cycles (cf. Sec. 2.2), we included this step in our approach for the
sake of completeness. A detailed discussion is out of scope of this thesis.
In order to enable support for all phases, we introduce the notion of
choreography life cycle management and provide corresponding choreography
life cycle management operations [WAG+16]. Def. 3.1 introduces both.
Definition 3.1 (Choreography Life Cycle Management - informal)
Choreography life cycle management is the systematic support of all life
cycle phases a choreography passes through. This support is achieved by
the realization of the choreography life cycle management operations,
which are ordered by phase in the following list:
• Modeling: model, transform, update, refine
• Provision: deploy, undeploy
• Execution: start, suspend, resume, terminate, monitor ◊
While Fig. 3.1 shows the steps of our approach in a rather static way,
the dynamic aspects of flexibly switching between different phases and
steps become apparent with the introduction of the choreography life cycle
in Sec. 3.2. Support for all CDC system phases is provided by a software
system realizing the choreography life cycle and the life cycle management
operations. We present the system’s architecture and implementation in
Chap. 8. A validation of the different aspects of the Model-as-you-go for
Choreographies approach follows in Chap. 9.
3.1.1. Modeling
The concepts for the CDC system Modeling phase of the Model-as-you-go
for Choreographies approach introduced in this section are based on our
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already published work [WK16]. Fig. 3.2 details the artifacts and steps of
our method, which are involved when modeling CDC system scenarios such
as multi-* in silico experiments in a top-down manner. With the Modeling
phase we follow the CREAM method for choreography modeling proposed
by Kopp [Kop16] (cf. Fig. 2.8). However, we extend it by directly con-
sidering flexibility mechanisms. Step 1 of the Modeling phase comprises
choreography modeling. This corresponds to the steps 1-5 of the CREAM
method. Input for choreography modeling is the domain model of the re-
spective application domain. For example, in the case of multi-* in silico
experiments every distinct scale, scientific field or method is modeled as
an independent choreography participant. In general, the choreography
model contains the publicly visible communication activities as well as data
and control flow constructs per participant necessary for specifying their
interconnection and communication from a global point of view. However,
internal activities can be included if this improves the comprehensibility of
the model. The modeling is conducted manually by one user or a group of
users with the help of a graphical choreography editor1. In order to support
1The support of concurrent modeling of one choreography model, where every model change
is directly reflected in every user’s modeling tool is out of the scope of this work.
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reuse in choreography modeling, we introduce the concept of choreography
fragments. Choreography fragments are parts of the graph structure of a
choreography model containing activities, control and data flow constructs as
well as message links or even completely specified choreography participants
that can be extracted from an existing model, stored, and reused in a new
choreography model. This reduces the overall choreography modeling effort
and addresses Requirement R1 (user-friendly modeling). In Chap. 5, we
provide corresponding methods and algorithms for extraction and insertion
of choreography fragments. The outcome of step 1 is a syntactically and
semantically correct, but not necessarily complete choreography model in
the sense that it already models the complete domain problem. A supporting
software system has to provide amodel operation for the realization of step 1.
In Sec. 2.3, we have discussed that choreography languages are typically
not directly executable. Thus, step 2 of the modeling phase consists of the
transformation of the choreography model into a set of abstract workflow
models in an executable workflow language, which represent the behavioral
interfaces of the choreography participants. The transformation has to con-
sider four distinct cases: (i) The transformation is conducted for the first
time resulting in a set of new abstract workflow models. (ii) The transfor-
mation is conducted again, i.e. the user or a group of users have already
created a partial but incomplete choreography model before. This means
that the transformation has to update the existing workflows representing
the behavioral interfaces of the participants. This is especially challenging if
the workflows have already been manually refined (cf. step 3). The update
process must not overwrite these refined workflow constructs but integrate
it with the newly specified logic from the choreography level if possible.
This resembles the notion of static choreography evolution (cf. Sec. 2.3.6).
(iii) The third case considers already deployed workflow models represent-
ing the choreography participants. This case requires, additionally to the
concepts necessary for (ii), the removal of the old workflow models from
each involved engine before deploying the new models. (iv) Finally, the
fourth case refers to already started choreographies, where the collective ex-
ecution of the workflow instances has to be paused. Here, structural changes
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on the choreography model must be propagated to the workflow instances
also considering the existing instance state. An example for this case is the
trial-and-error modeling style of scientist in the eScience domain, where
additional scientific scales or fields represented by choreography participants
are added after the execution has already been started. A supporting soft-
ware system has to provide a transform and update operation, respectively,
for the realization of step 2. This resembles dynamic choreography evolution
(cf. Sec. 2.3.6). Note that in this thesis we only consider and implement
case (i). An additional artifact created in the transformation step is the
choreography deployment descriptor necessary for supporting the automated
deployment in the Provision phase.
In step 3, the workflow refinement step, all information necessary to
actually execute the initially abstract workflow models are added. This is
typically done manually. Moreover, in the step already existing and updated
workflow models may be further refined with additional logic. With regard
to the CREAM method [Kop16], both the previous transformation and the
workflow refinement step are contained in CREAMmethod step 8 (determine
implementation). In the context of eScience, one or several scientists provide
the internal activities and their implementation, i.e. scientific services, and
control and data flow constructs for every scale, field, or method represented
by a workflow model participating in the overall choreography. According
to the separation of concerns principle we identified for CDC systems (cf.
Requirement R6), scientists concentrate on the refinement of the workflow
models needing their particular scientific expertise. For example, in the
overall simulation of the human body a physicist provides the workflow
logic for simulating forces on a bone model, while the biological cell level
workflow is refined by a biologist. If necessary, users can also restrict access
to their refined workflow models. Furthermore, the process fragment concept
from literature, e.g. [EUL09; SKK+11], is used to support users with already
existing and proven granules of logic to foster reuse on the workflow level
and, thus, also working towards the realization of Requirement R1 (user-
friendly modeling). Part of step 3 are also correctness checks to ensure
the compatibility of the participants’ implementation to the collaboratively
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agreed upon choreography. A supporting software system has to provide
a refine operation for the realization of step 3. The modeling approach
offers two levels of abstraction with the global choreography view and the
refined workflow view as demanded in literature for eScience, e.g. by Gil et
al. [GDE+07]. In our work, we assume that all involved users have access to
the choreography model, while access to the refined workflow models might
be restricted to a subset of users.
3.1.2. Provision
The concepts for the CDC systems’ phase of Provision in this section is based
on our publications in [WK16] and [WAG+16]. In Sec. 2.3.4, we identified
a lack of suitable approaches for choreography deployment, for example due
to privacy requirements and the generally valid assumption of an absence
of centralized control in the choreography context. However, in order to
fulfill the identified Requirement R2 (technical transparency) for CDC system
application domains such as multi-* in silico experiments, new concepts for
choreography deployment are necessary. Next, we define the notion of
choreography deployment:
Definition 3.2 (Choreography Deployment - informal)
Choreography deployment is the collective deployment of all workflow
models implementing the participants specified in a choreographymodel
onto a set of workflow engines as well as the creation of a logical
presentation of the choreography upon which run time related life cycle
management operations can be enacted. ◊
The choreography deployment definition implicitly includes Def. 2.4 for
the deployment of workflow models. However, choreography deployment
consists of more than just the deployment of the refined workflow models.
As Def. 3.2 states, the deployment must also result in the creation of a log-
ical representation, upon which life cycle management operations can be
enacted. The logical representation combined with monitored global chore-
ography state is a prerequisite for the choreography life cycle management
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operations start, suspend, resume, and terminate. Additionally, automated
deployment helps to hide the complexity of the involved technologies (cf.
Requirement R2) and reduces time and effort. This is true for any scenario
where the execution is distributed across a set of nodes either inside classical
business organizations for scaling purposes or in the CDC system application
domains.
In order to address existing privacy requirements, which prohibit the dis-
closure of the refined workflowmodels, we propose to partition choreography
deployment into two steps:
(i) the registration of each participant including the provided interfaces
in a middleware component,
(ii) the actual deployment of the refined workflow models implementing
the participants and all related artifacts onto one or more workflow
engines.
While step (i) has to be conducted for all choreography participants, step
(ii) is optional. That means, the actual deployment may be automated by a
middleware component or can be handled by the responsible party if neces-
sary and only its completion has to be conveyed to a middleware component,
e.g. in the form of an event notification. The middleware component for
the registration and creation of a logical representation of choreography
participants could be either completely distributed and attached to each
workflow engine node or logically centralized but physically distributed such
as an Enterprise Service Bus [Cha04]. While the latter approach is often
used in literature (cf. Sec. 2.3.5), we also favor it because of the maturity of
the concept and the tooling (cf. Requirement R7 (standards compliance))
as well as existing open source implementations. Of course, choreography
deployment automation with regard to step (ii) could also be realized with
simple scripts passing all necessary artifacts to the deployment application
programming interface (API) workflow engines typically provide. This would
be sufficient for deployment automation only, however, as pointed out global
state has to be captured and monitored in order to control choreography
instances (cf. Requirement R3 (user-driven control)). Achieving this goal by
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means of scripts is hard and leads to the emulation of a persistent middleware
layer. The demand to abstract from the technical details of choreography
life cycle management (cf. Requirement R2 (technical transparency)) and
the processing reliability a message-based, asynchronous middleware layer
provides [HW04] also favors the middleware-centric approach.
Fig. 3.3 depicts in detail the choreography deployment step (step 4) of the
Model-as-you-go for Choreographies approach and method belonging to the
Provision phase. A supporting software system, i.e. a middleware component
as well as a graphical modeling and monitoring environment, must provide a
deploy operation to support this step. Input for the choreography deployment
step are two types of artifacts. On the one hand, so-called process bundles
contain all necessary files and configurations for the deployment of workflows.
This includes the workflow model itself but also interface descriptions for the
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workflow, technology specific deployment descriptors, as well as references
to the service interfaces a workflow communicates with. On the other
hand, we introduce the concept of a choreography deployment descriptor.
It captures metadata for the choreography deployment that is not directly
contained in the process bundles. This includes for example information
about the deployment target location of some or all workflowmodels. Having
a possibility to specify endpoint references and store them in a middleware
component for service selection purposes during run time realizes step 7
of the CREAM method (exchange endpoint references). Together with the
choreography model both types of artifact form a choreography bundle. The
details of our choreography deployment approach are discussed in Chap. 6.
Note that we assume that the necessary workflow engines for deployment
as well as the non-participant services have been registered beforehand at
a middleware component and are ready for use. However, the CDC Provi-
sion phase could be extended by introducing a preceding step before the
choreography deployment that provisions on demand the complete execu-
tion middleware for the involved workflows such as the workflow engines
and some kind of application servers necessary for the services in a cloud
computing environment. Furthermore, even the middleware component
necessary for the choreography life cycle management could be provided this
way. A corresponding approach for the on demand provisioning has been in-
troduced for classical orchestrations by Vukojevic-Haupt et al. [VKL13]. This
is orthogonal to our work but seems to be promising for future integration.
3.1.3. Execution
This section discusses the implications of the CDC systems’ Execution phase
onto the Model-as-you-go for Choreographies approach and method. Again,
the discussion stems from already publishedwork [WK16; WAG+16]. Fig. 3.4
shows a more detailed view of step 5 which relates to choreography execution
and monitoring. This step corresponds to and details step 9 (Execution and
Monitoring) of the CREAM method (cf. Fig. 2.8). The previously discussed
choreography deployment step results in the creation of a logical represen-
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tation of the choreography in a middleware component. The execution of
a choreography is the collective execution of the workflow models imple-
menting the behavioral interface of each choreography participant. The
instantiation of a choreography model creates a choreography instance (cf.
Def. 2.9). It is created with the help of the metadata originally specified in
the choreography deployment descriptor and registered in the middleware
during choreography deployment in step 4. The required start parameters
have to be provided from outside the middleware component, for example
by the users resorting to a graphical modeling and monitoring environment.
The details of the instance creation are discussed in Sec. 6.3.1.
The execution of the refined workflow models and the invoked services,
which solve a given domain problem, is conducted completely independent
from the mentioned middleware component. During choreography execu-
tion, the middleware component is only contacted for the initial lookup
of participant implementations and services and for routing choreography
control related messages. Other than that, the workflow engines and thus
the independent workflow instances directly communicate with each other
without placing any burden on the middleware component or requiring any
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additional support from it.
Another important aspect of method step 5 is the monitoring of the chore-
ography execution. Here, we assume that the involved workflow engines
emit event messages indicating the progress of the execution of a particular
workflow instance. Our concept for choreography monitoring comprises
two distinct parts. On the one hand, a middleware component captures
and stores all available execution events and also uses them to calculate
composite events. One example is the monitoring of message links. Since
they only exist on the level of the choreography model, the workflow engines
will not emit any events regarding their status. Therefore, the middleware
component uses related event data emitted by the workflow engines to
calculate the current state of a message link instance.
On the other hand, Requirement R4 demands the integration of modeling
and monitoring in a shared user-friendly, graphical environment. Thus, simi-
lar to the work proposed in [SK10], we correlate the execution events with
the graphical choreography model representation. This renders execution
and monitoring indistinguishable for the users, since monitoring can be seen
as the visual representation of a running choreography instance. The moni-
toring can be conducted on both the abstract choreography level and on the
more detailed level of a refined workflow depending on the access rights of
the user. Additionally, the graphical modeling and monitoring environment
serves as a dashboard for triggering the control operations start, suspend,
resume, and terminate. This supports Requirement R3 (user-driven control).
Observations made during monitoring can be used as input for improving
the choreography model and/or the refined workflows. Chap. 6 provides the
detailed concept for the Execution phase.
Flexibility facilities are also part of the Execution phase of the Model-
as-you-go for Choreographies approach and method and the supporting
software system. They can be predefined in the choreography model as
well as the workflow models by abstract placeholders that are refined at
latest before their execution [WGHK14; GAH+15b]. Furthermore, structural
adaptations such as the insertion, deletion, or moving of activities on the
choreography level or the insertion of new participants during run time are
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conceivable but will be left open for future work. On the workflow level this
is already possible through existing work [SK13]. Instead, the Model-as-you-
go for Choreographies approach considers the partial or complete repetition
of workflow logic as introduced by Sonntag and Karastoyanova [SK12] as
well as novel concepts for the repetition of choreography logic. This supports
Requirement R5 (flexibility mechanisms). Analogously to the original Model-
as-you-go approach for individual workflows, we (informally) define iteration
of choreography logic and re-execution of choreography logic in the following:
Definition 3.3 (Iteration of choreography logic - informal)
The iteration of choreography logic is the repeated execution of a part
or the whole choreography instance, which has already been executed,
without undoing already completed work. ◊
Basically, iteration resembles a loop on the level of the choreography
without any predefined modeling construct. It has been identified as useful,
for example in the eScience domain, for the convergence of results [SK12].
Definition 3.4 (Re-execution of choreography logic - informal)
The re-execution of choreography logic is the repeated execution of a
part or the whole choreography instance, which has already been exe-
cuted, after semantically undoing, i.e. compensating, already completed
work. ◊
Re-execution for choreographies can be used to reset the choreography
instance and the complete execution environment to a state of its past by
compensating already completed work. This is useful for error handling.
However, we do not consider fault and transaction handling across participant
boundaries as proposed by the concept of choreography spheres [KGL10].
This is orthogonal to our work. The execution of a choreography results in
the exchange of various messages between the instantiated choreography
participants, i.e. the workflow instances, which are part of the choreography
instance. Each message typically has an influence on the state of another
workflow instance. Thus, when repeating a choreography instance from a
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user-chosen activity in an arbitrary choreography participant using either
iteration or re-execution, a prerequisite is to reset the choreography instance
to a state of its past. We denote this as rewinding of a choreography in-
stance. In Chap. 7, we introduce an algorithm that determines the so-called
rewinding points in each workflow instance that participated in the message
exchange during choreography execution. These rewinding points mark
activity instances up to which the involved workflow instances and thus the
overall choreography instance have to be rewound and where the repetition
of choreography logic will start.
3.2. Life Cycle for Flexible Choreographies
The previous section discussed the steps of the Model-as-you-go for Chore-
ographies approach and method and their embedding into the CDC system
life cycle phases in a sequential way. However, our approach allows for the
flexible switching between the phases in a non-sequential order. To express
this we introduce a choreography life cycle. It eases the understanding of the
way users in the context of CDC systems can work and what functionality
and phases a supporting software system has to provide. In this section, we
present two perspectives on the life cycle following the top-down modeling
approach of choreographies: the user perspective hiding technical details
and the perspective of an implementing software system. Our choreography
life cycle has been first published in [WK14] and extends the scientific life
cycle introduced in [SK10] towards support of multi-* in silico experiments.
3.2.1. User Perspective
Fig. 3.5 depicts the choreography life cycle from the perspective of the user
and hides technical details such as choreography deployment. As in the
work of Sonntag and Karastoyanova [SK10] and in contrast to the traditional
BPM life cycle (cf. Fig. 2.3) the choreography life cycle is centered around
one role, the user, and not several distinct roles. The user role can be taken
on by several people simultaneously working together collaboratively and
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according to their individual expertise. Note that while in Fig. 3.1 we talked
about steps, in the context of life cycles these are typically called phases. The
life cycle starts with the choreography modeling phase where a CDC system
domain problem is collaboratively expressed as a choreography model. If
the choreography model has been created for the first time, it is transformed
into a set of workflows by a user, otherwise the existing workflow models
are updated. The transformation/update functionality is supported by a
corresponding operation leading to the workflow refinement phase. From
here, the users can either decide to switch back to the choreographymodeling
phase or start or resume the execution and monitoring of the choreography.
The phases choreography modeling and workflow refinement correspond
to the steps 1 and 3, respectively, and the choreography execution and
monitoring phase corresponds to step 5 as described in Sec. 3.1.
Starting the choreography execution from the level of a refined workflow
implies that it has to be checked if the respective choreography participant is
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allowed to do so. This is only the case if it is able to receive initiating messages
from outside the boundaries of the choreography. Start and resume are sup-
ported by corresponding operations. Resuming implies that a choreography
instance is already running. The monitoring of the choreography instance
can be both conducted on the level of the choreography showing all partici-
pants or on the level of a refined workflow if the user has the corresponding
access rights. From the choreography execution and monitoring phase users
can suspend the choreography instance using the suspend operation and
either return to the workflow refinement or the choreography modeling
phase. From the choreography modeling phase a choreography instance can
also be started and resumed using the corresponding operations. This implies
that the workflow models implementing the choreography participants have
already been created and made executable by adding refinement logic. After
finalizing the execution, the users can analyze the choreography’s results
in the analysis phase, whose insights can flow into choreography modeling
again. The analysis phase corresponds to step 6 in Fig. 3.1.
3.2.2. Software System Perspective
Fig. 3.6 introduces a different perspective on the same choreography life
cycle. It is the perspective of a software system implementing the life cycle.
In contrast to the user-perspective, it contains more technical details. For the
sake of brevity, we only discuss the phases which previously have been hidden
from the user, namely transformation and deployment. The transformation
phase is the technical realization of the transformation/update operation
shown in Fig. 3.5 and directly corresponds to step 2 (transformation/update)
of the Model-as-you-go for Choreographies method discussed in Sec. 3.1.1.
The second additional phase is the deployment phase, which is hidden behind
the start operation in the user perspective on the life cycle depicted in Fig. 3.5.
Technically, it is the realization of step 4 (choreography deployment) dis-
cussed in Sec. 3.1.2. The possibilities to flexibly switch between the different
phases constitute adaptations along different dimensions (cf. Sec. 2.2.1).
The functional dimension adaption cycle on the bottom of the figure refers for
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example to the replacement of service implementations during run time (not
covered in this thesis), whereas the logic dimension adaption consists of run
time refinement of placeholders [WGHK14; GAH+15b] and ad hoc changes
such as our concept for the repetition of choreography logic (cf. Sec. 3.1.3 for
an overview and Chap. 5 for details). The right hand adaptation cycles refer
to structural changes on the level of the choreography or workflow models
made along their logic dimensions which are then reflected on the other
levels. For example, structural changes during execution and monitoring are
reflected in the choreography model (during the choreography modeling
phase) as well as the implementing workflow models (during the workflow
refinement phase). However, a realization of these concepts is out of scope.
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3.3. Chapter Summary
In this chapter, we introduced the Model-as-you-go for Choreographies
approach and gave an overview of its steps and concepts. The approach
is aligned with the CDC system notion and divided into the three phases
Modeling, Provision, and Execution. Into this framework, we integrate the
actual steps of the Model-as-you-go for Choreographies method starting
with collaborative choreography modeling in the CDC Modeling phase. In
order to ease choreography modeling and foster reuse, we introduce the
notion of choreography fragments allowing to extract, store, and reuse
elements of existing choreographymodels. This concept is detailed in Chap. 5.
The resulting choreography models are transformed into a set of abstract
workflow models in an executable workflow language and refined manually
by the users according to their individual expertise.
Subsequently, we discuss the collective deployment of the refined workflow
models in the CDC Provision phase. Here, privacy requirements of the
involved participants have to be considered, which we address through a
two-stage deployment approach. During deployment a logical representation
of the choreography is created in a middleware component, which is used as
basis for issuing choreography control messages influencing the execution of
a choreography instance by acting on globally observed choreography state.
The details of this phase are given in Chap. 6. In the CDC Execution phase the
deployed workflow models are executed forming an overall choreography
instance. Monitoring of the choreography execution is integrated into the
user’s modeling tool and can be conducted on the level of the choreography
as well as on the more detailed workflow level. Furthermore, we introduce
two operations for the repetition of already executed choreography logic.
The details on these operations are presented in Chap. 7.
This chapter closes with a discussion how users can dynamically switch
between the different steps of the approach. This dynamic aspect is described
with the help of a choreography life cycle offering two distinct perspectives.
The perspective of the user hides technical complexity, while a more detailed
perspective offers full details for an implementing software system.
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In this chapter, we introduce a formal description of choreography and
workflow models as well as reusable fragments of both models. Further-
more, we formally describe our notions of process and choreography in-
stances. We have already published parts of the formal model in differ-
ent publications [WAHK15a; WAHK15b; WAHK15c; WAHK17]. Our no-
tion of executable process models and their instances are predicated on
the work of [SK12], which is itself based on the formal model introduced
in [LR00]. Our definition of process fragments is inspired by the formal
model of [ELS+10]. Subsequently, we extend these definitions to introduce
the concepts of choreography models and fragments. The definitions intro-
duced in the following are the basis for the formulation of our algorithms
for choreography fragment extraction and insertion (cf. Chap. 5) as well as
choreography rewinding (cf. Chap. 7).
From a high-level view the concepts described in the chapter have the
following dependencies between each other: A choreography model in our
work consists of at least two participants, which are realized by process
models. Control flow inside the participants is explicitly expressed as links
between activities describing possible execution paths. Data flow is only
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implicitly expressed by the manipulation of variables, which essentially are
typed data containers, by activities. Finally,message links specify the message
flow between choreography participants. Note that we use the term “process”
in the formal model instead of “workflow” following the example of [LR00]
and [SK12]. In the following, we distinguish between design time and run
time related artifacts of the formal model. We use the projection operator
πn to access the nth element of a tuple starting from index 1. P(X ) denotes
the power set of the set X including the empty set ;. py .X accesses element
X (potentially a set) of element py .
4.1. Design Time Artifacts
Def. 4.1 formally specifies our understanding of process models follow-
ing [SK12], which are subsequently used as choreography participants in a
choreography model.
Definition 4.1 (Process Model, G)
A process model is a directed, acyclic graph represented by the tuple
G = (m,V, i, o,A, L, c), where
m ∈ M is the name of the process model and M is the set of names,
V is the set of variables the process model specifies,
i is the map of activity input variables,
o is the map of activity output variables,
A is the set of both basic and loop activities,
L is the set of control connectors (control flow links),
c is the map of compensation activities assigning activities with a
compensation counter part. ◊
The set of all process models is denoted as Gall , where Gall ⊃ G. Def. 4.2
provides the formal definition of variables in our work.
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Definition 4.2 (Variable, v)
A variable is a pair v = (m, s), where
m ∈ M is the name of v and M is the set of names,
s ∈ S is the data structure of the variable v and S is the set of data
structures. ◊
The set of all variables is denoted as Vall , where Vall ⊃ V .
Def. 4.3 contains our formal concept of an activity. In a process model
graph, the activities resemble its vertices. More specifically, we distinguish
between basic and loop-activities.
Definition 4.3 (Basic Activity, a)
An activity is a triple a = (m, j, t ypea), where
m ∈ M is the name of the activity and M is the set of names,
j ∈ C is a join condition and C is the set of conditions,
t ypea ∈ TA is the type of the activity and TA is the finite set of
activity types. ◊
The set of basic activities AB is defined as AB ⊆ M × C × TA. The set of
activity types TA contains the following elements
TA := {send, receive, opaque, compensate}.
Activities of type send are used to send messages to other processes or
services, while activities of type receive are used to receive messages from
other processes or services. The opaque type can be used to announce the
presence of an activity without specifying any more details. Every activity
a ∈ A has assigned a join condition j ∈ C which is evaluated during run time.
Only if j is evaluated to true, a is scheduled and executed.
The finite set of activities A contains both basic and loop activities (cf.
Def. 4.5) and is defined as
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A⊆ AB ∪ AL .
The set of all activities is denoted as Aall , where Aall ⊃ A.
Control connectors, also known as control flow links, represent the control
flow in a process model graph. The control connectors are the edges in a
process model graph connecting two activities. The connected activities can
be both basic or loop activities.
Definition 4.4 (Control connector, l)
A control connector is a triple l = (as, at , t), where
as, at ∈ A are the source and target activities of the control con-
nector l,
t ∈ C is the transition condition of control connector l and C is the
set of conditions. ◊
The finite set of control connectors L is defined as L ⊆ A× A× C . The set
of all control connectors is denoted as Lall , where Lall ⊃ L. For a control
connector l ∈ L the following holds:
as ̸= at
The transition condition c ∈ C is evaluated during run time. An evaluation
to true means that the link is followed.
Definition 4.5 (Loop Activity, al)
A loop activity al ∈ AL is a quadruple al = (m,Al , Ll ,ε), where
m ∈ M is the name of the loop activity and M is the set of names,
Al is a set of activities specified inside al ,
Ll is a set of control connectors specified inside al ,
ε is a map ε : AL → C that assigns an exit condition to a loop
activity. ◊
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Loops as part of process models can expressed as complex activities that
execute the loop as a sub-process according to a defined exit condition [LR00]
(cf. Def. 4.5). A loop activity is a container activity for other activities, regular
(i.e. non-loop) as well as nested loop activities, and control flow connectors.
The loop activity represents a do-until loop, which is executed at least once
before the exit condition is evaluated. Variables are only allowed to be
defined at the process level. The set of all loop activities is denoted as ALall
where ALall ⊃ AL .
Note that we do not have to define any other type of structured activity,
since the structuring does not influence our algorithms.
An activity a ∈ A∗ is called start activity if it is a basic activity of type
receive and not the target of a control connector:
A∗ := {a | ∀l ∈ L : a ∈ AB ∧π3(a) = receive ∧ a ̸= π2(l)}.
Start activities are instance creating in the sense that a received message
spawns the creation of a process instance (cf. Def. 4.14). Basic activities can
be compensated, meaning semantically undone by compensation activities,
which are also basic activities. This is reflected by the compensation activity
map
c : A→ AB,
which assigns a compensatory basic activity to a given activity. Input variables
providing data to basic activities can be assigned using an input variable
map
i : AB → P(V ).
Output variables to which basic activities may write data to are described
by the output variable map
o : AB → P(V ).
The input and output maps represent the data flow in the process model.
In order to provide a granule of reuse on the process level, Def. 4.6
introduces the formal definition of a process fragment, which is inspired
by [ELS+10].
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Definition 4.6 (Process Fragment, F)
A process fragment is a directed, acyclic graph F ≼F G represented by a
tuple F = (m,Vf , i f , o f ,A f , L f , c f ).
The ≼F operator means that the components of the tuple F are a
subset or equal to the corresponding components in the process model
tuple G:
F.Vf ⊆ G.V ,
F.i f ⊆ G.i,
F.o f ⊆ G.o,
F.A f ⊆ G.A,
F.L f ⊆ G.L,
F.c f ⊆ G.c ◊
The set of all process fragments is denoted as Fall . The definition of a
control connector (cf. Def. 4.4) l ∈ L f within a process fragment is extended
by the concept of dangling control connectors.
Definition 4.7 (Dangling Control Connector, ld)
A dangling control connector is a triple
ld = (⊥, at , t) or
ld = (as,⊥, t),
where
⊥ is a missing (undefined) source or target activity,
as, at ∈ A are the source and target activities, respectively,
t ∈ C is the transition condition of the dangling control connector
ld and C is the set of conditions. ◊
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Thus, the set L f of control connectors is defined as
L f ⊆ (A ∪ ⊥)× (A ∪ ⊥)× C .
Based on the definitions above, we define the notion of choreography
model and choreography fragment. We adopt the concept of typed partici-
pants and so-called participant sets from Decker et al. [DKLW07; DB07]:
Definition 4.8 (Choreography Model, C)
A choreography model is a directed, acyclic graph denoted by the quadru-
ple C= (m, P, Pset ,ML), where
m ∈ M is the name of the choreography model and M is the set
of names,
P is the set of choreography participants contained in the chore-
ography model,
Pset is the set of participant sets,
ML is the set of all message links between the choreography
participants. ◊
The set of all choreography models is denoted as Call .
The notion of a choreography participant is defined in the following way:
Definition 4.9 (Choreography Participant, p)
A choreography participant p ∈ P is a triple p = (m, t ypep,G), where
m ∈ M is the name of the participant and M is the set of names,
t ypep : P → T is a function assigning a type tp ∈ T to the partici-
pant,
G is a process model graph as defined in Def. 4.1 ◊
The process model G, which is part of the definition of a choreography
participant represents its behavioral interface. Typing the participant allows
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to express if several participants of the same type participate in the same
choreography. The set of all participants is denoted by Pall , where Pall ⊃ P.
Def. 4.10 introduces our formal definition of a participant set. This mod-
eling construct is used to model a set of choreography participants whose
number can be determined only during run time.
Definition 4.10 (Participant Set, pset )
A participant set pset ∈ Pset is a quadruple pset = (m, t ypepset ,G,NP),
where
m ∈ M is the name of the participant and M is the set of names,
t ypepset : Psetall → T is the function assigning a type tpset ∈ T to
the participant set,
G is a process model graph as defined in Def. 4.1,
NP ∈ M is the set of named participant sub-sets. ◊
The set of named participant sub-sets that are part of a participant set can
be used to describe groupings of participants of the same type during run
time. For example in an auction scenario, a participant set can contain both
successful and unsuccessful bidders [DKLW09].
Definition 4.11 (Message Link, ml)
A message link is a tuple ml ∈ ML = (ps, pr , as, ar , t), where
ps ∈ P ∪ Pset are the sending participant or participant set,
pr ∈ P is the receiving participant,
as ∈ ps.G.A is the sending activity,
ar ∈ pr .G.A is receiving activity,
t ∈ C is the transition condition of the message link. ◊
The set of message links ML is denoted as ML ⊆ (P ∪ Pset)× P ×A×A× C .
The set of all message links is denoted as MLall , where MLall ⊃ ML. ps
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can also be a participant set if during run time any participant of its type
identified by t ypepset may send something. For the sending and receiving
participants the following holds:
ps ̸= pr ,
meaning sender and receiver must not be identical. The sending and receiv-
ing activities as and ar of a message link ml have the following properties:
as ∈ π5(ps.G) and ar ∈ π5(pr .G),
as ̸= ar ,
∃! mli ∈ ML | as = mli .as and ∃! mli ∈ ML | ar = mli .ar .
Sending and receiving activities must have exactly one outgoing or incom-
ing message link. These activities are denoted as communication activities.
The transition condition t ∈ C is evaluated during run time. Choreogra-
phy participants and participant sets are only connected via message links
between their activities. However, a choreography model graph may have
independent components because there may be participants or participant
sets that are not connected to other participants or participant sets via mes-
sage links. Note that the disconnection is only allowed between participants
but not between activities of a participant’s process graph.
A choreography model C forms a directed, acyclic graph (VˆC, EˆC) in the
following way:
VˆC =
⋃
i∈N,pi∈π2(C)π5(pi .G)∪
⋃
j∈N,pset j∈π3(C)π5(pset j .G)
EˆC =
⋃
i∈N,pi∈π2(C)π6(pi .G)∪
⋃
j∈N,pset j∈π3(C)π6(pset j .G)∪π4(C)
That means, the set of vertices VˆC contains all activities that can be found in
the process models of all participants and participant sets of the choreography
model C. The set of edges EˆC contains all the control connectors that can be
found in the process models of all participants and participant sets combined
with all the message links specified in the choreography model C.
Based on the definitions of choreography model (cf. Def. 4.8) and process
fragment (cf. Def. 4.6) we formally specify the novel concept of choreography
fragments:
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Definition 4.12 (Choreography Fragment, Fc)
A choreography fragment Fc is a directed, acyclic graph with possibly
disconnected components and is represented by the quadruple Fc =
(m, Pf , Pset f ,ML f ), where
m ∈ M is the name of the choreography fragment,
Pf is the set of participants that are part of the fragment,
Pset f is the set of participant sets that are part of the fragment,
ML f is the set of message links that are part of the fragment.
For the choreography fragment the following holds:
Fc ≼Fc C,
which means that the choreography fragment tuple components are a
subset or equal to the corresponding choreography model tuple compo-
nents:
Fc .Pf ⊆ C.P,
Fc .Pset f ⊆ C.Pset ,
Fc .ML f ⊆ C.ML ◊
The set of all choreography fragments is denoted as Fcall , where Fcall ⊃ Fc .
The definition of a participant p f ∈ Pf as part of a choreography fragment is
slightly different compared to the participant in a choreography model:
p f = (m, t ypep, F),
where F is a process fragment. That means, in a choreography fragment a
participant contains a process fragment, which can also be a process model
(cf. Def. 4.6). Similarly, the definition of a participant set pset f ∈ Pset f in this
context is slightly changed:
pset f = (m, t ypepset , F,NP),
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where F is a process fragment. Furthermore, we extend the definition of a
message link in the context of choreography fragments by introducing the
concept of dangling message links.
A dangling message link ml ∈ ML f is a tuple
ml = (⊥, pr ,⊥, ar , t) or
ml = (ps,⊥, as,⊥, t),
where ⊥ is a missing sending participant and sending activity or a missing
receiving participant and receiving activity, respectively. The set of message
links ML f in a choreography fragment Fc is defined as
ML f ⊆ (P ∪ Pset∪ ⊥)× (P∪ ⊥)× (A∪ ⊥)× (A∪ ⊥)× C ,
where C is the set of (transition) conditions. Distinct participants may
be disconnected, i.e., without message links to any other participant in
the choreography fragment. Depending on the selection of elements that
should belong to a choreography fragment, activities inside participants
may become disconnected. To represent a valid choreography fragment
these disconnections should be repaired, either manually or automatically,
as discussed in Sec. 5.2. When creating a choreography fragment, the
variables an activity inside a participant reads from or writes to should also
be included. Therefore, all participants from the sets of participants have to
be considered:
∀p f ∈ π2(Fc),∀a ∈ π5(p f .F) : p f .F.Vf ⊇ i(a)∪ o(a).
The same holds for all the participants contained in participant sets:
∀pset f ∈ π3(Fc),∀a ∈ π5(pset f .F) : pset f .F.Vf ⊇ i(a)∪ o(a).
A choreography fragment Fc forms an acyclic, directed graph (VˆFc , EˆFc ) in
the following way:
VˆFc =
⋃
i∈N,p fi∈π2(Fc)π5(p fi .F)∪
⋃
j∈N,pset f j ∈π3(Fc)
π5(pset f j .F)
EˆFc =
⋃
i∈N,p fi∈π2(Fc)π6(p fi .F)∪
⋃
j∈N,pset f j ∈π3(Fc)
π6(pset f j .F)∪π4(Fc)
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VˆFc is the set of vertices including all activities found in the nested pro-
cess fragments of all participants and participants sets of the choreography
fragment Fc. EˆFc is the set of control connectors located in the nested pro-
cess fragments of all participants and participant sets of the choreography
fragment Fc unified with the message links of Fc .
Finally, we define the set of choreography model elements:
Definition 4.13 (Choreography Model Elements, Cel)
The set of choreography model elements is defined as Cel = Pall ∪Psetall ∪
MLall ∪ Vall ∪ Iall ∪Oall ∪ Aall ∪ Lall ∪ Gall ∪ Fall ∪ Fcall , where
Pall is the set of all participants,
Psetall is the set of all participant sets,
MLall is the set of all message links,
Vall is the set of all variables,
Iall is the set of all input variable maps,
Oall is the set of all output variable maps,
Aall is the set of all activities,
ALall is the set of all loop activities,
Lall is the set of all control connectors,
Gall is the set of all process model graphs,
Fall is the set of all process fragments,
Fcall is the set of all choreography fragments. ◊
The rationale behind the introduction of the set of choreography model
elements Cel is being able to algorithmically handle all elements of a chore-
ography model in a generic way. This is important for the extraction of the
choreography fragments in Chap. 5.
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4.2. Run Time Artifacts
Choreography models are typically not directly executable [DKB08]. Instead,
the refined process/workflow models implementing the choreography partic-
ipants are instantiated. Nevertheless, the process instances created from the
process models describing the choreography participants of a choreography
model are part of an overall virtual choreography instance. The virtual
choreography instance at a given point in time can be made tangible by
reading monitoring information, i.e., the published state transitions of each
process instance. Note that for our purposes it is sufficient to have a rather
static notion of a choreography instance capturing only the accrued state
at a certain point in time and not the advancement of the execution. This
is due to the fact that the execution progress is suspended when we apply
the algorithms for rewinding the choreography instance in Chap. 7. We use
the definitions of activity and process instance from the work of Sonntag
and Karastoyanova [SK12] and extend them for choreography instances.
We start with Def. 4.14, which presents the formal definition of a process
instance:
Definition 4.14 (Process Instance, pg )
A process instance of a process model is a tuple pg = (V I ,AA,AF , L I , sg),
where
V I is the set of variable instances,
AA is the set of active activity instances,
AF is the set of finished activity instances,
L I is the set of evaluated control connector instances,
sg is the state of the process instance. ◊
The set of all process instances is denoted as Pgall . Def. 4.15 introduces our
formal definition of a variable instance:
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Definition 4.15 (Variable Instance, v i)
A variable instance is a triple v i = (v, c, t), where
v ∈ V is a variable,
c ∈ DOM(v) is a concrete value from the domain of v (DOM(v)),
t ∈ N is a particular point in time. ◊
That means a variable takes a particular value from its domain at a par-
ticular point in time. A variable instance is created once per variable while
c and t are altered during execution. The set of all variable instances is
denoted as V Ial l , where V
I
al l ⊃ V I .
Def. 4.16 shows the formalization of an (basic) activity instance.
Definition 4.16 (Activity Instance, ai)
An activity instance is a tuple ai = (id, a, s, t,σ), where
id ∈ ID is the unique id an activity instance is identified by during
run time and ID is the set of ids,
a ∈ AB is the model element of the basic activity from which an
instance is created,
s ∈ S is the current state of the activity instance,
t ∈ N is a point in time,
σ ∈Σ is a variable snapshot instance. ◊
The set of all activity instances is denoted as AI . Part of the activity instance
definition is the concept of a variable snapshot (cf. Def. 4.17). While a
variable instance as introduced in Def. 4.15 potentially changes its value
during the course of the execution, a variable snapshot allows to capture an
immutable copy of a each variable at a specific point in time [SK12].
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Definition 4.17 (Variable Snapshot Instance, σ)
A variable snapshot instance σ ∈Σ is defined as the triple σ = (id,V Iσ, t),
where
id ∈ ID is a unique id and ID is the set of ids,
V Iσ ⊆ V I is a set of variable instances,
t ∈ N is a point in time. ◊
The set of all variable snapshot instances is denoted asΣall , whereΣall ⊃Σ.
Def. 4.18 introduces our concept of a loop activity instance.
Definition 4.18 (Loop Activity Instance, ai
l
)
A loop activity instance is a tuple ail = (id, al ,A
A,AF , L I , c t r, s, t), where
id ∈ ID is a unique identifier of the instance,
al is the loop activity,
AA is the set of active activity instances of the loop activity instance,
AF is the set of finished activity instances of the loop activity
instance,
L I is a set of evaluated control connector instances of the loop
activity instance,
c t r ∈ N is the loop counter of the loop activity instance,
s ∈ S is the current state of the instance,
t ∈ N is a point in time. ◊
The loop counter c t r indicates the number of iterations a particular loop
activity instance ail that has been executed at a particular point in time t.
During execution for each activity (both basic and loop-activity), an activ-
ity instance identified by its id is created. If an activity is executed inside a
loop, a new instance of this activity is created for each loop iteration. The
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Figure 4.1.: Activity state chart
activity instance has a particular state s ∈ S at a particular point in time
t ∈ N. The set of all loop activity instances is denoted as AIL. The set of
possible states S used by our instance definitions is the following:
S = {I ,S, E,C , F, T,Cmp,D,Sus}.
In this work, we describe states with the following abbreviations: I=initial,
S=scheduled, E=executing, C=completed, F=faulted, T=terminated, Cmp=
compensated, D=dead, Sus=suspended. Note that these states may not be
assumed for every type of instance, e.g. a process instance may not be in a
dead state (cf. Fig. 4.2).
Fig. 4.1 shows the state chart of an activity instance.
The state of an activity instance ai ∈ AI can be determined by the function
state(ai) = π7(ai)
The model element of an activity instance ai is retrieved by the function
model(ai) = π2(ai).
We define the set of active activity instances AA as:
AA := {ai ∈ AI | state(ai) ∈ {S, E}}.
That means active activities can either have the state scheduled or executing.
The set of finished activity instances AF is defined in th following way:
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AF := {ai ∈ AI | state(ai) ∈ {C , F, T,D}}.
That means finished activities can have one of the states completed, faulted,
terminated, or dead. Not in the set AF are compensated activity instances
(state=Cmp) because their effects have been semantically undone.
A process instance as a whole may be in one of the following states as
shown in Fig. 4.2:
sg ∈ {E,C ,Sus, T, F}.
A process instance is considered active if there is at least one activity that
is currently in the state scheduled or executing:
pg .A
A ̸= ;.
The state completed indicates that all activity instances have the state com-
pleted:
∀a ∈ AF : state(a) ∈ {C}.
The state suspended means that the execution of the process instance has
been paused. All activity instances remain in the state they are currently
in and no new activities are scheduled. The state terminated indicates that
the process instance has been terminated by a user action or an event inside
the process and navigation has been stopped. The state faulted indicates an
non-recoverable fault occurred and navigation has been stopped.
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Definition 4.19 (Control Connector Instance, l i)
A control connector instance is a quadruple l i = (ais, a
i
t , c, t), where
ais ∈ AI is the sending activity instance,
ait ∈ AI is the receiving activity instance,
c ∈ {t rue, f alse} is a truth value,
t ∈ N is a point in time. ◊
Control connector instances represent evaluated links that already have
an truth value c assigned at an execution time t. The evaluation of the truth
value determines if the link is followed during execution.
Definition 4.20 (Instance Subgraph, g i)
An instance subgraph is a directed, acyclic graph represented by a
quadruple g i = (V I ,AA,AF , L I ), where
V I is the set of variable instances,
AA is the set of active activity instances,
AF is the set of finished activity instances,
L I is the set of evaluated control connector instances.
For the instance subgraph the following holds:
g i ≼g i pg , i.e.
g i .V I ⊆ pg .V I ,
g i .AA ⊆ pg .AA,
g i .AF ⊆ pg .AF ,
g i .L I ⊆ pg .L I . ◊
Additionally to the process instance definition, we introduce the concept
of an instance subgraph for a process instance pg in Def. 4.20. The ≼g i
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operator means that the elements of the tuple g i are a subset or equal to the
corresponding elements in the process instance tuple pg . Thus, the instance
subgraph as such is subset or equal to a process instance graph but does not
express its own state. We include the instance subgraph definition in order
to algorithmically handle the process graph and any subgraphs of it in an
identical way. The set of all instance subgraphs is denoted as G Ial l .
Another important concept is the notion a process instance wavefront [SK12]
in the context of rewinding a choreography instance (cf. Chap. 7).
Definition 4.21 (Process Instance Wavefront, W)
The wavefrontW of a process instance pg is the set of all active activities
and evaluated links for which the target activity is not yet scheduled:
W = pg .AA ∪ LA with
LA ⊆ pg .L I .
For the set LA the following holds:
∀l i ∈ LA : >ai ∈ AA ∪ AF : l i .l.at = model(ai). ◊
The last property indicates that there exists no activity instance ai in the
process instance pg , whose model element could be target of the already
evaluated message link instance l i. That means the target activity has not
yet been instantiated.
Definition 4.22 (Choreography Instance, ci)
A choreography instance is the quadruple ci = (id, P I ,ML I , sc), where
id ∈ ID is a unique identifier of the instance,
P I is the set of participant instances,
ML I the set of evaluated message link instances,
sc ∈ Sc the state of the choreography instance. ◊
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Def. 4.22 introduces the formal representation of a choreography instance.
The set of all choreography instances is denoted as CIal l . Instances of chore-
ography participants belonging to the choreography instance are defined in
the following way:
Definition 4.23 (Participant Instance, p i)
A participant instance is the pair pi = (id, pg), where
id ∈ ID is the unique id of the participant instance,
pg ∈ Pgall is a process instance as defined in Def. 4.14. ◊
The set of all participant instances is denoted as P Ial l . Note that we do not
introduce an instance of a participant set. A participant set is only a design
time artifact indicating that a unknown number of participants having the
same type will be present in the context of the choreography. The actual
instances during run time are realized by participant instances.
Def. 4.24 presents the notion of an evaluated message link.
Definition 4.24 ( Message Link Instance, ml i)
A message link instance is a tuple ml i = (pis, p
i
r , a
i
s, a
i
r , c, t), where
pis ∈ P I is the sending participant instance,
pir ∈ P I is the receiving participant instance,
ais ∈ AI is the sending activity instance,
air ∈ AI is the receiving activity instance,
c ∈ {t rue, f alse} is a truth value,
t ∈ N is a point in time. ◊
A message link instance ml i represents a virtual instance of a message
link model element ml ∈ ML where a truth value c has been assigned at a
particular point in time t.
Additionally, we introduce the concept of the choreography wavefront:
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Definition 4.25 (Choreography Instance Wavefront,Wc)
The choreography instance wavefrontWc is the set of all process instance
wavefronts unified with the evaluated message links for which the
target/receiving activity in the receiving choreography participant is
not yet scheduled:
Wc =
⋃
j∈N,pg j∈π2(ci) pg j .A
A ∪ LA ⊆ pg j .L I
⋃
MLA with
MLA ⊆ ML I and ∀ml i ∈ MLA : >ai ∈⋃k∈N,pgk∈π2(ci) pgk .AA∪ pgk .AF :
ml i .air = ai . ◊
Finally, a choreography instance ci forms a directed, acyclic graph (Vˆci , Eˆci , t)
in the following way:
Vˆci =
⋃
j∈N,pg j∈π2(ci) pg j .A
A ∪ pg j .AF
Eˆci =
⋃
k∈N,pgk∈π2(ci) pgk .L
I
⋃
ci .ML I
t ∈ N
That means the graph at a particular point t in time consists of the active
and finished activity instances forming its vertices and the evaluated control
connectors and message links forming its edges.
4.3. Chapter Summary
In this chapter, we introduced our formal model representing the most im-
portant concepts of this thesis in an unambiguous way. The formal model is
based on existing formal notions of process models and instances provided by
Sonntag and Karastoyanova [SK12] and the foundational work of Leymann
and Roller [LR00]. We extended both notions in order to provide a clear un-
derstanding of the concepts of choreography models and their instances. In
particular, the established formal definition of process models and instances
can be reused as behavioral interfaces in the context of the novel chore-
ography definition. Additionally, the notions of process and choreography
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wavefront containing all currently active or scheduled elements have been
established. We formalized the novel concept of choreography fragments,
which provides a method of reuse on the choreography level. The formal
choreography fragment definition will be used in Chap. 5 as basis for our
algorithms for the extraction and insertion of choreography fragments from
and to choreography models. Furthermore, our definitions are employed
in Chap. 7 to specify an algorithm for the calculation of rewinding points
in a choreography instance to support the repetition of already executed
choreography logic.
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Choreography Fragments
In Chap. 2, we observed that a concept for choreography reuse similar to the
granularity of process fragments is missing in literature (cf. Sec. 2.3.3.2).
In the context of traditional choreographies spanning independent orga-
nizations, reusability can be useful to reduce the overall modeling effort
and decrease time-to-market of choreography-based collaborations. This is
also true for CDC system application domains such as eScience, where parts
of an experiment can be reused in similar, yet slightly different contexts.
An example would be the reuse of the communication constructs between
participants in case similar message exchange patterns are required.
In this chapter, we present the novel concept of choreography fragments
and the methods and algorithms to extract, adapt, store, and insert them.
For the unambiguous representation of the algorithms, we make use of
the formal model introduced in the previous chapter, which abstracts from
choreography and workflow languages rendering the approach reusable
across technologies. The concept presented in this chapter is based on
already published work [WAHK15a; WAHK15b] and represents Research
Contribution 3 of this thesis. Moreover, it supports the choreography modeling
step of the Model-as-you-go for Choreographies approach and method.
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5.1. Basic Concept
In this section, we present a motivating scenario for the notion of choreog-
raphy fragments as well as the basic concept behind this notion. Fig. 5.1a
shows a simple, yet illustrative example of the business activities of an on-
line retail company. The involved parties and their interaction is modeled
as a choreography model. The company only sells physical goods such as
mobile phones or personal computers to their customers, which place an
order using the retailers web site. The depicted ordering process checks the
availability of the desired items with the warehouse process and consults an
credit rating provider about the customers credit worthiness. Subsequently,
a credit-score-based decision is conducted with regard to the order and the
chosen payment method. The customer is informed accordingly and in the
positive case a logistics provider is tasked with the physical delivery.
Following a strategic decision, the distribution of digital goods besides
the physical trading is identified as a beneficial extension of the company’s
portfolio. The internal IT department, or optionally an external consultant,
has to be tasked with modeling the supporting business processes quickly in
order to seize the business opportunity. A resulting choreography model of
this task might be the one depicted in Fig. 5.1b. Comparing both choreog-
raphy models reveals that some parts are similar. Both physical and digital
trading requires the interaction with the credit rating provider and of course
the interaction between the customer and the ordering process. Having
the possibility to extract these similarities from the physical goods selling
choreography model, store them as granules of reuse, and later insert them
into the derivative digital goods selling choreography model would definitely
decrease the overall modeling effort and thus time-to-market for the new
business case. While the given example might be comparatively small, even
here potential for reusability on the level of the choreography model can be
easily identified.
The creation of choreography fragments follows either a top-down or a
bottom-up approach. The extraction from existing choreography models or
the discovery in audit trails of interconnected workflows forming a choreog-
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Figure 5.1.: Motivating scenario. Adapted from [WAHK15a]
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Figure 5.2.: Conceptual overview
raphy instance can be classified as top-down creation. The manual modeling
of choreography fragments represents the bottom-up approach. In this thesis,
we follow the top-down approach by introducing support for the extraction
and insertion of choreography fragments. This also allows to capture and
reuse best practices or recurring structural types such as a particular form
of message exchange as described in the work of Barros et al. [BDtH05] in
choreography models.
Fig. 5.2 shows a conceptual overview of our choreography fragment ap-
proach supporting the need for reuse as sketched above. In this user-driven
approach, an existing choreography model is the basis for the extraction of
choreography fragments. We define the notion of choreography fragment
extraction in the following way:
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Definition 5.1 (Choreography Fragment Extraction - informal)
Choreography fragment extraction denotes the manual or (semi-) au-
tomatic selection and copying of elements of an existing model and
capturing these elements in a choreography fragment. ◊
The act of copying should yield a syntactically valid choreography model
in order to use an established graphical choreography modeling tool for
the inspection and adaptation of choreography fragments. Since the selec-
tion of the contents of a choreography fragment is typically user-driven,
disconnected parts of the choreography model graph could be potentially
selected for extraction. Our concept envisages the possibility to automatically
reconnect disconnected parts of the choreography fragment graph. Further-
more, users are able to manually edit choreography fragments before storing
them. This entails the addition or removal of elements such as activities,
variables, message links or even complete participants from the fragment.
The storing takes place in a stable storage, for example in a fragment library
as introduced by Schumm et al. [SKK+11], which is integrated with the
modeling environment. A detailed discussion of a system capable of storing
choreography fragments is out of scope of this thesis.
Users can retrieve stored fragments from the library and insert them into
a newly created choreography model. Def. 5.2 presents our understanding
of the insertion.
Definition 5.2 (Choreography Fragment Insertion - informal)
Choreography fragment insertion denotes the manual or (semi-) auto-
matic integration of the graph structure of a choreography fragment
into the graph structure of a choreography model. ◊
For the insertion the same graphical choreography modeling tool can be
used as for classical choreography modeling and choreography fragment ex-
traction. In this chapter, we introduce corresponding methods for extraction
and insertion of choreography fragments, where some steps are automated
by supporting algorithms. The choreography fragment approach is indepen-
dent of the level of detail of the choreography model. If business-related
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activities and variables have been defined on the choreography level apart
from modeling only the communication flow, the user may decide which
elements are selected to be extracted or inserted, respectively.
5.2. Choreography Fragment Extraction
In the following, we introduce our method for choreography fragment ex-
traction as well as corresponding algorithms supporting the extraction and
the subsequent repair of the graph structure of choreography participants.
5.2.1. Choreography Fragment Extraction Method
Fig. 5.3 shows the five steps of the choreography fragment extraction method.
Step 1 (Element selection) comprises the user-driven manual marking of
choreography model elements such as participants, message links, control
flow, and data flow constructs with the help of a graphical choreography
modeling environment. In step 2 (Extraction), the selected elements of the
choreography model graph are automatically copied into a newly created
choreography fragment. In order to support existing tooling and the graphi-
cal manipulation of the fragment, the extraction has to result in syntactically
valid choreography models. Therefore, in our extraction algorithm (cf. Al-
gorithm 5.3), selected elements are copied into the corresponding newly
created parent elements to enforce a valid structure of the fragment. For ex-
ample, selected activities, variables and control connectors are copied into a
newly created process fragment nested into a new choreography participant
in the choreography fragment. Another aspect of the extraction step is the
consideration of activities nested inside a choreography participant, i.e. its
Element 
selection
1
Extraction
2
Review
3
Adaptation
4
Storing
5
Figure 5.3.: Extraction method. Adapted from [WAHK15a]
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connected process graph, which potentially becomes disconnected to the rest
of the extracted fragment graph due to element selections done by the user.
Fig. 5.4 shows an example of such a disconnection and its repair. On the
left-hand side a particular selection omitting one activity is depicted. This
results in the disconnection in the parallel path. We provide an algorithm
(cf. Algorithm 5.5) to reconnect these activities within the existing graph
structure, while trying to preserve the original semantics of the choreography
model. The results of the algorithmic extraction are presented to the user in
step 3 (cf. Fig. 5.3), the Review step, in a graphical tool. Here, the user can
examine the fragment and the automatically conducted reconnection of con-
trol flow and change the outcome if desired. In the optional Adaptation step
(step 4), the choreography fragment may be enriched with additional model-
ing elements using again the same graphical modeling environment. In the
last step (Storing) of the method, the choreography fragment is persistently
stored, for example in a fragment library.
5.2.2. Choreography Fragment Extraction Algorithm
The following section presents the algorithms in the context of choreography
fragment extraction.
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5.2.2.1. Automated Support for Fragment Extraction
In order to automate step 2 for the actual choreography fragment extrac-
tion (cf. Fig. 5.3), we propose the extractChoreographyFragment algorithm
presented in Algorithm 5.1. The algorithm itself realizes the function of the
same name formally introduced in Def. 5.3.
Definition 5.3 (Function extractChoreographyFragment)
The function extractChoreographyFragment is defined as
extractChoreographyFragment: Call ×P(SE)→ Fcall , where
Call is the set of all choreography models (cf. Def. 4.8),
se ∈ P(SE) is the set of user-selected elements,
Fcall is the set of all choreography fragments (cf. Def. 4.12). ◊
For SE the following holds:
SE ⊆ Cel
That means, selectable elements contained in se ∈ SE are the already intro-
duced choreography model elements (cf. Def. 4.13). These are the activities,
control flow connectors, variables, variable input and output maps as well as
complete participants and participant sets of a choreography model.
Algorithm 5.1 iterates over this set of manually selected elements se re-
sulting from step 1 of the extraction method (cf. Fig. 5.3). Depending on
the type of the current selected element, the appropriate sub-procedure is
called to treat the idiosyncrasies of the element during the extraction. Details
on these sub-procedures are presented below (cf. Algorithm 5.2). Subse-
quently, disconnected elements from the fragment graph are reconnected by
traversing the process model graph of every participant and participant set.
The details of the repairGraph are part of the listing of Algorithm 5.5. The
function origin returns the original model element for a fragment element.
It is formally defined in Def. 5.4.
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Algorithm 5.1: extractChoreographyFragment
1 input :Choreography model C, set of selected elements se
2 output :Choreography fragment Fc
3 begin
4 Fc ← create choreography fragment
5 Fc .m← C.m+ ”F ragment”
6 foreach s ∈ se do
7 if s ∈ Aall then
8 extractActivity (C,Fc , s)
9 end
10 else if s ∈ Lall then
11 extractControlConnector (C,Fc , s)
12 end
13 else if s ∈ Vall then
14 extractVariables (C,Fc , s)
15 end
16 else if s ∈ Pall then
17 extractParticipant (C,Fc , s)
18 end
19 else if s ∈ Psetall then
20 extractParticipantSet (C,Fc , s)
21 end
22 end
// traverse each participant or participant set for repair of the graph
23 foreach p f ∈ π2(Fc)∪π3(Fc) do
24 repairGraph (C,origin(p f .F,C), p f .F)
25 end
26 return Fc
27 end
Definition 5.4 (Function origin)
The function origin is defined as origin: Cel × Call → Cel , where
Call is the set of all choreography models (cf. Def. 4.8),
Cel is the set of choreography model elements (cf. Def. 4.13). ◊
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The algorithm listing of Algorithm 5.2 shows the extractActivity sub-
procedure that is responsible for copying selected activities into a choreogra-
phy fragment. It is invoked by themain procedure presented in Algorithm 5.1.
The depicted extractActivity sub-procedure is also a representative for sim-
ilar sub-procedures for other elements such as variables or message links.
Def. 5.5 formally introduces the function realized by Algorithm 5.2.
Definition 5.5 (Function extractActivity)
The function extractActivity is defined as extractActivity: Call × Aall ×
Fcall → Fcall , where
Call is the set of all choreography models (cf. Def. 4.8),
Aall is the set of all activities (cf. Definitions 4.3 and 4.5),
Fcall is the set of all choreography fragments (cf. Def. 4.12). ◊
The first step in any of the type-specific algorithms is to copy the surround-
ing structures, the given element is located in. With respect to Algorithm 5.2,
the given element is a basic or loop activity. The copying of the surrounding
structures refers to loop activities the given element might be nested in
and the parent process model as well as a participant or participant set,
since an activity cannot exist outside such elements. It is conducted by the
copyParents algorithm introduced below (cf. Algorithm 5.3). The activity
handling algorithm returns an activity whose surrounding structure has been
copied into the choreography fragment. Furthermore, the variables that
are manipulated by the activity, i.e. that are part of the input and output
map as well as the input and output maps themselves are also automati-
cally copied into the process fragment located in the parent choreography
participant or participant set. The process fragment is retrieved using the
getProcessFragment function (cf. Def. 5.6).
As already mentioned above, Algorithm 5.3 is responsible for copying
the surrounding structure of a user-selected element in order to preserve
the validity of a choreography fragment. Def. 5.7 formally introduces the
function copyParents, which is realized by this algorithm.
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Algorithm 5.2: extractActivity
1 input :Choreography model C, choreography fragment Fc , activity a
2 output :Choreography fragment Fc
3 begin
4 Activity a f ← copyParents(C,Fc , a)
// get parent process fragment of a f
5 Process Fragment F ← getProcessFragment(Fc , a f )
// copy input map and corresponding variables to fragment
6 F.i f ← F.i f ∪ i(a)
7 foreach v ∈ i(a) do
8 if v /∈ π2(F) then
9 π2(F)← π2(F)∪ v
10 end
11 end
// copy output map and corresponding variables to fragment
12 F.o f ← F.o f ∪ o(a)
13 foreach v ∈ o(a) do
14 if v /∈ π2(F) then
15 π2(F)← π2(F)∪ v
16 end
17 end
18 return Fc
19 end
Definition 5.6 (Function getProcessFragment)
The function getProcessFragment is defined as getProcessFragment:
Fcall × Cel → Fall , where
Fcall is the set of all choreography fragments (cf. Def. 4.12),
Cel is the set of choreography model elements (cf. Def. 4.13),
Fall is the set of all process fragments (cf. Def. 4.6). ◊
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Definition 5.7 (Function copyParents)
The function copyParents is defined as copyParents: Call × Fcall × Cel ×
Cel → Cel , where
Call is the set of all choreography models (cf. Def. 4.8),
Fcall is the set of all choreography fragments (cf. Def. 4.12),
Cel is the set of choreography model elements (cf. Def. 4.13). ◊
Definition 5.8 (Function parentOf)
The function parentOf is defined as parentOf: Call × Cel → Cel , where
Call is the set of all choreography models (cf. Def. 4.8),
Cel is the set of choreography model elements (cf. Def. 4.13). ◊
Initially, the input parameters sel, the user selected element, and cur r,
the current element, of Algorithm 5.3 are identical. The first step of the
algorithm is the retrieval of the parent choreography model element of cur r.
In doing so, the parentOf function/sub-procedure is called (line 4). It is
formally defined in Def. 5.8. As long as a parent element can be retrieved
from the current choreography model element cur r, the top of the hierarchy
is not yet reached and copyParents is invoked recursively (lines 5 and 6).
Otherwise, the recursion stops since the highest level of the hierarchy has
been reached and the choreography fragment is assigned to the choreog-
raphy model element parent (line 9). The idea of the second part of the
algorithm from line 11 is to traverse the nesting hierarchy back inside the
choreography fragment until reaching the given selected element sel while
copying its parent elements. In line 11 it is evaluated if (i) there already
exists a choreography model element elemc located inside the parent and
(ii) that it is a copy of the current element cur r. The evaluation of (i) is
achieved with the isPartOf sub-procedure realizing the function of the same
name introduced in Def. 5.9. The evaluation of (ii) is conducted using the
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Algorithm 5.3: copyParents
1 input :Choreography model C, choreography fragment Fc , (initially)
selected choreography model element sel, current
choreography model element cur r
2 output : choreography model element elemc
3 begin
// retrieve the parent element the current element
4 Element parent ← parentOf(C, cur r)
// if there exists a parent element, invoke the function recursively with the
parent element to traverse the nesting hierarchy to the top
5 if parent ̸=⊥ then
6 parent ← copyParents(C,Fc , sel, parent)
7 end
// top of the hierarchy has been reached, set Fc as the new parent element
8 else
9 parent ← Fc
10 end
// traverse the nesting hierarchy of the choreography fragment back to the
initially selected element
// If there exists already a copied element in the fragment, return it
11 if ∃ elemc | isPartOf(elemc , parent) = t rue ∧
origin(elemc ,C) = cur r then
12 return elemc
13 end
14 else
15 Choreography model element cur rc =⊥
// completely copy the intially selected element
16 if sel = cur r then
17 cur rc ← deepCopy(cur r)
18 end
// only copy the structure if it is not the initially selected element
19 else
20 cur rc ← shallowCopy(cur r)
21 end
// add copied element to the parent element in the fragment
22 parent + cur rc
23 return cur rc
24 end
25 end
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already presented origin function/sub-procedure (cf. Def. 5.4). If both eval-
uations yield true, the copy elemc of the current element cur r is returned
(line 12). Otherwise, a copy of the current element cur r has to be made
(lines 16-21). Here two cases have to be distinguished: (i) if the initially
selected choreography model element sel equals the current element cur r,
our starting point in the nested hierarchy has been reached and the current
element and all the choreography model elements contained in it are copied
(lines 16-17). The reason for this type of copying is that we assume that the
user intends to copy all nested content of a particular selected element. We
use the function deepCopy and its realizing sub-procedure for this purpose.
(ii) if the selected element sel has not been reached, only the current element
cur r is copied without any potentially nested choreography model elements.
Here, the function shallowCopy and its realizing sub-procedure are employed
(line 20). Finally, the copied element elemc is added to its parent element
parent and returned (lines 22-23). The addition is expressed with the +
operator adding a choreography model element to the appropriate set or
tuple element inside its parent element.
Definition 5.9 (Function isPartOf)
The function isPartOf is defined as isPartOf: Cel × Cel → B, where
Cel is the set of choreography model elements (cf. Def. 4.13),
B is the set of boolean values {t rue, f alse}. ◊
5.2.2.2. Automated Support for Fragment Repair
Extracting user-selected elements from a choreography model and placing
them into a new choreography fragment may result in disconnected graph
components inside the process model graph of a choreography participant.
Of course, this depends on the particular selection of elements a user has
made during the Element selection step (step 1) of the extraction method
(cf. Fig. 5.3 and Fig. 5.4). Our definition of a choreography fragment (cf.
Def. 4.12) introduced in Sec. 4.1 states that a valid choreography fragment
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should not contain disconnected graph components inside a choreography
participant with the only exception of selected activities that have been in
parallel paths in the original model. In order to give the user some semi-
automated support for generating valid choreography fragments, the last
step of Algorithm 5.1 is the invocation of the repairGraph algorithm. It is
formally defined by Def. 5.10 and realized by Algorithm 5.4.
Definition 5.10 (Function repairGraph)
The function repairGraph is defined as repairGraph: Call × Gall × Fall ×
P(SE)→ Fall , where
Call is the set of all choreography models (cf. Def. 4.8),
Gall is the set of all process model graphs (cf. Def. 4.1),
Fall is the set of all process fragments (cf. Def. 4.10),
se ∈ P(SE) is the set of user-selected elements. ◊
Themain idea of the repairGraph algorithm is to traverse the process model
graph G of the original choreography participant in a depth-first manner
and compare its graph structure, more precisely its control flow connectors,
to the one of the copied process fragment F of the copied choreography
participant included in the choreography fragment Fc . If any disconnections
are recognized in F , they are fixed while trying to preserve the original
semantics of the graph structure. However, the result is presented to the
user for a final review in step 3 of our extraction method (cf. Fig. 5.3). The
actual reconnection is conducted with the help of Algorithm 5.5 realizing
the function reconnectLinks defined in Def. 5.11.
The traversal of the original process model graph G starts from the set of
start activities (cf. Sec. 4.1) in line 4. We make use of a stack data structure
for traversing the graph. In line 5, a pair consisting of a start activity and an
empty predecessor element is pushed on the stack. While the stack is not
empty, a pair is retrieved from the stack (lines 6 and 7). The two elements
of the pair are assigned to the activity a and its selected predecessor activity
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apre, respectively, (lines 8 and 9) to ease understanding throughout the
rest of the algorithm. Subsequently, it is evaluated if a is a user-selected
activity (line 10). If so, the sub-procedure reconnectLinks is invoked (cf.
Algorithm 5.5), where our proposal for the reconnection is implemented.
We discuss the details of the sub-procedure below.
Algorithm 5.4: repairGraph
1 input :Choreography model C, process model G, process fragment F ,
set of selected elements se
2 output :Process fragment F
3 begin
// Start the traversal for each start activity of the original process graph G
4 foreach astar t ∈ G.A | astar t ∈ A∗ do
5 Stack.push((astar t ,⊥))
6 while Stack ̸= ; do
7 Pair x ← Stack.pop()
8 a← π1(x)
9 apre ← π2(x)
// If a is selected
10 if a ∈ se then
11 reconnectLinks (C,G, F, apre, a)
// a is the new selected predecessor activity
12 apre ← a
13 end
// Retrieve outgoing links of a and put their target activities on the
stack
14 if a is not marked as visited then
15 mark a as visited
16 L← outgoingLinks (G, a)
17 foreach l ∈ L do
18 Stack.push(l.at , apre)
19 end
20 end
21 end
22 return F
23 end
24 end
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Afterwards, activity a is chosen as the new selected predecessor activity
(line 12). If activity a has not yet been visited by the repairGraph algo-
rithm, it is marked as such and all its outgoing links are retrieved using the
function/sub-procedure outgoingLinks. The Algorithm iterates over the set
of all retrieved links to push a pair consisting of each link’s target activity
l.at and the selected predecessor activity apre onto the stack data structure.
Algorithm 5.4 terminates with returning the modified process fragment F
when all activities located in the process model graph G have been visited.
Definition 5.11 (Function reconnectLinks)
The function reconnectLinks is defined as reconnectLinks: Call × Gall ×
Fall × Aall × Aall → Fall , where
Call is the set of all choreography models (cf. Def. 4.8),
Gall is the set of all process model graphs (cf. Def. 4.1),
Fall is the set of all process fragments (cf. Def. 4.10),
Aall is the set of all activities (cf Def. 4.3 and 4.5). ◊
Next, we explain the mechanisms behind the function reconnectLinks and
the underlying Algorithm 5.5. The main idea is the following: since the
traversal of the original process model graph G in a depth-first manner and
the usage of the stack data structure always assigns a selected predecessor
activity apre, provided there exists one, to the current activity a, there exists
a path between both activities. If the copies of both activities are not directly
linked by a control connector in the fragment graph F , it can be deduced
that there exists a disconnection between the two that has to be repaired. To
this end, the algorithm tries to use existing dangling control connectors (cf.
Def. 4.7) attached to both activities before creating new ones. The reason
we use dangling control connectors is the assumption that users consciously
chose to include these control connectors in order to include particular
transition conditions into the choreography fragment.
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Algorithm 5.5: reconnectLinks
1 input :Choreography model C, process model G, process fragment F ,
activity apre, activity a
2 output :Process fragment F
3 begin
4 Activity apre f ← getCopy(apre,C), Activity a f ← getCopy(a,C)
// The pred. activity apre f is not empty and there is no control connector
directly linking apre f and a f , i.e. there exists a disconnection in F
5 if apre ̸=⊥ ∧>l ∈ π6(F) | l = (apre f , a f , t) then
// Collect all dangling control connectors originating from apre
6 L1 ← {∀ l ∈ π6(F) | l = (apre f ,⊥, t) ∧
isReachable (apre, a, origin(l,C))}
// Collect all dangling control connectors targeting a
7 L2 ← {∀ l ∈ π6(F) | l = (⊥, a f , t) ∧
isBReachable (apre, a, origin(l,C))}
// Case 1: Only dangling control connectors originating from apre f
8 if L1 ̸= ; ∧ L2 = ; then
9 l1.at ∈ L1 ← a f
10 mark all l ∈ L1 as affected
11 end
// Case 2: Only dangling control connectors targeting a f
12 else if L1 = ; ∧ L2 ̸= ; then
13 l1.as ∈ L2 ← apre f
14 mark all l ∈ L2 as affected
15 end
// Case 3: Both kind of dangling control connectors have been found
16 else if L1 ̸= ; ∧ L2 ̸= ; then
17 l1.at ∈ L1 ← a f
18 mark all l ∈ L1 ∪ L2 as affected
19 end
// Case 4: No dangling control connectors exist
20 else
21 create new l = (apre f , a f , t)
22 π6(F)← π6(F)∪ l
23 mark l as affected
24 end
25 end
26 return F
27 end
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Definition 5.12 (Function getCopy)
The function getCopy is defined as getCopy: Cel × Call → Cel , where
Call is the set of all choreography models (cf. Def. 4.8),
Cel is the set of choreography model elements (cf. Def. 4.13). ◊
The first step of Algorithm 5.5 is to retrieve the copied counterparts
of apre and a in line 4. This is achieved using the getCopy function/sub-
procedure introduced in Def. 5.12, which is basically the counterpart to the
origin function discussed above. Line 5 then evaluates if a disconnection
between apre f and a f exists. This is the case if (i) there exists a selected
predecessor activity apre f and (ii) there exists no control flow connector
directly linking apre f as source and a f as target. If so, two sets of dangling
control connectors are retrieved in the lines 6 and 7. On the one hand, the set
L1 contains all copied, dangling control connectors in the process fragment
F , whose original counterparts originate from the activity apre and lie on
the path between apre and a. This is evaluated by checking in the original
process graph G if a is reachable from apre via a control flow connector l.
The reachability evaluation is conducted using the function/sub-procedure
isReachable. The set L2 on the other hand contains all copied, dangling
control connectors, whose original counterparts end in the activity a and lie
on the path between apre and a. Here, the reachability is checked using the
function/sub-procedure isBReachable1, starting from a and traversing the
edges of the graph against their direction. Note that both sets may be empty.
In the lines 8-11, the case is handled where only the set L1 contains
collected, dangling control flow connectors (case 1). To this end, an arbitrary
control connector l1 ∈ L1 is used to connect apre f to a f . However, this
approach might possibly introduce an semantic error since the transition
condition of the chosen control connector might not represent the users
intention. Thus, in line 10 all control connectors in set L1 are marked as
affected by the reconnection and are presented to the user in the Review
1B in the sense of backwards
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step of our extraction method (cf. Fig. 5.3). This approach is followed in all
other presented cases. An alternative approach to the random selection that
could be provided to the user, would be the merging of all available dangling
control connectors having activity apre as source and logically concatenating
their transition conditions with an ∨ operator. Nevertheless, the result would
have to be presented to the user for review and approval. We do not follow
this approach here and leave it open for future work.
The lines 12-15 handle the case where only the set L2 contains dangling
control connectors (case 2). Here, an arbitrary control connector l2 ∈ L2
is selected by the algorithm to connect apre f to a f . Again, this introduces
an semantic error and necessitates human review, which is indicated by
marking all control connector in L2 as affected. In case both the set L1 and
L2 contain elements, the logic in the lines 16-19 is triggered (case 3). Here,
we choose an arbitrary control connector dangling from apre f , i.e. one from
the set L1 to link apre f and a f and mark the collected control connectors in
both sets as affected. The last case (case 4) is handled in the lines 20-24.
It applies if no dangling control connectors attached to the activities apre f
and a f have been found. Here, a completely new control connector linking
both activities is created by the algorithm and marked as affected for later
inspection by the user. Finally, the altered process fragment F is returned.
An example of the repair algorithm’s concept is given in Fig. 5.5. The
example shows a small generic choreography model, where the user-selected
elements have been marked green, and a choreography fragment being a
copy of those selected elements. In Fig. 5.5a, the repair algorithm traversing
the original choreography model has already reached activity f . Subse-
quently, it is checked if f has a selected predecessor activity in the graph.
Obviously, it has none and the traversal continues with f now being the
selected predecessor activity. Fig. 5.5b shows the state where activity g is the
current activity and f is the selected predecessor activity. Thus, it is checked
if there exists a control connector between both activities in the fragment
(red control connector). In our example, this is the case and the traversal
continues after g has been appointed as selected predecessor activity.
Finally, Fig. 5.5c shows the state where the current activity is activity e.
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Figure 5.5.: Repair algorithm example walkthrough
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The connection check in the fragment between the selected predecessor
activity g and the current activity e reveals that they are disconnected and
have to be repaired. Therefore, the repair algorithm adds a new control
connector to the choreography fragment which connects activities g and e.
This corresponds to case 4 in Algorithm 5.5.
5.3. Choreography Fragment Insertion
In the following, we introduce our method for choreography fragment inser-
tion as well as algorithms supporting the merging of the graph structure of a
choreography fragment with the one of a choreography model.
5.3.1. Choreography Fragment Insertion Method
Fig. 5.6 shows our semi-automated, five-step insertionmethod for integrating
choreography fragments into a choreography model. The first step entails the
selection of an existing choreography fragment with the help of a graphical
modeling tool (Fragment selection step). The fragment must be conveniently
selectable from a modeling palette presenting extracted and stored choreog-
raphy fragments. Upon selecting the fragment it is presented in a graphical
manner in parallel to the choreography model to be enriched. In the second
step, the Element selection step, the user selects the actual elements from the
choreography fragment he or she wants to insert into a choreography model.
The selected element(s) may either refer to the complete choreography
fragment or parts of it such as a choreography participant and all its nested
activities, control connectors, variables, and variable input and output maps
(cf. Def. 4.13 presenting the concept of choreography model elements).
Subsequently, the user places the selected elements onto the existing
choreography model (step 3). We call this the Element Placement step, which
is conducted by dragging and dropping or copying and pasting elements
from the selected choreography fragment directly into the opened choreog-
raphy model representation. The placement of a choreography fragment
or parts of it triggers the algorithmically supported Insertion step, which is
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Figure 5.6.: Insertion method. Adapted from [WAHK15a]
the fourth step of the insertion method. Here, several distinct cases have to
be discussed. On the one hand, the fragment or parts of it can be placed
onto an empty part of the modeling canvas. In case all selected elements are
contained in a choreography participant within the choreography fragment,
the insertion entails the straightforward copying of all elements into the
choreography model. However, if nested elements such as activities are
chosen and are to be placed on the empty modeling canvas, the support-
ing modeling environment must either prohibit this or automatically create
the surrounding choreography participant element. On the other hand,
placing the complete choreography fragment or parts of it onto existing
elements in the choreography model renders the insertion more complex. If
a choreography participant including all nested elements originating from a
choreography fragment is placed on an existing choreography participant
inside a choreography model, the participant element of the former one is
discarded and the nested elements such as activities and control connec-
tors are copied into the existing participant structure. If name conflicting
elements already exist in the target structure, e.g. activities, control connec-
tors or variables, the user can be guided through the insertion process by
a graphical wizard easing the decision which elements to keep or replace,
respectively. If a regular message link is part of the set of placed elements, it
becomes visible as soon as both the source and the target participants have
been inserted. In case it is a dangling message link, it is immediately visible
to the user. However, we do not automatically connect the inserted elements
to the existing graph structure of the choreography model, since this is an
endeavor that is heavily dependent on the semantics of the choreography
model and the user’s intentions. Therefore, this is the user’s task in step 5 of
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our method, the Adaptation step. Here, either dangling control connectors
or message links, or newly modeled ones can be used. To support user
friendliness, all dangling elements should be highlighted by the modeling
environment for consideration. Subsequently, the user may optionally return
to the Element selection step and repeat the steps 2-5 until all elements of
the selected choreography fragment have been inserted in the target chore-
ography model. However, it is entirely possible that users only want to reuse
a particular part of the choreography fragment and not all of it.
5.3.2. Choreography Fragment Insertion Algorithm
Automated support for step 4 of our choreography fragment insertion method
is provided by the function insert presented in Def. 5.13 and its realizing al-
gorithm insertChoreographyFragment listed in Algorithm 5.6. The algorithm
needs as input, among other elements, the set of pairs ST , which specify
the selected elements for insertion as well as their potential target elements.
The set ST results from the steps 2 and 3, i.e. the element selection and
placement steps, of the insertion method (cf. Fig. 5.6).
Definition 5.13 (Function insert)
The function insert is defined as insert: Call ×P(ST all)→ Call , where
Call is the set of all choreography models (cf. Def. 4.8),
ST all is the set of all pairs {(s, t) | s, t ∈ Cel},
Cel is the set of choreography model elements (cf. Def. 4.13). ◊
The main idea of Algorithm 5.6 is the following: It iterates over all ele-
ments of the set ST and invokes the sub-procedures depending on the type
of the selected choreography fragment element. We show one representative
example of the type-specific insertion using Algorithm 5.7, which realizes
the insertParticipant function formally introduced in Def. 5.14. The algo-
rithm begins with the evaluation if there exists a target choreography model
element t, which is either a choreography participant or a participant set
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Algorithm 5.6: insertChoreographyFragment
1 input :Choreography model C, set of pairs ST = (s, t)
2 output :Choreography model C
3 begin
// Iterate over all selected element/target element pairs
4 foreach st ∈ ST do
5 Choreography Model Element s← π1(st)
6 Choreography Model Element t ← π2(st)
// Distinguish nature of selected element and insert it accordingly
7 if s ∈ Aall then
8 insertActivity (C, s, t)
9 end
10 else if s ∈ Lall then
11 insertControlConnector (C, s, t)
12 end
13 else if s ∈ Vall then
14 insertVariables (C, s, t)
15 end
16 else if s ∈ Pall then
17 insertParticipant (C, s, t)
18 end
19 else if s ∈ Psetall then
20 insertParticipantSet (C, s, t)
21 end
22 else if s ∈ MLall then
23 insertMessageLink (C, s, t)
24 end
25 end
26 return C
27 end
(line 4). If so, the user-selected choreography participant p f of a choreogra-
phy fragment has been placed onto an existing choreography participant or
participant set t. Thus, all the nested elements of p f have to be copied into
the corresponding sets of the process model graph G located inside t. We
show this exemplarily for all activities (lines 5-7) and variables (lines 8-10)
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Algorithm 5.7: insertParticipant
1 input :Choreography model C, choreography fragment participant
p f , target choreography model element t
2 output :Choreography model C
3 begin
// If the participant p f is intended to be placed onto another participant or
participant set
4 if t ̸=⊥ ∧ (t ∈ Pall ∨ t ∈ Psetall ) then
// Copy all activities into the target participant or participant set
5 foreach a ∈ p f .F.A f do
6 t.G.A← t.G.A∪ a
7 end
// Copy all variables into the target partcipant or participant set
8 foreach v ∈ p f .F.Vf do
9 t.G.V ← t.G.V ∪ v
10 end
// Proceed in the same manner for the rest of the elements of p f
11 ...
12 end
// If the participant p f is intended to be placed onto a loop activity
13 else if t ̸=⊥ ∧ t ∈ ALall then
14 foreach a ∈ p f .F.A f do
15 t.A← t.A∪ a
16 end
// Retrieve the surrounding participant of the loop activity
17 Participant/Participant Set p← getParentParticipant(t)
18 foreach v ∈ p f .F.Vf do
// copy the variables to the parent participant or participant set
19 p.G.V ← p.G.V ∪ v
20 end
// Proceed for the rest of the elements of p f as for the activities
21 ...
22 end
// If p f has been placed directly on an empty space of modeling canvas, copy
it directly into the choreography model
23 else
24 C.P ← C.P ∪ Pf
25 end
26 return C
27 end
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of p f . Note, that for the sake of simplicity the presentation of the algorithm
does not consider the resolution of name conflicts. However, this can be
achieved by inquiring about the user’s intention for each conflicting element.
Definition 5.14 (Function insertParticipant)
The function insertParticipant is defined as insertParticipant: Call×Pall×
Cel → Call , where
Call is the set of all choreography models (cf. Def. 4.8),
Pall is the set of all choreography participants (cf. Def. 4.9),
Cel is the set of choreography model elements (cf. Def. 4.13). ◊
In case the target choreography model element is a loop activity (line 13),
the insertion is handled in a different way. While all the activities of the
selected choreography participant p f are copied to the set of activities A of
the target loop activity t (lines 14-16), the variables of p f have to be inserted
to the parent, i.e. surrounding, choreography participant or participant set.
To this end, the function/sub-procedure getParentParticipant as formally
introduced in Def. 5.15 is invoked (line 17). All variables of p f are subse-
quently copied to the resulting participant or participant set p as shown in
the lines 18-20. The lines 23-25 specify the easiest case for insertion. Here,
the choreography participant p f has been placed on an empty space in the
modeling canvas and is simply added to the choreography model C.
Definition 5.15 (Function getParentParticipant)
The function getParentParticipant is defined as getParentParticipant:
Cel → Pall ∪ Psetall , where
Cel is the set of choreography model elements (cf. Def. 4.13),
Pall is the set of all choreography participants (cf. Def. 4.9),
Psetall is the set of all chor. participant sets (cf. Def. 4.10). ◊
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5.4. Chapter Summary
In this chapter, we introduced our novel concept for choreography fragments,
which offers reuse on the level of choreography models with a granularity
similar to process fragments so far missing in literature. The main idea is to
enable human modelers to select elements of existing choreography models
and extract, adapt, and store them for later reuse. During the creation of
choreography models, stored choreography fragments can be selected and
inserted into. This reduces the modeling effort and the overall time-to-market
for choreography-based collaborations such as multi-* in-silico experiments.
In order to support the extraction of choreography fragments, we presented
a corresponding method, where the actual extraction is supported by a set
of algorithms. The extraction algorithm takes care of copying user-selected
elements from a choreography model to a choreography fragment, while
maintaining the correct syntax of the modeling language. The decision of
users which elements to include into a choreography fragment might lead
to the disconnection of previously connected graph components inside an
extracted choreography participant. Thus, we proposed a repair algorithm
that tries to reconnect disconnected parts in the fragment and presents the
results to the user for review and potential adaptation. On the other hand,
the insertion of choreography fragments is supported by an insertion method,
also having one algorithmically supported step. The insertion algorithm helps
the user to correctly copy the elements of a choreography fragment into a
choreography model and especially include graph structures into each other.
In Chap. 8, the realization of both methods in our software system is
presented and discussed. Furthermore, an evaluation of the performance of
the algorithms is conducted in Chap. 9.
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In this chapter, we shed light on our concept of choreography life cycle
management, which has already been briefly introduced in Chap. 3 as part
of the overall Model-as-you-go for Choreographies approach. In particular,
we discuss the details of automating choreography deployment as well as
supporting the user-driven choreography control and monitoring of chore-
ography execution. This chapter provides our Research Contribution 4 and
is based on work published in [WAG+16], which it details and extends.
Fig. 6.1 shows a high-level sketch of our system for the life cycle manage-
ment of choreographies, the ChorSystem. It consists of an integratedModeling
and Monitoring Environment, a middleware component, the ChorSystem Mid-
dleware, a set of workflow engines, and a set of services. The Modeling and
Monitoring Environment comprises two sub-components: the ChorDesigner
and the ProcessDesigner supporting choreography and workflow modeling
and monitoring, respectively. A key idea is to enable users to flexibly switch
between both components representing an abstract and a more refined
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Figure 6.1.: High-level sketch of the ChorSystem
view. The functionality of the ChorSystem Middleware for choreography
deployment and control is realized by composing the processing of messages
with the help of message routes. We express the message routes using the
well-known Enterprise Integration Patterns (EIP) introduced by Hophe and
Woolf [HW04]. The EIP form a pattern language that document proven
message-based solutions for recurring integration problems. The patterns
are vendor and technology independent and provide a visual language in
the form of icons complementing the textual descriptions. We rely on the
messaging paradigm because it enables us to model a system that is loosely
coupled and, thus, more robust compared to synchronous invocations and
tight coupling between components [HW04]. Overall, we assume that the
underlying messaging system is reliable and messages and event messages
are not lost. However, they might be delivered out of order, which our system
is able to deal with. The following sections target specific aspects of the
ChorSystem Middleware as well as the cooperation of all components of the
ChorSystem to support the Model-as-you-go for Choreographies approach.
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Sec. 6.1 discusses the concepts necessary for making of a set of workflow
engines available for choreography execution. In Sec. 6.2, our concept for
choreography deployment is presented. Sec. 6.3 introduces our concepts for
choreography control, while Sec. 6.4 addresses choreography monitoring.
6.1. Workflow Engine Management
In the following, we discuss the management of workflow engines with
the help of the ChorSystem Middleware. This comprises the registration of
new workflow engines at the middleware as well as the deregistration of
engines leaving the system again. As already pointed out above, the mes-
sage route is expressed in terms of the well-known Enterprise Integration
Patterns [HW04]. We denote components that encapsulate and compose the
distinct messaging patterns to message routes asmanager components, while
the data handling as well as the necessary access logic is organized in registry
Management 
Registry
Workflow Engine Manager
Workflow Engine
ChorSystem Middleware
Event-Driven 
Consumer
 ChannelMessage 
Endpoint
Legend
Custom Message 
Processor
Content-Based 
Router
Figure 6.2.: Workflow Engine Registration/Deregistration Route
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components. Fig. 6.2 shows the message route that is responsible for the reg-
istration/deregistration of workflow engines in the ChorSystem. The engines
send a message using a Message Endpoint, e.g. during startup, containing a
unique engine identifier as well as the management endpoints for their life
cycle management operations to an agreed upon message queue following
the Channel pattern. Inside the ChorSystem Middleware component, the
rest of the workflow engine registration route is bundled by the Workflow
Engine Manager component. It reads every incoming registration/deregistra-
tion message with an Event Driven Consumer and distributes it for further
processing with the help of a message processor implementation of the
Content-Based Router pattern. Based on the message header, this message
processor decides if the message is a registration or deregistration message
and relays it to the corresponding part of the message route. Both registration
and deregistration are conducted with a Custom Message Processor storing
or removing the engine information from the Management Registry. The
deregistration is only triggered when a workflow engine gracefully leaves
the system and announces its leaving. However, it can be combined with
a watch-dog-like [LR00] component, that e.g. periodically checks with the
registered engines of the system if they are still available (heartbeating).
Private workflow engines that are under the control of users providing
exlusive execution support for their own choreography participants can also
be registered and deregistered using the presented message route. These
engines will then not be treated as generally available ones, where any
workflow model can be deployed on. Instead, only the workflow models
implementing participants owned by the same party as the workflow en-
gine may be deployed there. The details of choreography deployment are
discussed in the next section.
6.2. Choreography Deployment
This section details the concept for choreography deployment. Basic notions
are the choreography deployment descriptor providing all information neces-
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sary for creating a deployment message for processing in the ChorSystem
Middleware and a corresponding Choreography Deployment Route responsi-
ble for registering all necessary artifacts in the middleware and fanning out
the deployment messages to a set of selected workflow engines.
6.2.1. Choreography Deployment Descriptor
In Sec. 3.1.2, an informal definition of choreography deployment is given
(cf. Def. 3.2). Basically, choreography deployment is the collective deploy-
ment of a set of workflow models and their related artifacts implementing a
choreography model onto a set of workflow engines. Additionally, a logical
representation of the deployed choreography has to be created to correlate
it with state information and enable the enactment of run time related life
cycle operations. This is part of the CDC system Provision phase. The Model-
as-you-go for Choreographies approach divides the deploy choreography life
cycle management operation into two distinct parts, i.e. participant regis-
tration and optional automated deployment with the help of a middleware
component, in order to address the users’ potential privacy requirements. In
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order to successfully conduct the choreography deployment, we introduce
the concept of a choreography deployment descriptor specifying all necessary
information for this task. Fig. 6.3 illustrates the meta-model of the descriptor,
which we discuss in the following. Alongside this discussion List. A.1 in Ap-
pendix A shows a pseudo xml schema of the deployment descriptor details.
The choreography deployment descriptor is automatically generated during
the Transformation step (step 2) of the Model-as-you-go for Choreographies
method of the CDC system Modeling phase (cf. Fig. 3.2 in Sec. 3.1.1) and
can be manually enriched by the user during the Workflow refinement step
(step 3 of our method). The descriptor and the information it specifies
are used to create a choreography deployment message in the choreography
Modeling and Monitoring environment that is sent to the middleware for
initiating choreography deployment.
We propose the usage of choreography bundles encapsulating all neces-
sary artifacts for choreography deployment (cf. Fig. 3.3 in Sec. 3.1.2). A
choreography bundle contains exactly one choreography model, two or more
process bundles and exactly one choreography deployment descriptor. While
the process bundles represent a physical container for all necessary files and
configurations for the deployment of individual choreography participants
implemented by workflows, the choreography deployment descriptor speci-
fies the necessary metadata for conducting the choreography deployment
that is not directly contained in the process bundles. Process bundles in-
clude so-called process artifacts, with the workflow model implementing a
choreography participant as the most important one. Furthermore, a process
bundle contains the interface description of its workflow model listing the
services it exposes, workflow engine-specific deployment descriptors as well
as the service descriptions the workflow interacts with. The workflow model
is either an abstract representation of the participant’s behavioral interface
or if no privacy constraints prohibit disclosure, the refined workflow model,
albeit possibly encrypted. Using the non-refined workflow model is sufficient
for choreography deployment, monitoring, control, and even the partial rep-
etition on the level of the choreography model. However, for more advanced
support of these facilities also including the more detailed workflow level,
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access to the refined workflow models on the level of the middleware is
necessary (cf. Sec. 6.3, 6.4, and Chap. 7).
The actual content of the process bundle is dependent on the used work-
flow language and their requirements such as BPEL or BPMN and the type
of employed workflow engine. If required, the workflow engine-specific
deployment descriptors for individual workflows can be generated from the
information available in the workflow model itself and the related interface
descriptions. Each process bundle is also associated with a set of zero or
more endpoints specified in the choreography deployment descriptor docu-
ment. These endpoints refer to user-specified workflow engines that have
to be present during the deployment of the corresponding process bundle.
For example, users could specify only engines they own and control. Of
course, the complete choreography, i.e. all related workflow models could be
deployed on a single workflow engine if desired. If more than one endpoint
per process bundle is given, it has to be deployed on all mentioned workflow
engines. In case no endpoint is specified, the ChorSystem middleware may
choose any available workflow engine that has been registered at the system
(cf. Sec. 6.1).
Another entity specified with the help of the choreography deployment
descriptor are non-participant services. They refer to services the participants
communicate with during run time and whose implementation remains
opaque. Each service is accessible through at least one endpoint. Non-
participant services can also be manually registered by an administrator at
the system before choreography deployment. Finally, either zero, one or
several choreography start activities may be attached to a process bundle.
These entities indicate which activities of a workflow model inside a process
bundle have to be executed as the initial activities of a choreography instance.
These are the instance-creating activities that receive messages from outside
the choreography and not by another choreography participant.
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Figure 6.4.: Choreography Deployment Route. Adapted from [WAG+16]
6.2.2. Choreography Deployment Route
In Fig. 6.4, it is depicted how the deploy life cycle management operation
is realized with the help of a message route expressed using the Enterprise
Integration Pattern language. The implementation of the message route in
the ChorSystem Middleware allows for a transparent deployment of a set
of a related workflow models in the context of choreography deployment
without burdening the user with the technical complexity of a distributed
system. This approach allows the fulfillment of Requirement R2 (techni-
cal transparency). The deployment is simply triggered by the user in the
choreography-related Modeling and Monitoring Environment, denoted as
the ChorDesigner component in Fig. 6.4. Here, the choreography bundle, the
corresponding process bundles, and the choreography deployment descrip-
tor are used to build a choreography deployment message. This message
is sent to the middleware part of the ChorSystem and routed to the imple-
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mented choreography deployment functionality using the Content-Based
Router pattern. The part of the message route that provides this deploy-
ment functionality is denoted as the Deployment Manager component. It
consumes the incoming deployment message using an Event-Driven Con-
sumer and passes it over to a Custom Message Processor1 which accesses
the Event Registry component in order to evaluate if there already exists a
logical representation of the choreography model and the workflow models.
Furthermore, the workflowmodels deployment status is checked. Depending
on the outcome of the evaluation new representations of the corresponding
models are created and each deployed process bundle in the choreography
deployment message is marked accordingly2. Subsequently, the choreogra-
phy deployment message is split into the independent workflow deployment
messages for each choreography participant or participant set according
to the nested process bundles using the Splitter pattern. A Message Filter
only forwards those deployment messages that still have to be deployed
onto the workflow engines to a further Custom Message Processor. This is
conducted in a parallel fashion in order to speed up the processing. However,
we do not show this parallelization in Fig. 6.4 to avoid an overly complex
depiction. In the second Custom Message Processor, the Service Registry is
accessed to register all offered service interfaces of a particular workflow
model. This information is later used by the Service route (cf. Sec. 6.3.1) for
service discovery and to perform message routing decisions during run time.
So far the processing of process bundles implementing choreography par-
ticipants that are targeted for automatic deployment as well as those that
do not contain the refined workflow models has been identical. A second
Message Filter now filters out all workflow deployment messages containing
the process bundles, where the respective owners did not allow the automatic
deployment and assumed the responsibility for deployment. The affected
1This is not a pattern of the EIP language, but rather can be seen as some application-specific
code together with a consuming and sending endpoint. However, we include it in the depicted
fashion into the message route for ease of understanding.
2Here, the Custom Message Processor also has some resemblance to the Content Enricher
pattern. However, we do not want to separate the creation of the logical representation from
the marking of the message because the latter depends on the former.
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deployment messages do not contain any refined workflow models and also
have been marked accordingly by retrieving this information from the chore-
ography deployment descriptor. For the remaining workflow deployment
messages another processing step is conducted using the Content Enricher
pattern. Here, the interface descriptions contained in each remaining work-
flow deployment message are modified such that the given endpoints of every
outbound service the contained workflow communicates with are adapted
to point towards the ChorSystem Middleware as a default. This is necessary
to reroute messages for services discovery purposes during execution (cf.
Sec. 6.3.1). We assume that the owners of the workflow models which
are not deployed by the ChorSystem configure their interface descriptions
accordingly on their private workflow engines.
The next step for the remaining workflow deployment messages involves
the Recipient List pattern. It is configured by retrieving a set of workflow
engine deployment endpoints and their types from the Management Registry
component (cf. Sec. 6.1). Here, potentially existing user-specified workflow
engine deployment endpoints, which were specified in the choreography
deployment descriptor and inserted into the choreography deployment mes-
sage, are also considered. If none are available, the middleware chooses
workflow engines from the pool of registered ones. This can be conducted
in an arbitrary manner, e.g. randomly, round-robin-wise, or possibly even
in a more sophisticated manner using factors such as load information of
each workflow engine. The configured Recipient List targets a set of dis-
tinct, type-specific Message Translators as the next processing step. With the
help of the Message Translators it is possible to allow for various types of
workflow engines possibly even supporting different workflow languages
as participant implementations for one choreography model. Using this
pattern allows to transform the generic workflow deployment messages into
the format the target workflow engine and its corresponding deployment
endpoint understands. Another Recipient List is then configured with the
retrieved workflow engine endpoints and used to fan out the individual
process deployment messages. If a process bundle has to be deployed more
than once, the process deployment message is cloned accordingly.
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On the right hand side of Fig. 6.4, the Event route which is part of the Event
Manager component is depicted. It also plays an important role for chore-
ography deployment. We assume that every workflow engine registered at
the ChorSystem middleware is able to emit a deployment event message
informing about the outcome of the individual workflow deployment as well
as about the location of the deployed workflow model. The event messages
are published with the help of a Publish-Subscribe Channel allowing the
middleware to register, listen, and subsequently update the logical workflow
model representation in the Event Registry accordingly. The latter is done
by a Custom Message Processor storing the event and updating the logical
choreography model representation. Furthermore, the registered services
offered by a particular workflow model are updated in the Service Registry
using the given endpoint information in the deployment event message.
Finally, it is evaluated if the accrued deployment event messages already
indicate the outcome of the deployment. If so, they are combined by an
implementation of the Aggregator pattern and the ChorDesigner is informed
with an aggregated event message about the outcome of the choreography
deployment via the Publish-Subscribe Channel. In case a choreography par-
ticipant, or to be more precise, its implementing workflow has not been
included for automatic deployment, the responsible party must still inform
the middleware about the outcome of their deployment with a corresponding
deployment event message. Further tasks of the Event Manager component
are discussed in detail in Sec. 6.4 in the context of choreography monitoring.
The concept for the realization of the undeploy operation is very similar to
the choreography deployment route and is not discussed any further.
Our concept for choreography deployment is also able to deal with failures
during deployment. The choreography deployment could fail because (i)
one or more of the affected workflow engines fail during deployment or (ii)
one or more workflow models contain syntactical errors. In case (i), the
ChorSystem Middleware, or to be more precise the Event Manager, is able to
recognize the failure of a workflow engine by setting a timeout for the arrival
of each workflow deployment event. After the timeout, the middleware
can automatically attempt a redeployment of the affected workflow model
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onto another engine or escalate the problem to the user. The user can
always reissue the deployment of a choreography since the Choreography
Deployment Route possesses an idempotent behavior and evaluates if the
involved workflow models are already deployed. Case (ii) can be directly
escalated to the user who has to arrange for the correction of the workflow
model and trigger a new deployment.
6.3. Choreography Execution and Control
In the following, we discuss the details of the Execution phase and step 5
(Choreography execution and monitoring) of the Model-as-you-go for Chore-
ographies method (cf. Sec. 3.1.3). In particular, this refers to supporting
service discovery and selection by the ChorSystem Middleware in order
to decouple the workflow engines registered at the ChorSystem Middle-
ware as well as to support the control operations of choreography life cycle
management. The monitoring aspect is discussed later in Sec. 6.4.
6.3.1. Choreography Execution
With regard to choreography execution, there exist two cases where the
ChorSystem Middleware is involved. Choreography instantiation is one case,
which we will discuss in Sec. 6.3.2. The second case involves the initial
determination where a partner in a conversation between choreography
participants is located. For example, consider a workflow engine A hosting a
particular workflow model GA. During execution an instance of GA is created,
which we might call pgA. From the choreography model and the specified
message links it is clear which participant is a communication partner of
GA. However, since the workflow engines registered in the ChorSystem are
completely decoupled from each other and do not know any details about
other engines, the workflow engine A has no information about the existence
and location of workflow engine B hosting workflow model GB which is a
communication partner of GA. Thus, a message from engine A has to be
routed to the middleware to look up where the target workflow engine B
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Figure 6.5.: Choreography Service Route
hosting workflow model GB is located. Basically, this is a typical service
discovery and selection problem.
As already mentioned in Sec. 6.2, the interface descriptions contained
in the workflow deployment messages are modified during choreography
deployment such that the given endpoints of every outbound service the
contained workflow communicates with are adapted to point towards the
ChorSystem Middleware as a default. The outbound services can be other
workflows a given choreography participant communicates with as well as
non-participant services. If this default configuration has not been over-
written directly in the respective workflow instance, in our example in the
instance pgA, by callback information located in payload messages, the mid-
dleware component is responsible for finding a suitable communication
partner and its endpoint. Fig. 6.5 illustrates the Choreography Service Route
as a solution for this problem. A message originating from workflow en-
gine A is initially routed to a Message Endpoint to trigger the service route
which is part of the Instance Manager. The message is equipped with header
information stating the service it wants to access with the message. Subse-
quently, an implementation of the Content Enricher pattern is used to find
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(discover) suitable services by comparing the header information such as the
requested service name and the service interface with the ones registered
in the Service Registry. The Service Registry has been populated during
choreography deployment when registering the choreography participants
or optionally also by an human administrator registering non-participant
services (cf. Sec. 6.2). Finally, a suitable service is selected and the message
is enriched with the stored endpoint information of the service and routed to
the endpoint of the service using a second Message Endpoint. In our example
the location would point to workflow engine B. Since this is not the main
focus of our work, we rely on a simple randomized selection of a suitable
service without considering further attributes or non-functional properties
such as load. However, our approach could be extended by this orthogonal
aspect in future.
Of course, not only the initial selection of a partner but also subsequent
invocations between partners occur during choreography execution. For
example, in case workflow engine B has to asynchronously answer the initial
invocation of engine A, several approaches have to be discussed. On the
one hand, a middleware component could inspect correlation information
inside the message payload and project commonly used correlation tokens
onto a common choreography instance. This would then allow for routing
decisions with the help of the gathered instance state in the middleware.
However, this would require that all message payloads are plainly visible
to the middleware and may not be encrypted. A second option is the incor-
poration of the payload correlation information into the message header.
However, this requires extensive implementation changes of the workflow
engines. Thus, we decided to use the possible third approach of sending
corresponding callback information in the payload of the messages which
are then used to override the default routing to the ChorSystem Middleware.
This means that the receiving participant has to be modeled with endpoint
reference handling in mind. For example in a BPEL implementation this can
be done by leveraging WS-Addressing [BCC+04] information in a payload to
configure the partner link used for the asynchronous callback with the help
of a corresponding Assign activity. The only drawback of this approach is the
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spoiling of domain-specific workflow logic with endpoint reference handling
logic. A big advantage of our approach is that the ChorSystem Middleware
is only minimally involved in order to avoid a performance bottleneck. That
means wherever possible the workflow engines directly exchange messages
with each other without routing them through the middleware. Note that
our routing mechanism only identifies the correct location of a particular
workflow engine. The identification of a specific workflow instance inside the
engine has to be solved by the engine itself. Typically, correlation information
as part of the message payload are used for this purpose.
Apart from normal application-specific errors, choreography execution
might fail for several reasons: (i) one or more of the involved workflow
engines might fail, (ii) payload messages directly exchanged between the
workflow engines might get lost, (iii) one or more of the involved workflow
models produce run time errors due to modeling errors. Assuming that a
failed workflow engine can recover from stable storage, the execution can
continue after some time, thus, dealing with case (i). Additionally, our system
could be extended by the approach introduced by Schäfer et al. [SWT+16]
replicating the execution of workflows in order to provide more robustness.
For coping with lost payload messages between the engines (case (ii)), a
whole set of distributed system techniques such as timeouts and retries can
be leveraged. Case (iii) demands the correction and redeployment of the
affected workflow models. This would effectively destroy the execution
progress of the choreography instance. However, techniques for dynamic
choreography evolution (cf. Sec. 2.3.6), i.e. migrating a workflow instance
representing a choreography participant instance during run time, could
counter this problem. While this is not in the scope of this thesis, the
ChorSystem creates the foundations for this type of choreography evolution.
6.3.2. Choreography Control
Fig. 6.6 shows our concept for the realization of the choreography life cycle
management operations start, suspend, resume, and terminate allowing to
control a choreography instance towards the fulfillment of Requirement R3
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Figure 6.6.: Choreography Control Route. Adapted from [WAG+16]
(user-driven control). Controlling a single workflow instance has been done
in previous work [SK13]. However, controlling a distributed choreography
instance consisting of two or more workflow instances is an unsolved chal-
lenge so far. We use the findings of Sonntag and Karastoyanova [SK13] and
built our approach for controlling choreographies on top of it. Again, we
employ the visual notion of the Enterprise Integration Pattern language to
abstractly express the concept.
The main component encapsulating the Choreography Control Route func-
tionality is the Instance Manager. The route itself is triggered by a user
via a control-related action creating a choreography control message in the
ChorDesigner component, which is used as control panel and also to inspect
the results of the control operations. The control message is routed to the
Instance Manager’s input Channel using the Content-Based Router pattern.
The part of the message route associated to the Instance Manager consumes
the control message with the help of an Event-Driven Consumer and routes
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it to the control functionality with a second Content-Based Router. Subse-
quently, the control message is enriched with information about the logical
choreography instance and the workflow instances forming it. This is the
task of a Content Enricher accessing the Event Registry. With the retrieved
choreography instance information pointing to the target workflow instances
and an additional access to the Management Registry, a Recipient List is con-
figured to clone and route the control message to a set ofMessage Translators.
These transform the message in parallel into the format the corresponding
workflow engines understand that host the affected workflow instances. A
second Recipient List is configured with the management endpoints of the
corresponding engines retrieved from the Management Registry and fans
out the translated control messages. The control messages can also be issued
from the level of the refined workflows using the Process Designer as control
panel. Note that they still affect the complete choreography instance and
not only one selected workflow instance. The Event Manager as depicted
in Fig. 6.4 is also involved in controlling the choreography instance. Since
the workflow engines emit corresponding events after executing a control
command such as suspend, these events can be aggregated to inform the
ChorDesigner about the operation’s outcome. However, these details are not
depicted here since it is very similar to the behavior described for Fig. 6.4.
The discussed message route behaves identical for each of the listed chore-
ography life cycle management operations. Only the choreography start
operation deviates slightly from this schema. It requires additional parame-
ters as input for the creation of a choreography instance. Several approaches
are possible here. On the one hand, the start activity information located in
the choreography deployment descriptor can be leveraged. For each start
activity of the choreography instance it is analyzed in the ChorDesigner, how
the messages are structured, which are to be received by the start activities.
As a result for each choreography participant, which contains such a start
activity, an empty message structure is generated and graphically presented
to the user to be filled with the necessary parameter values. Subsequently,
these values are sent to the ChorSystem Middleware. A variant of the chore-
ography control route builds one or more choreography start messages that
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are distributed to the workflow engines hosting the choreography partici-
pants. In case multiple engines host a particular workflow model, one is
chosen randomly or potentially by considering the machine load. The second
approach on the other hand is an extension of the work of Sonntag and
Karastoyanova [SK13], where workflow variables are specifically annotated
to mark them as input parameters. Based on the annotations and the corre-
sponding data types of the variables, graphical input masks are generated
before the instantiation of a new workflow instance. The user input is then
bundled into an instantiating message of a specifically introduced activity,
the simulation start activity. A workflow engine supporting this type of
activity then distributes the values to the corresponding annotated variables.
For both approaches a unique choreography instance identifier has to be
generated inside the choreography control route and the start messages
for the workflow engines are enriched with this choreography instance
identifier. This has to be done in a manner that does not pollute the actual
message payload, i.e. the id must be located in the message header. After
the instantiation, this identifier has to be present in any application-specific
message between the choreography participants as well as all execution
events the workflow engines publish. Thus, all events and messages can
be correlated to a particular (virtual) choreography instance and enable
choreography monitoring (cf. Sec. 6.4).
Both approaches have the disadvantage that all input data from outside
the system has to be collected by the initially instantiated choreography
participants even if its only used in a transitive invocation of another partic-
ipant. This pollutes the initial participants with the handling of data that
does not affect their immediate processing. A remedy for this problem is the
proposal of Hahn et al. [HKL16b; HKL16a] where the control and data flow
in a choreography is decoupled. Instead of sending large amounts of data
with the messages, which represent both control and data flow, between the
choreography participants, a distributed middleware component is respon-
sible for providing data values for the participants. While this approach is
very promising for the integration with our work in future, we do not pursue
it any further in this thesis and use the descriptor-based approach instead.
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In order to further improve usability especially for non-IT users such as
scientists the collective deployment of the workflow models implementing
choreography participants can also be combined with the choreography
instantiation by asking the users for the respective input parameters even
before the deployment. These parameters are used to directly create a
choreography instance after the successful deployment. This hides the rather
technical deployment step from the user as demanded by Requirement R2
(technical transparency).
6.4. Choreography Monitoring
Choreography monitoring is the second aspect of the Execution phase and,
thus, step 5 of the Model-as-you-go for Choreographies method. Basically, the
graphical monitoring of a choreography instance provides an overview over
the progress of each involved workflow instance. In Sec. 2.1.3, we identified
Requirement R4 (integration of modeling and monitoring) in order to reduce
the complexity for non-IT experts and hide technical details. Towards the
fulfillment of this requirement, we follow the approach of Sonntag and
Karastoyanova [SK10; SK13], where the graphical elements of a workflow
model are correlated with the events accrued during their execution and
colored according to the state conveyed by the events. For example currently
executing elements are colored yellow, while completed elements are colored
green. This approach blurs the distinction between execution andmonitoring,
since the colored model graph becomes the visual representation of the
execution. We extend this approach by enabling the monitoring on two
levels of detail. Additionally, we introduce monitoring on the choreography
level with the help of the ChorDesigner, where graphical elements of the
choreography model are colored according to received execution events.
This includes choreography constructs such as message links that are not
present in the deployed workflow models and, thus, corresponding events
have to be produced in the ChorSystem Middleware by aggregating atomic
execution events. Each model element must contain a unique identifier
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which is transmitted in the corresponding events for correlation purposes.
Moreover, depending on their access rights users can drill down into the
details of a particular choreography participant and monitor the execution on
the level of the refined workflow in the ProcessDesigner component. A return
to the more abstract level of the choreography is also possible, allowing
authorized users to switch between the choreography and workflow level at
will. Furthermore, other choreography instances, both running or already
completed, can be loaded for inspection. The corresponding execution events
for coloring the model graph are loaded from the ChorSystem Middleware.
The ChorDesigner and the ProcessDesigner forming the graphical Mod-
eling and Monitoring Environment are also equipped with facilities to use
the deployment as well as control operations as described in Sec. 6.2 and
Sec. 6.3. Having the progress of the choreography instance execution visu-
alized in a common control panel allows users to make informed decisions
about controlling the choreography instance. This fulfills Requirement R3
(user-driven control). Furthermore, this type of control panel unifying moni-
toring and control is the prerequisite for more advanced flexibility operations
such as the rewinding and repeating of choreography logic (cf. Chap 7).
Fig. 6.7 shows the Choreography Event Route as core part of our monitoring
effort. Our basic assumption is that each of the workflow engine publishes
events indicating the execution progress and state changes of workflow
instance elements such as activity and control connector instances. In order
to support the monitoring on the level of the choreography, the engines have
to publish at least all events related to instances of model elements specified
in the agreed upon choreography model. If a more detailed monitoring on
the level of the workflow instances is desired by the users, the engine hosting
and executing the respective workflow instance has to publish events related
to refined model elements of the workflow model as well. The publication
of execution events is conducted by a corresponding Message Endpoint in
each workflow engines, which are connected to a Publish-Subscribe Channel.
Registered listeners to this channel are the ChorDesigner, the ProcessDesigner,
and an Event-Driven Consumer triggering the Event Route, which is part of
the Event Manager. In the route the received events are persisted in the
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Figure 6.7.: Choreography Event Route
Event Registry using a Custom Message Processor. A second aspect of the
Event Route is the aggregation of workflow execution events into composite
choreography events. Message link instances for example are not a physical
artifact directly created during the collective execution of the workflow
instances, since a message link is a model element only specified at the
level of the choreography model. However, the user still wants to have a
graphical representation of the message flow between participants. Thus,
we evaluate workflow execution events indicating the sending and receiving
of messages between the choreography participants and aggregate them to
form a virtual message link instance. The same is true for calculating the state
of the choreography instance itself. State changes of the individual workflow
instances effect state changes for the virtual choreography instances as
depicted in the figure. Thus, when storing a received workflow execution
event, the Event Registry is also queried for further related events depending
on the type of the received event. For example, if a message receiving event
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of a particular workflow engine is to be stored it is also checked if there exists
a related message sending event of another workflow engine referring to the
same message. Since every execution event is assumed to contain a reference
to its model element in the respective workflow model, the coherence of two
events can be determined with the help of the logical representation of the
choreography model that has been created during choreography deployment.
The Aggregator pattern is then used to combine the related events into a
corresponding choreography instance event. A Message Endpoint sends
the choreography instance event into the input Publish-Subscribe Channel
where it is received by a corresponding Event-Driven Consumer and used to
color the corresponding model elements of the choreography model in the
ChorDesigner.
We also support the concept of breakpoints as presented by Sonntag and
Karastoyanova [SK13]. Breakpoints in conjunction with a state indicator can
be added to a particular element of a workflow model such as an activity to
indicate to a supporting workflow engine that the execution should pause
at the annotated element when it reaches the desired state. The original
approach helps to closely inspect and debug the current state of a single
workflow instance and its variable values. Having only a manual option for
suspending the execution presents the risk of missing a particular point in
the execution. We extend this concept by also introducing breakpoints on
the level of the choreography model. These choreography breakpoints can
be directly distributed inside the process bundles to the workflow engines
during the choreography deployment step (step 4) of the Model-as-you-go for
Choreographies method. Additionally, users can add breakpoints during run
time on both the choreography and the workflow level. These breakpoints
are then distributed by the ChorSystem Middleware. We do not discuss
this message route in detail, since the basic concept is very similar to the
Choreography Control Route depicted in Fig. 6.6.
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6.5. Chapter Summary
After we covered the modeling phase of the Model-as-you-go for Choreogra-
phies approach and method in the previous chapter, this chapter introduced
Research Contribution 4, which is our detailed concept for the choreography
life cycle management focusing on the CDC system phases Provision and
Execution. In doing so, we introduced a middleware component between
the Modeling and Monitoring Environment and the set of workflow engines
responsible for collectively executing the workflow instances, which form a
choreography instance. The middleware component, denoted as ChorSystem
Middleware, is housing the functionality for the collective deployment of
the refined workflow models implementing the choreography participants
of a choreography model. Additionally, it is responsible for allowing users to
control a choreography instance, i.e. start, pause, suspend, or terminate it
as well as manage the registration and deregistration of workflow engines
at the system. Event aggregation and the selection of services is also a task
accomplished by the middleware. A core concept of our work is the usage
of Enterprise Integration Pattern language of Hophe and Woolf [HW04] to
compose the functionality for the life cycle management operations in a
reliable manner as a sequence of message processing steps.
The proposed concepts and the ChorSystem are a prerequisite for the
rewinding and repeating of choreography logic presented next in Chap. 7.
In this context, message routes are also the concept of choice to signal the
affected workflow engines in a collective manner up to which point in the past
they should reset a particular instance to a state of its past. So far, we only
presented those parts of the ChorSystem that are necessary to understand a
particular functionality and concept. In Chap. 8 these parts will be composed
to illustrate the complete architecture of our system. Additionally, we discuss
the technology used for the implementation of the system and the message
routes in the same chapter. A validation and evaluation follows in Chap. 9,
where we evaluate the implemented deployment and control operations and
discuss the results with regard to practical use.
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r 7
Rewinding and Repeating
of Choreography Logic
The preceding chapters provided the foundations on which this chapter builds
on. We introduced the big picture of the Model-as-you-go for Choreographies
approach and the method realizing it. Furthermore, we presented a model
formalizing choreography models and their instances. With the introduction
of a massage-based system for choreography life cycle management, all
necessary prerequisites for the rewinding and repeating of choreography
logic have been provided. In particular, the capabilities for suspending and
resuming the workflow instances forming a virtual choreography instance
in a collective manner as well as the capabilities for storing and aggregating
execution events in the ChorSystem Middleware are of paramount impor-
tance for the discussion in this chapter. With the help of stored monitoring
information and the logical representation of the choreography model, we
build a choreography instance graph inside the middleware. This graph can
be traversed in order to calculate for each participant instance which parts
of its logic have to be reset before being able to repeat it.
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Figure 7.1.: eScience choreography revisited. Adapted from [WAHK17]
Since the repetition of choreography logic is especially relevant for multi-*
in silico experiments, we motivate its need with a corresponding scenario.
However, this does not exclude the approach from being useful for other CDC
system application domains. Fig. 7.1 revisits the material science choreogra-
phy showing a simplified version of Fig. 1.3 presented in Sec. 1.1. Assuming
the execution of the choreography has already progressed for some time and
a first snapshot has been selected and sent from the kinetic Monte Carlo
(KMD) simulation to the Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulation in order to
apply shear forces on the atomic lattice, the monitoring scientists might not
be satisfied with the first created plots. Thus, they might want to change
the criteria with which the snapshots are selected. Instead of discarding
the complete long running experiment, a more favorable approach would
be pausing the execution, picking an activity (instance) in the choreogra-
phy such as the Select Snapshot activity, rewinding the instances execution
back to the selected point, applying new selection criteria and resuming the
execution. Enabling this repetition of choreography logic constitutes our
Research Contribution 5 and is based on our work published in [WAHK15c]
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and [WAHK17]. In Sec. 7.1, we first describe in detail the RepChor method
providing a sequence of steps to prepare and conduct the repetition. Subse-
quently, an algorithm supporting the method is introduced in Sec. 7.2.
7.1. RepChor: A Method for the Rewinding and Repeating of
Choreography Logic
As discussed in Sec. 2.2.3 in the context of workflow flexibility, undesired
experiment outcomes and errors may be countered by repeating parts of
already executed logic in a workflow instance. This concept was proposed
in [SK12] describing two distinct operations for the repetition, iteration and
re-execution. There, iteration refers to the renewed execution of parts of an
individual workflow instance starting from a user-selected activity while
keeping already completed work and, thus, the previous state changes. To
allow for this kind of repetition the affected activity and control connector
representations inside the workflow engine are reset. If desired, users are
given the opportunity to load older values than the current ones for the
workflow variables. An example of the use of the iteration operation is to
enable scientists to enforce the convergence of an experiment against a par-
ticular value by repeatedly executing particular steps without even having
a corresponding pre-modeled loop construct. Re-execution on the other
hand is the renewed execution of parts of the logic of an individual workflow
instance after the already completed work has been semantically undone.
This is achieved by relying on compensation concepts, i.e. necessarily avail-
able compensation activities paired with each activity are invoked in reverse
order by the workflow engine for each executed activity. Furthermore, the
affected control connectors are reset to allow for a re-run and users have
to select so-called variable snapshots (cf. Def. 4.17) with stored variable
values. For both operations historical data, i.e. the audit trail of the workflow
engines, is left untouched still capturing all previous state changes.
Extending the notions of iteration and re-execution, in Sec. 3.1.3, we
informally defined iteration and re-execution of choreography logic (cf.
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Definitions 3.3 and 3.4). Instead of only resetting or compensating parts of
one individual workflow instance, potentially all workflow instances forming
a choreography instance have to be collectively considered for reset or
compensation. While in the original approach it takes a user-selected activity
as reference point from where to start the corresponding form of repetition
and by implication the point in a workflow instance where any resetting
or compensation has to stop, the very nature of a choreography instance
introduces a set of new challenges. The manual selection of a particular
start activity instance located in a particular workflow instance, which we
denote as start participant instance, is also part of the proposed concept
of this thesis. However, due to the communication of the start participant
instance with other workflow instances in the context of a choreography
instance, the repetition also requires to reset these communication partners
to a state of their past. We denote this as rewinding. Note that some affected
participants might be completely rewound while others are only subject to a
partial rewinding.
In order to overcome these challenges, we introduce our RepChor method
that successively leads through all necessary steps for preparing and con-
ducting the rewinding and repeating of choreography logic. The steps of
the method are depicted in Fig. 7.2. In the following, we dedicate a sub-
section to the discussion of each step and explain their idiosyncrasies with
reference to a set of example figures representing choreography instances in
a graphical manner.
7.1.1. Step 1: Suspending of the Choreography Instance
The first step of the RepChor method comprises the suspending of the chore-
ography instance in which logic is to be repeated either by iteration or by
re-execution. The suspending is triggered by a user such as a scientist using
the suspend operation presented in the context of choreography life cycle
management (cf. Sec. 6.3.2). The reason for a user to suspend the choreog-
raphy instance might for example be the occurrence of deviations from the
expected outcome.
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Figure 7.2.: The RepChor method for the rewinding and repeating of chore-
ography logic. Adapted from [WAHK17]
7.1.2. Step 2: Selection of a Start Activity Instance
In the second step, a user chooses a start activity instance in a start participant
instance using the ChorDesigner, the graphical Modeling and Monitoring
Environment of the ChorSystem (cf. Chap. 6 and Chap. 8). This graphical
support also has to take into account that there might exist several completed
instances of a particular activity in the choreography or workflow model
due to loop constructs. Thus, a convenient selection with the help of a
graphical wizard is necessary showing the list of available instances and their
properties and leading through the selection process. However, this wizard
must be configurable since there might be a large amount of instances of
a particular activity and showing too many might confuse the user. This
selection can either be conducted on the choreography level or on the level of
one of the refined workflow models assuming a user has the necessary access
rights. Fig. 7.3 depicts an exemplary choreography instance, where the
selected start activity instance is activity instance c1 of the start participant
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Figure 7.3.: Example of a choreography instance without loops. Adapted
from [WAHK17]
instance denoted as Par t icipant11.
Another important aspect of step 2 is the consideration of data after
selecting a start activity instance. Here, data refers to the variable instances
of each involved workflow instance. The current variable values are one factor
influencing the decision about the repetition of logic. This is true for single
workflow instances as demonstrated by Sonntag and Karastoyanova [SK12]
but also for our work that considers a set of workflow instances forming
a choreography instance. The original work [SK12] introduces the notion
1The subscript of an element denotes a part of the element name, while the superscript
indicates the instance id. However, the instance id is only depicted if there is more than one
instance of the same element.
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Figure 7.4.: Data handling in the sequential case. Adapted from [SK12]
and [WAHK17]
of (variable) snapshot instances, which we included into our formal model
presented in Chap. 4, more precisely into Def. 4.17. As can be gathered
from this definition and the related Def. 4.16, a variable snapshot instance
contains all variable instances, i.e. the values the variables assume at a
particular point in time, which are visible to a particular activity instance.
Furthermore, a variable snapshot instance is stored after an activity instance
has written into a variable, i.e. it is only attached to variable-changing
activities. A workflow engine supporting this concept stores the variable
snapshot instances with a relation to the respective activity in the internal
database. This is comparable to database logs on stable storage for recovery
purposes [BHG87].
Having selected a particular start activity instance in a graphical manner,
the wizard should also provide facilities to consider data selection, i.e. the
selection of variable snapshot instances. However, the internal database of a
workflow instance is typically opaque and not directly accessible from outside
the engine. Therefore, we assume that a snapshot-enabled workflow engine
offers a service interface for the retrieval of the variable snapshot instances for
a given activity instance as proposed in [SK12]. Internally, the engine selects
a variable snapshot instance from a predecessor activity of the chosen start
activity. Fig. 7.4 shows a simple example of the snapshot instance selection.
In this sequential workflow instance graph, the start activity instance for
the repetition is activity instance c. The predecessor activity from which
the variable snapshot instance is loaded is activity instance b as it has the
most recent time stamp (t = 2). In case two or more competing variable
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snapshot instances attached to predecessor activity instances of the selected
start activity instance are available, for example due to concurrent parallel
paths, the snapshot instance with the most recent timestamp is loaded, too.
Another approach would be to let the user decide which snapshot to use
and offer all competing ones for selection. If the selected activity instance is
directly located inside a parallel path, the concept in [SK12] only loads a
subset of the variable values in the preceding variable snapshot instance to
avoid the loss of values, which have been written in another parallel branch.
Our data handling concept uses the existing concept proposed in [SK12].
However, instead of directly using the offered service interface for retrieving
variable snapshot instances, we identify the workflow engine hosting the
start participant instance using the registered information in the ChorSystem
Middleware (cf. Chap. 6). Retrieving snapshot instances is provided for both
iteration and re-execution. While it is optional in case of iteration because
users might want to re-run with a different set of variable values, it is a
mandatory step for re-execution. The reason for this is that the conducted
compensation is only responsible and able to guarantee the undoing of the
effects of service invocations, i.e. external state with respect to a particular
participant instance. In order to also reset the internal state of each affected
participant instance, the selection of a variable snapshot instance stored
with a predecessor activity instance of the selected start activity instance is
conducted. We support both a complete automatic selection using timestamp
comparisons as well as a selection by the user after having retrieved fitting
snapshot instances. Furthermore, completely new parameter values in the
form of variable values can be pushed to the start participant instance in
order to support a scenario as described with Fig. 7.1.
Since we apply the concept of [SK12] to choreography instances, some
additional considerations have to be made. This stems from the fact that
the selection of start activity instances can be conducted from either level
of detail, i.e. from the choreography level as well as the refined workflow
level. Especially, the introduction of new variables during step 3 of our
Model-as-you-go for Choreographies method (cf. Fig. 3.2) on the refined
workflow level, which are not part of the choreography model, requires to
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distinguish two cases: (i) a user selects a start activity instance inside a
start participant instance under her/his control having the right to access
to the refined workflow model. That means variables introduced during
workflow refinement can be considered when retrieving and presenting the
corresponding variable snapshot instances. (ii) a start activity instance is
selected on a participant instance, where the user does not have access rights
to the refined workflow model. Here, the newly introduced variables are not
considered, only the ones already existing in the choreography model.
After the selection of an activity instance and variable snapshot instances,
the rest of the RepChor method is completely automated and does not require
any further user interaction.
7.1.3. Step 3: Determination of the Rewinding Points
In the following, we discuss several important conceptual notions necessary
to understand our concept for the rewinding and repetition of choreography
logic. The first one is the notion of an iteration body. It was originally
introduced in [SK12] and comprises all instantiated activities and evaluated
control connectors which are reachable in the instance graph starting from a
user-selected start activity. Having a look at the example depicted in Fig. 7.3,
the activity instances c1, d1, e1, f1, g1, h1, i1 as well as the control connector
instances linking them can be identified as part of the iteration body. The
iteration body does not contain any activity instances located on a dead
path, in Fig. 7.3 an example is the path c1 → d1. However, this path may
be executed in a repetition starting from activity c1. We extend the notion
of the iteration body in the context of choreography instances. Here, the
choreography iteration body is not restricted to a single process instance but
instead spans across the boundaries of process instances and also includes
the message link instances between them. An example for a choreography
iteration body is provided by Fig. 7.3, where it encompasses the already
enumerated activities of Par t icipant1, and additionally the activities a2,
b2, c2, d2, a3, b3, c3 as well as the control connectors linking them, the
control connector c3 → d3, and message link instances ml1 and ml2. Similar
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to the original definition of the iteration body, the choreography iteration
body contains all elements in the choreography instance graph reachable
when traversing the graph beginning from the user-selected start activity
instance (activity instance c1 in Fig. 7.3). Intuitively, this implies that not
only the start participant instance but all participant instances that have
received messages directly from the start participant instance during the
choreography instance execution are part of the choreography iteration body
because the receiving of messages influenced their execution progress and
internal state. In some case it might have even triggered the creation of
a particular participant instance. Moreover, the underlying choreography
model may also specify participants only transitively connected to the start
participant (e.g. Par t icipant3). Those also have to be considered and
their instances are also part of the choreography iteration body because the
message exchange had an impact on their internal state, too.
The activity and control connector instances located in the choreography
iteration body are the ones that have to be reset or compensated. More
precisely, this has to be done in the respective representation of each workflow
instance in its hosting workflow engine. We denote this as rewinding. The
rewinding enables each participant instance to be executed again with the
intended semantics of iteration or re-execution. Basically, it resembles a
relocation of the choreography wavefront (cf. Def. 4.25) to the past of the
choreography instance.
A second important notion in this context is the notion of a rewinding point.
The user-selected start activity instance for repetition is such a rewinding
point for the start participant instance. It indicates where the rewinding of
the start participant instance, i.e. the implementing workflow instance has
to stop. However, in the other participant instances directly or transitively
connected to the start participant instance rewinding points have to be
determined, too. In Fig. 7.3, this would be the activity instances a2 and
a3, which are the rewinding points of participant instances Par t icipant2
and Par t icipant3, respectively. We determine all rewinding points in a
choreography instance in an automated manner using an corresponding
algorithm described in Sec. 7.2. For each of the determined rewinding points
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a variable snapshot instance has to be automatically selected in the respective
engine as discussed in the previous step (cf. Sec 7.1.3).
A special case are participant instances that have sent messages into the
choreography iteration body, i.e. have influenced its state, but are not part
of it themselves. Consider Par t icipant4 sending a message via the message
link instance ml3 in Fig. 7.3 as an example. These messages must be available
again when the re-run of choreography logic takes place. They have to be
stored and replayed either in a middleware component or in the receiving
workflow engine. While we favor the latter approach since we do not burden
the middleware with the transit of payload messages (cf. Sec. 6.3.1), the
implementation of this functionality is not part of this thesis.
Another aspect to be discussed is the effect of loops and participant sets,
and their instances on the rewinding. An example of both concepts can be
found in Fig. 7.5. In the example, a loop activity instance (c1) is depicted
(cf. Def. 4.18) having looped two times. In each loop iteration a message
has been sent out to create a new participant instance, i.e. Par t icipant2
has been defined as a participant set in the corresponding choreography
model. We define the loop iterations as independent instance subgraphs in
our formal model (cf. Def. 4.20). In order to find all rewinding points in
the choreography instance it is necessary to traverse the distinct instance
subgraphs of the loop activity instances consecutively. In Fig. 7.5, the rep-
etition is to be started from activity instance d11 , i.e. both loop iteration 1
and 2 have to be traversed. When following the message link instance ml1
and ml3 this leads to the identification of the activity instance a2 in both
Par t icipant12 and Par t icipant
2
2 as rewinding points.
Fig. 7.6 depicts two further cases, that have to be considered when au-
tomatically finding the rewinding points in case loop activity instances are
involved. We allow users to select a start activity instance inside the instance
subgraph of a loop activity instance. Here, this would be activity instance
d21 located in the second iteration of activity instance c1. This selection has
to be conveniently supported by graphical means as pointed out in step 2 of
our RepChor (cf. Sec 7.1.2). Since the loops in Fig. 7.6 are synchronized,
i.e. the message exchange happens between instance subgraphs having the
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Figure 7.5.: Example of a choreography instance with loops and an instanti-
ated participant set. Adapted from [WAHK17]
same loop counter value, the traversal of the message link instances must
reflect this. For example, in order to find the correct rewinding point in
Par t icipant2, i.e. activity instance d22 an corresponding algorithm must
follow message link instance ml3.
The rewinding points of a choreography instance are stored in a particular
data structure denoted as RPC during the algorithmic traversal of the instance
graph. Def. 7.1 introduces it formally.
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iteration. Adapted from [WAHK17]
Definition 7.1 (Choreography Rewinding Points, RPC)
The data structure Choreography Rewinding Points RPC ⊆ P I ×P(AI ) is a
set of pairs {(pi ,AIrp) | pi ∈ P I ,AIrp = {ai1, ..., aik} ⊆ AI}, where
P I is the set of participant instances (cf. Def. 4.23),
AI is the set of activity instances (cf. Def. 4.16). ◊
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Each pair consists of a participant instance and a set of rewinding point
activity instances. Note that this data structures enables the possibility
to gather multiple rewinding points per participant instance. This is due
to parallel paths in a process instance graph that might lead to messages
received in parallel resulting in several distinct rewinding points.
7.1.4. Step 4: Distribution of the Rewinding Points
After algorithmically determining the rewinding points, they have to be
distributed to the workflow engines which host the workflow instances
that are part of the choreography iteration body. If a variable snapshot
instance for the user-selected start activity instance has been chosen or
new variable values have been introduced, this information also has to
be transfered to the responsible workflow engine. Furthermore, it has to
be ensured that the distribution of the rewinding points and the selected
variable snapshot instance are distributed reliably in an all or nothing manner.
This can be achieved using message-oriented [HW04] and/or transactional
concepts [NB09].
7.1.5. Step 5: Termination of the Choreography Wavefront
Step 5 comprises the termination of all elements of the choreography wave-
front. We have formally specify the notion of the choreography wavefront
in Def. 4.25. It contains all currently active activity, control connector, and
message link instances as well as scheduled model elements ready for exe-
cution. The termination is necessary, since otherwise race conditions could
occur [SK12]. This is true for the repetition in single workflow instances as
well as in choreography instances. Fig. 7.3 depicts an example of potential
race conditions. Consider for example the activities g1 and i1 of Par t icipant1
located in the choreography wavefront, which are currently running and
scheduled, respectively. If they are not terminated before starting the repeti-
tion of the choreography instance from activity instance c1, activity j1 would
be executed in parallel to the repetition. The same is true for activity d2 of
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Par t icipant2, where activity e2 will be scheduled and executed next, also
leading to race conditions if activity d2 is not terminated before the repeti-
tion is started from activity instance c1 in Par t icipant1. The termination of
the elements in the choreography wave front is conducted locally by each
workflow engine.
7.1.6. Step 6: Rewinding the Choreography Instance
In this step, the rewinding of the choreography instance takes place moving
the choreography wavefront to a state of the past. The actual rewinding is
also conducted locally in each affected workflow engine. We resort to the
concepts of [SK12] as they are also applicable to choreography instances.
However, the individual rewinding must be collectively applied in an all
or nothing manner to all affected workflow instances. Furthermore, we
extend the existing work by allowing for multiple rewinding points for each
participant instance.
The iteration and re-execution of choreography logic employ different
concepts for the rewinding as can be gathered from their definitions in
Sec. 3.1.3. For the iteration (cf. Def. 3.3) this comprises the local resetting of
activities and control connector instances of each workflow instance from its
rewinding point(s) until reaching its local wavefront. This is conducted indi-
vidually by each involved workflow instance. To define the iterate operation
for choreographies, we express it formally:
Definition 7.2 (Iterate operation, ic)
The iterate operation for choreographies is defined as the function ic :
AIal l ×Σall × RPallC × CIal l → CIal l , where
AIal l is the set of all activity instances (cf. Def. 4.16),
Σall is the set of all variable snapshot instances (cf. Def. 4.17),
RPallC is the set of all choreography rewinding points (cf. Def. 7.1),
CIal l is the set of all choreography instances (cf. Def. 4.22). ◊
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The rewinding in the case of re-execution of choreography logic(cf. Def. 3.4)
does not only reset the elements in the choreography iteration body but also
compensates each involved workflow instance in reverse order starting from
the current wavefront to the selected rewinding points. Furthermore, the
user-selected variable snapshot instance is loaded in the start participant
instance while in the other participant instances a corresponding snapshot
instance is loaded based on the latest timestamp. Note that the re-execution
operation is highly dependent on the existence of compensation logic/ser-
vices provided for a particular choreography participant. Formally, we define
the re-execute operation for choreographies in the following way:
Definition 7.3 (Re-execute operation, rc)
The re-execute operation for choreographies is defined as the function
rc : A
I
al l ×Σall × RPallC × CIal l → CI , where
AIal l is the set of activity instances (cf. Def. 4.16),
Σall is the set of variable snapshot instances (cf. Def. 4.17),
RPallC is the set of all choreography rewinding points (cf. Def. 7.1),
CIal l is the set of choreography instances (cf. Def. 4.22). ◊
For the rewinding of choreography logic as a preparation of both iter-
ation and re-execution a special case has to be discussed. This refers to
the complete rewinding of a participant instance, which is necessary if the
determined rewinding point of that participant instance is actually an in-
stance creating activity. In Fig. 7.3 activity instance a2 of Par t icipant2 is
such a rewinding point. Obviously, the affected participant instance has
to be rewound until reaching the rewinding point. However, keeping the
instance alive would be a waste of resources, since a re-run of choreography
logic could result in completely different paths to be followed. Moreover, in
case of iteration before terminating such a participant instance, the variable
values have to be stored in the workflow engines database. In case the re-run
follows the same paths, these variable values have to be loaded as initial
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values of a new participant instance. An additional challenge is the fact
that the new participant instance could potentially be created on a different
workflow engine. In this case, a supporting engine must provide an interface
to migrate the corresponding variable values. Alternatively, the middleware
for transparent data exchange in choreographies [HKL16b; HKL16a] might
be leveraged for this purpose.
7.1.7. Step 7: Scheduling of the Rewinding Points
This step comprises the scheduling of the rewinding points, which have
been distributed to the corresponding workflow engines. Again, this is
conducted locally inside each workflow engine. Note that no rewinding
point is scheduled if a particular participant instance has been terminated
due to completely rewinding it (cf. Step 6 in Sec. 7.1.6).
7.1.8. Step 8: Resuming of the Choreography Instance
In the last step of the RepChor method the execution of the choreography
instance is resumed collectively. This is achieved by sending a resume control
message (cf. Sec. 6.3.2) to all involved workflow engines, except for the
ones hosting a completely rewound and terminated participant instance.
After resuming the choreography instance, the RepChor method can be
repeated any number of times if the users require it. This does not induce
any new challenges, since any execution event regardless if it results from the
normal execution or a repetition is captured in the ChorSystem Middleware
and can be used to build the choreography instance graph for determining
the rewinding points.
If one step of the method fails, the RepChor method can be safely retried,
since the workflow engines keep their instance state in stable storage and
the calculation of the same rewinding points for a second time as well as
resetting an already reset iteration body can be considered harmless. The
only exception is the compensation of activities when conducting the re-
execute operation unless the compensation services are idempotent.
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7.2. An Algorithm for Determining the Rewinding Points
In the previous section, we presented the distinct steps of our RepChor
method. In this section, we concentrate on the discussion of step 3. To
be more precise, on the algorithmic support thereof, which determines the
rewinding points in each involved choreography participant instance of the
choreography iteration body. The algorithm’s main idea is the traversal
of the choreography instance graph in a depth-first manner, which can be
created using the monitored events emitted by the workflow engines during
execution. The traversal starts at the user-selected start activity instance and
follows the flow of messages between the choreography participant instances
using the message link instances calculated from message sent and receive
events (cf. Sec. 6.3.1). Def. 7.4 shows the function determineRewindingPoints,
which formally represents our main function for determining the rewinding
points in a choreography instance. It is implemented by Algorithm 7.1,
which itself is supported by a set of sub-procedures and auxiliary functions.
We introduce and discuss them as they occur.
Definition 7.4 (Function determineRewindingPoints)
The determineRewindingPoints function is defined as determineRewind-
ingPoints: CIal l × AIal l × P Ial l × RPallC → RPallC , where
CIal l is the set of all choreography instances (cf. Def. 4.22),
AIal l is the set of all activity instances (cf. Def. 4.16),
P Ial l is the set of all participant instances (cf. Def. 4.23),
RPallC is the set of all chor. rewinding points (cf. Def. 7.1). ◊
In line 4 of Algorithm 7.1, it is evaluated if the algorithm has been invoked
for the first time, indicated by an empty choreography rewinding points
data structure RPC. If so, the given start participant instance and the start
activity instance are added to RPC in line 5. Subsequently, an invocation
of the getEnclosingLoop sub-procedure tries to retrieve an possibly existing
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Algorithm 7.1: determineRewindingPoints
1 input :Choreography instance ci , activity instance aistar t , participant
instance pi , set of choreography rewinding points
RPC = (pi ,AIrp)
2 output :RPC
3 begin
// If the algorithm has been invoked for the very first time
4 if RPC = ; then
5 RPC← (pi , {aistar t})
6 end
// Retrieve the possibly existing enclosing loop activity instance of the start
activity instance
7 Loop Activity Instance ail ← getEnclosingLoop(aistar t)
// If there exists no enclosing loop activity instance, traverse instance
subgraph
8 if ail =⊥ then
9 RPC← traverseInstanceSubgraph(c i , pi , pi .pg , aistar t ,RPC)
10 else
// else handle loop actvity instance by traversing the loop instance graph
11 RPC← handleLoopActivity(ci , pi , ail , aistar t ,RPC)
12 end
13 return RPC
14 end
directly enclosing loop of the given start activity instance (line 7). The
sub-procedure is defined by the corresponding function in Def. 7.5.
Definition 7.5 (Function getEnclosingLoop)
The getEnclosingLoop function is defined as getEnclosingLoop: AIal l →
AILall , where
AIal l is the set of all activity instances (cf. Def. 4.16),
AILall is the set of all loop activity instances (cf. Def. 4.18). ◊
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If no loop activity instance has been retrieved and, thus, ail is empty
(line 8), the sub-procedure traverseInstanceSubgraph is invoked to traverse
the instance subgraph. It is defined in Def. 7.6 and realized by Algorithm 7.2.
However, if a loop activity instance ail is enclosing a
i
star t , the handleLoopActiv-
ity sub-procedure is invoked instead (line 11). This sub-procedure is defined
by Def. 7.9 and realized by Algorithm 7.4.
Definition 7.6 (Function traverseInstanceSubgraph)
The traverseInstanceSubgraph function is defined as traverseInstance-
Subgraph: CIal l × P Ial l × G Ial l × AIal l × RPallC → RPallC , where
CIal l is the set of all choreography instances (cf. Def. 4.22),
P Ial l is the set of all participant instances (cf. Def. 4.23),
G Ial l is the set of all instance subgraphs (cf. Def. 4.20),
AIal l is the set of all activity instances (cf. Def. 4.16),
RPallC is the set of all chor. rewinding points (cf. Def. 7.1). ◊
Algorithm 7.2 traverses an instance subgraph g i in a depth-first manner
with the given activity instance aistar t as the starting point. Note that the
definition of a instance subgraph g i (cf. Def. 4.20) can refer to a complete
process instance graph or to an instance subgraph representing a particu-
lar loop activity instance. This definition enables the uniform handling of
both graph types. The traversal is conducted with the help of a stack data
structure. Each not yet visited activity instance ai is evaluated (i) if the
type of its model is a sending activity and (ii) if it is in the completed state
(line 10). In case this is true, the sub-procedure handleSendingActivity is
invoked in line 11. It is defined by Def. 7.7 and realized by Algorithm 7.3.
The traversal continues with pushing all evaluated and followed control con-
nector instances originating from ai onto the stack (lines 12-14). However,
if the model of ai is a loop activity, the corresponding sub-procedure han-
dleLoopActivity (cf. Def. 7.9 and Algorithm 7.4) is called in the lines 15-17.
The start activity instance is empty (⊥) in this case since all iterations of the
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Algorithm 7.2: traverseInstanceSubgraph
1 input :Choreography instance ci , participant instance pi , instance
subgraph g i , activity instance aistar t , choreography rewinding
points RPC = (pi ,AIrp)
2 output :RPC
3 begin
4 Stack S← ;
5 S.push(aistar t)
6 while S ̸= ; do
7 ai ← S.pop()
// Only consider not yet visited activity instances
8 if ai is not marked as visited then
9 mark ai as visited
// If ai is a completed activity instance that has sent a message
10 if model(ai).t ypea = send ∧ state(ai) = C then
11 RPC← handleSendingActivity (ci , ai ,RPC)
// Push all target activity instances from the outgoing control
connector instances of ai onto the stack
12 foreach l i = (ais, a
i
t , c, t) ∈ g i .L I | ais = ai ∧ c x = t rue do
13 S.push(l i .ait)
14 end
// If the model of the current activity ai is a loop activity
15 else if model(ai) ∈ ALall then
16 RPC← handleLoopActivity (ci , pi , ai ,⊥,RPC)
17 end
18 end
19 end
20 return RPC
21 end
loop activity instance ai have to be traversed.
Next, we discuss Algorithm 7.3 implementing the function handleSendin-
gActivity (cf. Def. 7.7), which deals with the actual identification of the
rewinding points.
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Definition 7.7 (Function handleSendingActivity)
The handleSendingActivity function is defined as handleSendingActivity:
CIal l × AIal l × RPallC → RPallC , where
CIal l is the set of all choreography instances (cf. Def. 4.22),
AIal l is the set of all activity instances (cf. Def. 4.16),
RPallC is the set of all chor. rewinding points (cf. Def. 7.1). ◊
The first step is the retrieval of the message link instance ml it rav, which
represents a message sent from the current activity instance ai to another
participant instance (line 4). The complex evaluation of this line is in
search of a message link instance, which (i) originates from activity ai , (ii)
has been evaluated to true and (iii) targets a completed activity instance
(line 4). A basic assumption here is the use of reliable FIFO channels for
communication in order to ensure that all messages in transit have reached
their destination before the choreography rewinding points are determined.
If such a message link instance ml it rav is found, its target participant instance
pir is accessed (lines 5-6). This is key to handle participant sets, which may
have spawned several participant instances of the same type during run time
(cf. Def. 4.10). Subsequently, it is checked if pir has already been traversed
to some degree. This would be the case if it is already part of one tuple in
the set of choreography rewinding points RPC. If there exists no such tuple,
a new pair (pir , {air}) consisting of the target participant instance and the
target activity instance of the message link instance ml it rav is added to the
choreography rewinding points. Furthermore, the determineRewindingPoints
algorithm (Algorithm 7.1) is invoked recursively using air and p
i
r as input
parameters (lines 7-9).
If pir has already been traversed and there already exists a rewinding point
(line 10), two other cases are evaluated for each already existing rewinding
point ax : (i) is the old rewinding point ax a successor of the potential new
one (air), i.e. is a
x reachable in the process instance graph from air? If so,
air is a better rewinding point because activity instances before a
x have
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Algorithm 7.3: handleSendingActivity
1 input :Choreography instance ci , activity instance ai , choreography
rewinding points RPC = (pi ,AIrp)
2 output :RPC
3 begin
// Retrieve evaluated message link instance originating from the sending
activity instance ai , whose target is a completed activity instance
4 Message Link Instance
ml it rav ← (pis, pir , ais, air , c, t) | (pis, pir , ais, air , c, t) ∈ ML I ∧
ai = ais ∧ c x = t rue ∧ state(air) = C
5 if ml it rav ̸=⊥ then
// Retrieve participant instance that is the target of the retrieved
message link instance
6 Participant Instance pir ← ml it rav .pir
// If pir has not yet been traversed at all, recursively invoke the main
algorithm
7 if >(px ,Axrp) ∈ RPC | px = pir then
8 RPC← RPC ∪ (pir , {air})
9 RPC← determineRewindingPoints (ci , air , pir ,RPC)
10 else if ∃(px ,Axrp) ∈ RPC | px = pir then
11 Boolean recursion← f alse
12 foreach ax ∈ Axrp do
13 if succ(air , a
x) then
14 Axrp ← Axrp \ ax
15 recursion← t rue
16 else if ¬succ(ax , air)∧¬succ(air , ax) then
17 recursion← t rue
18 end
19 end
20 if recursion then
21 Axrp ← Axrp ∪ air
22 RPC← determineRewindingPoints (ci , air , pir ,RPC)
23 end
24 end
25 end
26 return RPC
27 end
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been influenced by a received message from air and the old rewinding point
ax is removed from the set of choreography rewinding points RPC and the
boolean variable recursion is set to true (lines 12-15). The succession of
two activity instance is determined by the succ function (cf. Def. 7.8). The
distinct iterations of loop activity instances have also to be considered in
this step. Since this is very similar to our algorithm for the handling of loop
activity instances (cf. Algorithm 7.4) we do not give a separate algorithm
for determining the successor property.
Definition 7.8 (Function succ)
The successor function succ is defined as succ: AIal l × AIal l → B, where
AIal l is the set of all activity instances (cf. Def. 4.16),
B is the set of boolean values B= {t rue, f alse}. ◊
(ii) are both ax and air in parallel branches? This is recognized if neither
ax can be reached from air nor vice versa. In this case, a
x is kept and the
boolean variable recursion is set to true (lines 16-18). Implicitly, there
also exists a third case, i.e. where ax is a predecessor of air and, thus,
already a better choreography rewinding point has been found. Here, no
recursion is needed. For the first two cases, the recursive invocation of the
determineRewindingPoints algorithm (cf. Algorithm 7.1) follows (lines 20-23)
with air and p
i
r as input parameters. The recursion for a particular participant
instances stops when all its reachable completed activity instances have been
marked as visited.
Finally, we discuss the handling of loop activity instances exhibiting sev-
eral iterations. The handling is conducted by function handleLoopActivity
specified in Def. 7.9 and implemented by Algorithm 7.4. As already pointed
out in Sec. 7.1.3, the main idea is to traverse the subgraphs of each iteration
consecutively. The algorithm starts with the initialization of the counters
i tercur r and i tera in line 4 and 5. Subsequently, it is evaluated if there exists
an activity instance aistar t that has been passed with the invocation of the
algorithm.
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Definition 7.9 (Function handleLoopActivity)
The handleLoopActivity function is defined as handleLoopActivity: CIal l×
P Ial l × AILall × AIal l × RPallC → RPallC , where
P Ial l is the set of all participant instances (cf. Def. 4.23),
AILall is the set of all loop activity instances (cf. Def. 4.18),
AIal l is the set of all activity instances (cf. Def. 4.16),
RPallC is the set of all chor. rewinding points (cf. Def. 7.1). ◊
If aistar t exists, this either means that a user has selected a start activity
instance inside one particular loop iteration or that the iterations of two
loops are synchronized by message exchange (cf. Fig. 7.6). Consequently,
not all loop iterations of ail have to be traversed but only the ones starting
with aistar t . In this case, the loop iteration in which a
i
star t is located in is
retrieved using the function getLoopIteration (cf. Def. 7.10) and assigned to
the counters i tera and i tercur r (lines 6-9).
Definition 7.10 (Function getLoopIteration)
The getLoopIteration function is defined as getLoopIteration: AIal l → N,
where
AIal l is the set of all activity instances (cf. Def. 4.16),
N is the set of natural numbers. ◊
While there are still iterations left, i.e. the currently treated iteration
indicated by i tercur r is smaller or equal the loop counter ail .c t r (line 10),
the current instance subgraph g i is retrieved with the help of the function
getLoopInstanceGraph (cf. Def. 7.11). With an existing activity instance
aistar t and the first traversal of the loop activity instance a
i
l (i tera = i tercur r),
the lines 12-13 are relevant. Here, the sub-procedure traverseInstanceGraph
is invoked starting the traversal from aistar t . Otherwise, as specified in the
lines 15-17, the complete loop instance graph g i is traversed. Since there
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Algorithm 7.4: handleLoopActivity
1 input :Choreography instance ci , participant instance pi , activity
loop instance ail , activity instance a
i
star t , set of choreography
rewinding points RPC = (pi ,AIrp)
2 output :RPC
3 begin
// Initialize counters
4 Number i tercur r ∈ N← 1
5 Number i tera ∈ N← 1
// If there exists a passed start activity for the traversal
6 if aistar t ̸=⊥ then
7 i tera ← getLoopIteration(aistar t)
8 i tercur r ← i tera
9 end
// Traverse all instance subgraphs
10 while i tercur r ≤ ail .c t r do
11 Inst. Subgraph g i ← getLoopInstanceGraph(ail , i tercur r)
// If aistar t exists and it is the first traversal of the loop activity instance
12 if aistar t ̸=⊥ ∧ i tera = i tercur r then
13 RPC← traverseInstanceSubgraph(ci , pi , g i , aistar t ,RPC)
14 else
// Otherwise, traverse complete instance subgraph using all given
start (instance creating) activities
15 foreach ai ∈ g i .AF | model(ai) ∈ A∗ do
16 RPC←
traverseInstanceSubgraph(ci , pi , g i , ai ,RPC)
17 end
18 end
19 i tercur r ← i tercur r + 1
20 end
21 return RPC
22 end
could possibly be more than one entry point into the graph, each activity
instance whose model element is a start activity model(ai) ∈ A∗ is used for
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the traversal calling again traverseInstanceGraph. Eventually, the counter of
the current iteration is incremented by one.
Definition 7.11 (Function getLoopInstanceGraph)
The getLoopInstanceGraph function is defined as getLoopInstanceGraph:
AILall ×N→ G Ial l , where
AILall is the set of all loop activity instances (cf. Def. 4.16),
N is the set of natural numbers,
G Ial l is the set of all instance subgraphs (cf. Def. 4.20). ◊
7.3. Chapter Summary
In this chapter, we introduced our concept for the rewinding and repetition
of choreography logic. It represents Research Contribution 5, which is one
of the core contributions of this thesis. Our concept comes in two distinct
flavors, namely iteration and re-execution of choreography logic. In both
cases rewinding refers to the reset of the choreography instance, i.e. the set
of choreographed workflow instances, to a state of its past. Repetition refers
to the repeated execution of choreography logic. In the case of iteration,
all affected elements in the choreography instance are simply reset to be
executed again without previously undoing already completed work. On the
other hand, re-execution requires the compensation of already completed
work before re-running choreography logic. We presented the necessary
steps for rewinding and repetition in form of an eight-step-method, the
RepChor method. It heavily builds on the ChorSystem Middleware intro-
duced in the previous chapter as a necessary prerequisite. This is due to fact
that it requires the control capabilities of the middleware for collectively
pausing and resuming the workflow instances forming a choreography in-
stance before and after conducting the rewinding as well as its event storing
and processing capabilities. The latter are notably necessary for building a
choreography instance graph from the event messages emitted by the work-
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flow engines during run time. This choreography instance graph, which we
formally described in Chap 4, is traversed in step 3 of the RepChor method
to determine the so-called rewinding points in each affected workflow in-
stance. The rewinding points represent the activity instances up to which
each workflow instance has to be reset or compensated. We provided an
algorithm to automatically determine the rewinding points, which can be im-
plemented inside just another message route in the ChorSystem Middleware.
Part of the message route is also the reliable distribution of the choreography
rewinding points to the corresponding workflow engines. We do not discuss
this message route in detail because conceptually it is very similar to the
Choreography Control Route presented in Sec. 6.3.2. Furthermore, with
regard to failures and robustness of the RepChor method the same consid-
erations apply as for the plain execution of the choreography instance (cf.
Sec. 6.3.1). While the presented approach allows for the selection of a set of
different or new parameters before the repetition, dynamic choreography
evolution is not supported within the current RepChor method. In future
work, the method can be extended to include structural changes on the
choreography instances by adding, removing, and deleting activities and
migrating the affected workflow instances. This would even further support
the explorative research in the case of multi-* in silico experiments.
In Chap. 9, we conduct a set of evaluations for our algorithm for deter-
mining the rewinding points showing its practical performance with regard
to large choreography instances.
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The previous chapters showed glimpses of the ChorSystem dedicated to a
particular contribution and aspect. For example, Chap. 6 presents the mes-
sage routes and the capabilities for choreography life cycle management. In
this chapter, we devise an architecture where all these aspects are integrated
into an overall system. Furthermore, we discuss our implementation choices,
especially with regard to the technology stack of the prototypical ChorSys-
tem. The following discussions represent Research Contribution 6 of this
thesis and build on our publications in [WK16; WAG+16; WAHK17], where
we already sketched preliminary versions of the ChorSystem architecture
and gave details on the corresponding implementation.
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8.1. Conceptual Architecture of the ChorSystem
Fig. 8.1 depicts the conceptual architecture of the ChorSystem. The system
consists of five major parts, namely the Modeling and Monitoring Environ-
ment, the Enterprise Service Bus (ESB), the Middleware, a set of workflow
engines, and a set of services.
The Modeling and Monitoring Environment acts as the graphical user fron-
tend of the system. It realizes the steps of the Modeling phase of the Model-
as-you-go for Choreographies approach and method (cf. Sec. 3.1.1). The
ChorDesigner component enables users, such as scientists, to specify new or
adapt existing choreography models. This corresponds to the choreography
modeling step of our method. In this step, users also have access to the
Fragment Library to store and reuse choreography fragments (cf. Chap. 5).
Choreography models, or to be more precise, their behavioral interfaces are
transformed into a set of workflow models with the help of the Transformer
component. TheWorkflowDesigner component is used to refine the generated
workflow skeletons with actual logic, for example the steps of an multi-*
in silico experiment. In this context, access to the Fragment Library is also
possible for process fragment reuse. Note that we integrated capabilities
into the Modeling and Monitoring Environment to update already refined
workflow models if users apply changes to the respective choreography mod-
els [Nem17]. A second aspect of the ChorSystem Modeling and Monitoring
Environment is the monitoring and control of choreography instances. In
this context, the ChorDesigner acts as monitoring tool for the choreography
level. This is achieved by correlating the events emitted by the workflow
engines as well as composite events such as message link instance state
changes calculated by the ChorSystem Middleware (cf. Sec. 6.3.1) with
the corresponding element in the choreography model. This approach has
already been used for classical orchestrations [SK13] and is adapted for our
purposes. Each choreography model element has a globally unique identifier
that is emitted with each execution event allowing to correlate the event to
the model element and color it according to the state information. Another
feature supported by the ChorSystemModeling and Monitoring Environment
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Figure 8.1.: Conceptual architecture of the overall ChorSystem. Adapted
from [WAG+16]
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is the switching to the refined workflow models and instances by selecting
the corresponding choreography participant on the choreography level. This
corresponds to the switching operations as described by the flexible chore-
ography life cycle (cf. Sec. 3.2). Furthermore, other choreography instances
than the currently displayed one, both running or already completed, can
be loaded for inspection. The corresponding execution events for coloring
the model graph are loaded from the ChorSystem Middleware.
Furthermore, the ChorDesigner acts as a control panel for triggering the
operations for choreography life cycle management, which were introduced
in Chap. 6. Additionally, users can switch to the workflow level and inspect
the execution progress of a refined workflow if they have the correspond-
ing access rights. For convenience reasons, users can also issue control
commands on the workflow level. However, the commands are internally
referred to the choreography level and processed with regard to the overall
choreography. For example, suspending on the level of a refined workflow
will also suspend the complete choreography instance.
The ESB in the ChorSystem architecture acts as a communication back-
bone between the different components. Furthermore, it provides a run time
environment for the message routes we devised for the choreography life
cycle management and a platform to plug in the ChorSystem Middleware
components as services [Cha04]. Note that although in the architectural
figure the ESB appears to be a centralized component, Chappell [Cha04] de-
scribes it as a concept that allows for the physical distribution and clustering
of the component while still giving the impression of being logically central-
ized. Adopting this notion in our work, we do not violate any assumption
about the decentralized properties of choreographies since the ESB and the
plugged in Middleware components are only involved in choreography life
cycle management and initial service discovery. The actual execution hap-
pens on the independent workflow engines and messages are directly routed
between the engines after they have discovered each other. This is also true
for asynchronous callbacks of the invoked (non-participant) services.
The ChorSystemMiddleware comprises a set of components that enable the
concept of choreography life cycle management. The components denoted as
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managers house actual message processing functionality, while the registry
components act as data sources for the middleware. The functionality of the
manager components are composed by the choreography life cycle manage-
ment message routes expressed with the Enterprise Integration Patterns. The
data sources are only accessed by the manager components and not directly
by the message routes. The Deployment Manager houses the deployment
functionality (cf. Sec. 6.2) and the Event Manager is responsible for process-
ing and aggregating choreography related events as well as managing the
logical representation of a choreography throughout all life cycle phases.
The Instance Manager is used to manage all functionality with regard to
choreography instances ranging from the start of a choreography instance
by distributing the start messages and the creation of a logical representa-
tion to control operations such as the collective suspending of all involved
workflow instances. Furthermore, it is responsible for the calculation of the
rewinding points in a choreography instance for the purpose of repetition (cf.
Chap. 7) and the discovery of services and choreography participants using
well-known functional service discovery and selection concepts [PTDL08].
The Workflow Engine Manager provides functionality to register and un-
register the workflow engines in the ChorSystem Middleware. The Service
Registry stores and provides access to all choreography related endpoint
information in the ChorSystem. This refers to the endpoints of workflow
models as well as services used by the former. The Event Registry stores the
logical representations of choreographies, their instances and their current
state as well as all execution events emitted by the workflow engines during
run time. Finally, the Management Registry contains a reference to all avail-
able workflow engines in the system and their management endpoints, which
are used for the life cycle management operations such as deployment. All
these enumerated components are protected by the Access Control Layer to
prevent unauthorized use of their functionality or gain access to monitoring
information. In literature, there already exists a plethora of approaches sup-
porting access control, e.g. [SS94; YWRL10]. However, an implementation
of such concepts in our prototypical ChorSystem implementation discussed
in the next section, is not in the focus of this thesis.
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The services in Fig. 8.1 refer to any type of encapsulated, domain-specific
logic, which can be accessed by the refined workflows implementing the
choreography participants. As already pointed out, the ChorSystem Middle-
ware also is able to select a corresponding service from the set of registered
services in the Service Registry. The actual registration happens during the
choreography deployment step or is conducted by a human administrator
(cf. Sec. 6.2).
8.2. Implementation of the ChorSystem
In the previous section, we introduced the conceptual architecture of the
ChorSystem. In the following, we discuss a proof-of-concept implementa-
tion by mapping technologies onto the distinct components and explaining
our implementation choices in conjunction with Fig. 8.2. The ChorSys-
tem Modeling and Monitoring Environment builds on the Eclipse Modeling
Project1. Especially, the Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF)2 and the Graph-
ical Modeling Framework (GMF)3 play an important role in realizing the
ChorDesigner for modeling, monitoring, and controlling choreographies. In-
ternally, the ChorDesigner uses its own choreography meta-model, which can
be exported as BPEL4Chor [DKLW07; DKLW09] artifacts. The Transformer
component in our implemented architecture is based on EMF as well and
uses the information described in the internal EMF meta-model to generate
standard-compliant BPEL workflow models [OAS07] and related artifacts
such as WSDL files to describe the available interface of each BPEL workflow.
In order to refine and monitor the BPEL workflows, we reuse the already
existing Mayflower BPEL Designer [SHK12]. It is also based on EMF and
makes uses of the Graphical Editing Framework (GEF)4. Note that relying on
technologies from the Eclipse Modeling Project is merely an implementation
choice, which has been made to reuse existing tooling such as the Mayflower
1https://eclipse.org/modeling/
2https://eclipse.org/modeling/emf/
3https://www.eclipse.org/gmf-tooling/
4https://eclipse.org/gef/
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Figure 8.2.: Technologies used to implement a prototypical ChorSystem
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BPEL Designer. Our concepts are technology agnostic and the graphical user
interface could have been built from scratch using web-based technologies.
Moreover, the concepts of this thesis are not tied to BPEL4Chor and BPEL
and could also be realized using other languages. The Fragment Library
shown in the conceptual architecture (cf. Fig. 8.1) can be realized by reusing
the extensible Fragmento library [SKK+11], which was originally introduced
for the storing of process fragments.
For the implementation of the ESB in our prototypical ChorSystem we
resort to Apache ServiceMix1. It comes with an OSGi-based [OSG] container
(Apache Karaf2) allowing to plugin in additional components. This is for
instance the popular Apache Camel Framework3, which we employ for the
implementation of the Enterprise Integration Pattern-basedmassage routes in
conjunction with Apache ActiveMQ4, which provides reliable messaging. The
message routes and all manager and registry components of the ChorSystem
Middleware are plugged into the ESB as OSGi bundles. The actual data of the
middleware part, i.e. the logical representations of the choreography and
the execution events, are stored in three separate PostgreSQL5 databases.
The set of workflow engines in the prototypical ChorSystem are realized
with an extended Apache ODE workflow engine6 running on an Apache
Tomcat application server7. This workflow engine has been used in previous
work [SK13] to implement the concepts for the iteration and re-execution
of single workflow instances. Based on this, we extended the workflow
engine’s implementation with our concepts to allow for the execution and
repetition of choreography instances. For example an unique choreography
instance identifier is added as a message header to all of the messages flowing
between the workflow engines. However, the overall goal was to still comply
to standard BPEL (cf. Requirement R7). For asynchronous invocations of
1http://servicemix.apache.org/
2http://karaf.apache.org/
3http://camel.apache.org
4http://activemq.apache.org/
5https://www.postgresql.org/
6http://www.iaas.uni-stuttgart.de/forschung/projects/ODE-PGF/
7http://tomcat.apache.org/
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other choreography participants implemented in BPEL, we assume that the
invocation message contains the corresponding callback information that
are used to override the default routing to the ChorSystem Middleware (cf.
Sec. 6.3.1 for a generic discussion of this concept). This can be done by
leveraging WS-Addressing [BCC+04] information to configure the BPEL
partner link used for the asynchronous callback. Services in the context
of the prototypical ChorSystem can be run on any platform as along as a
SOAP-based WSDL interface is provided. An example are Matlab scripts
running on Linux virtual machines encapsulated as SOAP-based web services,
which are invoked from a choreography participant implemented in BPEL.
More examples for such services are discussed in Chap. 9.
8.3. Chapter Summary
In this chapter, we introduced the conceptual architecture of the ChorSystem
bringing together the different parts sketched in the previous chapters.
Additionally, we mapped the components of the conceptual architecture
to a set of technologies and languages, which we chose to implement a
prototypical version of the ChorSystem. In the next chapter, we evaluate the
different aspects of our concepts and the implementation of the ChorSystem
with a set of scenarios from different CDC system application domains.
Moreover, the concepts and the ChorSystem prototype are evaluated in
terms of performance to show their practical applicability.
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In this chapter, we validate the different aspects of our work with a set of
use cases covering different CDC system application domains. That means,
we analyze and show if our concepts can be realized in the context of the
case studies. Furthermore, we evaluate the performance of the proposed
algorithms in terms of execution time through corresponding measurements.
Additionally, we evaluate the key characteristics of the prototypical ChorSys-
tem by measuring the processing time of choreography life cycle operations,
especially with regard to the time consuming deployment. Essentially, this
chapter brings together the validation and evaluation efforts of some of our
existing publications [WAHK15a; WK16; WAG+16; WAHK17]. They are
part of Research Contribution 6.
9.1. Case Studies for Validation
In the following, we discuss several case studies, which we conducted to
validate the Model-as-you-go for Choreographies approach and method
(cf. Chap. 3). The cases studies mainly originate from the CDC system
application domain of eScience where we worked with natural scientists and
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engineers within the Cluster of Excellence SimTech1. However, we also use
choreography models from other domain such as Complex Adaptive Systems
for the validation purposes. While we applied all steps of our approach to the
distinct case studies, we do not present every aspect of our tooling. Instead,
we restrict ourselves to the most important and interesting features of the
ChorDesigner, which are visible to the users and enable them to interact
with our system and use its concepts and functionality.
9.1.1. Modeling and Execution Validation
The first case study we conducted with the Model-as-you-go for Choreogra-
phies approach and method is a material science simulation from the CDC
system application domain of eScience, which we introduced in Sec. 1.1 as
motivating scenario. It was first described in [Hin14; WKMS14]. Fig. 9.1
shows a screenshot of the very choreography modeled in the ChorDesigner.
Users can model choreographies resorting to the modeling palette offering
all necessary elements. Each simulation method is specified as a separate
choreography participant, whereas the MD simulation is expressed as a
participant set, since a new instance will be created for each sent snapshot.
This contributes to a separation of concerns in the in silico experiment (cf.
Requirement R6). From the Modeling and Monitoring Environment the
transformation to BPEL workflow skeletons is triggered, which are subse-
quently refined with additional activities, for example for data assignment,
using the (not depicted) Mayflower BPEL Designer. The resource explorer
on the left-hand side offers access to all artifacts of a choreography bundle
ranging from the model itself to the refined BPEL files and the WSDL ser-
vice descriptions. Additionally, the choreography deployment descriptor is
accessible and configurable from the resource explorer. The ChorDesigner
and the BPEL Designer support the Modeling phase of the Model-as-you-go
for Choreographies approach and method and contribute to Requirement R1
(user-friendly modeling). Furthermore, the use of standardized BPEL for the
1http://www.simtech.uni-stuttgart.de/en/index.html
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Figure 9.1.: Screenshot of the modeled material science choreography
refinement and execution of the choreography participants fulfills Require-
ment R7 (standards compliance).
The deployment of the choreography according to the concepts described
in Sec. 3.1.2 and Sec. 6.2 is initiated from the ChorDesigner as well. This func-
tionality is hidden behind the start button as demanded by Requirement R2
(technical transparency). A graphical wizard requests the input values for
the start of a choreography instance. The input values in conjunction with
all necessary choreography artifacts are submitted to the ChorSystem Mid-
dleware for deployment and initialization of a new choreography instance.
Besides the start button other control buttons for suspending/resuming and
terminating a choreography instance are present in the ChorDesigner, their
functionality enables Requirement R3 (user-driven control).
Fig. 9.2 depicts the control buttons of the ChorDesigner as well as an
instance of the material design simulation choreography during run time.
The current execution state is correlated with the model elements to color
them accordingly. A graphical wizard also provides functionality to select the
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Figure 9.2.: Screenshot of the ongoing execution of a choreography instance
depicting the monitored state. Adapted from [WAG+16]
distinct participant instances in case of participant sets. Furthermore, other
choreography instances, both running or already completed, can be loaded
for inspection. In both cases, the corresponding execution events are loaded
from the ChorSystem Middleware to color the model graph. The ChorDe-
signer supports switching to the refined workflow models and instances (in
the ProcessDesigner) by selecting the corresponding choreography partici-
pant on the choreography level. This corresponds to the switching operations
as described by the flexible choreography life cycle (cf. Sec. 3.2). Overall,
the discussed functionality contributes to the support of Requirement R4
(integration of modeling and monitoring).
A second case study from the eScience domain was conducted in the
course of our work. Simulations of car crashes have definitely sped up
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gaining insights on the behavior of car structures in case of accidents as
well as brought down the associated costs. However, they still consume a
lot of time in the range of hours or days depending on the level of detail
that is simulated. Thus, a research group at the Institute of Engineering and
Computational Mechanics (ITM) at the University of Stuttgart investigates
how the structural model of a car expressed as Finite Elements can be reduced
without severely lowering the quality and expressibility while reducing the
execution time of the simulations. The instrument of choice here is Model
Order Reduction (MOR) reducing the degrees of freedom of a Finite Elements
Model [FG15]. The MOR is implemented with a set of scripts using the
Matlab language1. Furthermore, the overall work includes the use of Finite
Element simulation leading to a multi-method in silico experiment when all
steps are coupled. In order to support the ITM scientists with the Model-as-
you-go for Choreographies approach and method, we wrapped the distinct
functions of the Matlab scripts as services using the work of Wettinger
et al. [WBL15], which allows to create APIs for any kind of executable
artifact. Subsequently, the distinct methods were modeled as choreography
participants and further refined as executable BPEL processes invoking the
wrapped Matlab scripts according to the Modeling phase of our method (cf.
Sec. 3.1.1). Additionally, we used the ChorSystem for automated deployment
as well as the execution and graphical monitoring of the refined choreography
participants according to the phases Provision and Execution (cf. Sec. 3.1.2
and Sec. 3.1.3).
A third case study was conducted for the CDC system application domain
of Collective Adaptive Systems (CAS). Here, a choreography was modeled,
refined and executed according to the Model-as-you-go for Choreographies
approach realizing the booking of a trip in a smart city scenario. More details
on the choreography model can be found in Sec. 9.2.2 since it was also used
for the performance evaluation of the choreography life cycle management
operations in the ChorSystem Middleware.
1https://www.mathworks.com/products/matlab.html
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Figure 9.3.: Fragment insertion example in the extended ChorDesigner.
Adopted from [WAHK15a]
9.1.2. Choreography Fragments Validation
With regard to the validation of the choreography fragments concept, Fig. 9.3
shows some of the fragment related features of the ChorDesigner. In particu-
lar, the screenshot depicts on the right-hand side a second window showing
a selected choreography fragment to be placed into the left-hand side chore-
ography model. This window opens in case a corresponding choreography
fragment is selected from the modeling palette. The complete fragment
or parts of it can be placed on the modeling canvas. The integration of
the fragment and the choreography model are conducted with the help of
the insertion algorithm (cf. Algorithm 5.6). Similar to the insertion, the
extraction can also be conducted directly on the modeling canvas where the
desired elements of the model are graphically selected and extracted using
a context menu function accessed by clicking on an element with the right
mouse button. Again, the corresponding algorithm (cf. Algorithm 5.1) is
triggered internally.
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Figure 9.4.: Selection of a start activity instance and the desired repetition
operation
Figure 9.5.: Activity instance selection wizard
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9.1.3. Rewinding and Repeating of Choreography Logic Validation
For the validation of our concept for the rewinding and repeating of our
RepChor method, we again rely on the material science in silico experi-
ment. Fig. 9.4 shows a paused choreography instance of the corresponding
choreography model. The execution has been paused using the already
discussed control buttons in the ChorDesigner as demanded by step 1 of
the RepChor method (cf. Sec. 7.1.1). With the help of a context menu, the
desired repetition operation, i.e. iteration or re-execution, and a particular
activity instance can be selected by the user. The context menu is visible
in Fig. 9.4. Furthermore, a wizard guides through the selection of multi-
ple participant instances of a participant set and, as depicted in Fig. 9.5,
through the selection of multiple activity instances as well as data snapshots.
This contributes to the realization of step 2 of our RepChor method. The
rest of the method steps are conducted transparently in the ChorSystem
Middleware. Overall, the functionality of the ChorDesigner with regard to
the rewinding and repetition contributes to the support of Requirement R5
(flexibility mechanisms).
9.2. Performance Evaluations
In the previous section, our work has been validated with a set of case
studies. In the following, we evaluate the proposed algorithms in terms
of execution time. Furthermore, we analyze the run time performance of
the choreography life cycle management operations implemented in the
prototypical ChorSystem.
9.2.1. Choreography Fragments Algorithms Evaluation
In Chap. 5 our approach for reuse on the level of choreography models is
presented. More specifically, we propose a method and an algorithm for
the extraction of choreography fragments in Sec. 5.2. In the following, we
evaluate the extraction algorithm (cf. Algorithm 5.1). The evaluation has
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been previously published in [WAHK15a]. The first part of the evaluation
simulates an unskilled choreography modeler extracting fragments in a
rather erratic, i.e. random, fashion. The purpose of this type of evaluation
is to analyze the properties of choreography fragments extracted in such a
way. Secondly, the performance of the extraction and repair algorithm itself
is measured and discussed. All choreography fragment related evaluations
are conducted on an Intel® Core™ i7-3520M @ 2.90GHz system equipped
with 16GB RAM. For the simulation of the unskilled modeler we rely on
the “Incident Managent” choreography model provided as part of the BPMN
specification [Obj11a]. This choreography model exhibits five participants
and a total of 23 activities. We extract choreography fragments of size
2, 4, 8, and 16 included activities by randomly selecting them from the
number of available ones. For each of the four fragment size groups, the
random selection is conducted ten times. Control flow connectors are also
considered by applying the following rules. If the random selection picks
two directly adjacent activities inside one participant, the connecting link is
also included into the choreography fragment. Otherwise, the outgoing link
of each selected activity is selected with a probability of 50%. The sketched
approach of the randomized selection and inclusion simulates an unskilled
choreography modeler unaware of semantic relations between activities.
Additionally, this approach creates disconnected graph components inside
the choreography fragments, which have to be repaired by Algorithm 5.5.
Fig. 9.6 depicts the results of the simulation of an unskilled modeler
and the properties of each fragment size group. Most importantly, all 40
randomly extracted choreography fragments were structurally valid in the
sense that the nesting of elements had been preserved and disconnections
were repaired as required. Another result identifiable from the figure is
the increase of initial disconnections and necessary manual adaptations in
relation to the fragment size. From the ten extracted choreography fragments
in the group of size 2, only two were initially disconnected and none had to
be changed manually. In the choreography fragment including 4 activities
each, five of the ten fragments exhibited initial disconnections due to the
random selection and two of them had to be adapted manually after the
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Figure 9.6.: Structural properties of the extracted fragments. Adapted
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automatic repair. In the group of fragment size 8 all fragments initially
had a disconnection, but only two required manual adaptations. Similarly,
in the group of size 16, all fragments initially had a disconnection which
needed to be corrected manually because of introduced semantic errors. The
increase of disconnections can be explained by the increasing number of
activities in each fragment combined with the increasing number of control
connectors that are selected. Fig. 9.7 confirms this result since it shows
the mean number of randomly selected control connectors for each group
size in combination with the ones that had to be reviewed manually. For
example, in the largest group of 16 selected activities per fragment, 14.7
links have been selected on average. Thus, it is more likely that dangling
control connectors were used to automatically repair disconnection between
selected activities. As pointed out, the repair does not consider the semantics
of the links introducing possible semantic errors. In our set of randomly
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selected fragments, roughly 25% had to be repaired manually to correct
semantic errors, although only one control connector per fragment was
affected on average.
The result of the second part of the choreography fragment evaluation
are depicted in Fig. 9.8. The performance evaluation used the same system
setup as the previous evaluation. However, in this case we did not rely on the
existing choreography model from literature, since it is too small to measure
any meaningful execution times of the extraction algorithm. Therefore, we
generated a set of seven choreography models with one participant con-
taining a set of activities sequentially linked by control connectors. Note
that the kind of graph the linked activities form does not influence the exe-
cution performance since every activity is only visited once for extraction
(cf. Algorithm 5.1 and once for repair algorithm (cf. Algorithm 5.4). The
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number of activities ranges from 1000 to 40000 activities. We measured
the performance of the extraction and repair in the following way. First of
all, the complete choreography participant (abbreviated as comp. part in
Fig. 9.8) was selected including all connecting control flow links. Secondly,
a randomly chosen set of activities in four quantiles (25% to 100% of the
activities without the surrounding participant structure) was selected with-
out considering the control connectors in order to enforce the use of the
reconnection algorithm (cf. Algorithm 5.5). Fig. 9.8 reveals that the com-
putational complexity of the extraction is quadratic and also increases with
the number of repaired disconnections. Overall, the performance evaluation
confirms good performance for practical use cases.
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9.2.2. Choreography Life Cycle Management Evaluation
In the following, we present a performance evaluation of our approach for
choreography life cycle management introduced in Chap. 6 and especially
its implementation in the prototypical ChorSystem discussed in Chap. 8. For
this purpose, we rely on an on-premise private cloud environment providing
virtual machines (VM). The measurements are conducted on a VM equipped
with 32 GB RAM and 8 virtual CPU cores @3.00 GHz running an Ubuntu
14.04.4 Server 64bit operating system. The VM itself is the execution plat-
form for a Docker engine1, which manages a set of Docker containers. We
employed the containers to host a varying number of workflow engines as
well as one node of the ChorSystem Middleware. Each Docker container is
configured with an upper memory limit, to ensure comparable results when
1https://www.docker.com/products/docker-engine
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scaling out the number of involved nodes. Otherwise, the default behavior of
the Docker Engine is to distribute all available memory between the created
containers. To avoid this behavior, the workflow engine containers have
assigned an upper memory limit of 1024 MB of memory, whereas the middle-
ware container is configured with a 4096 MB upper limit of main memory.
This kind of configuration and the setup and execution of our scenarios
in general is supported by Apache JMeter1. With the help of JMeter the
number of required container instances for each scenario can be automat-
ically created by sending corresponding requests to the REST interface of
the Docker engine. Moreover, JMeter acts as a load driver sending requests
to the ChorSystem and measuring the corresponding processing times. After
each measurement the evaluation environment is reset by JMeter by deleting
the created containers via additional REST calls to the Docker engine. In
order to separate the load driver from the evaluated system, JMeter runs on
a second VM equipped with 4 GB RAM and 2 virtual CPU cores @3.00 GHz
running an Ubuntu 14.04.4 64bit operating system.
We use a choreography model from the CDC system application domain of
Collective Adaptive Systems for our evaluation purposes. More specifically,
the choreography model describes a trip booking scenario in a smart city
[ABG+13]. With 8 participants and a mean size of 24.5 activities per
participant, its size is large enough to induce a measurable load on our
system. The choreography model is expressed in BPEL4Chor [DKLW07;
DKLW09] and has been transformed and refined according to the modeling
part of our Model-as-you-go for Choreographies approach and method (cf.
Sec. 3.1.1) resulting in executable BPEL [OAS07] workflows.
Throughout the performance evaluation, we discovered that the deploy
operation is the most time consuming of all choreography life cycle manage-
ment operations. In Fig. 9.9, the deploy operation constitutes 70% processing
time of the examined operations when placing all workflow models imple-
menting the choreography participants of the chosen choreography model
on a single workflow engine node. For this reason, we concentrate on the
1http://jmeter.apache.org/
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evaluation of the deploy operation exclusively. Note that the actual execution
times of each choreography participant is not relevant in this context since
the corresponding load is mainly located on the workflow engine nodes.
The execution is only dependent on the ChorSystem Middleware for service
lookups and life cycle management operations.
We consider three different scenarios for the evaluation of the deploy
operation. Common to all scenarios is that we start with the deployment of
the choreography, i.e. the workflow models implementing the choreography
participants, on one workflow engine node and subsequently scale in steps
of five until reaching 25 nodes. For every deployment all involved workflow
models are placed on every node. This is achieved by sending a deployment
message containing all necessary artifacts to the available deployment inter-
face of the workflow engine, in our prototype the extended Apache ODE. In
the first scenario, which we denote as sequential deployment, Apache JMeter
issues deployment requests directly to all spun up workflow engines in a
sequential order, without involving the ChorSystem Middleware at all. In the
second scenario, denoted as parallel deployment scenario, the deployment is
conducted in parallel by opening a corresponding number of threads with the
help of Apache JMeter. Again, the ChorSystem Middleware is not involved,
meaning scenario one and two are purely script-based and are used as a
baseline for the evaluation. Finally, the third scenario, the performance of
the ChorSystem Middleware when processing the choreography deployment
message as sketched in Sec. 6.2 is evaluated. The deployment messages in
this scenario are also sent by Apache JMeter.
The evaluation results of all three scenarios are depicted in Fig. 9.10.
Each data point for a particular number of nodes represents the average
processing time of ten runs. The parallel deployment scenario is clearly the
fastest one making use of a corresponding number of threads for parallelism.
It scales linearly with the number of target workflow engines and, thus,
necessary workflow deployment messages. The sequential deployment is
much slower. However, it also scales linearly. The third scenario reveals a
performance in proximity to the parallel deployment scenario due to the
inherent parallelism of the implemented deployment route (cf. Sec. 6.2).
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Figure 9.10.: Processing time of the choreography deployment life cycle
management operation. Adapted from [WAG+16]
This can be achieved by a parallel fan out of a Recipient List implemented
with Apache Camel. However, there is still a performance overhead of 45%
on average between the purely script-based parallel scenario and the use of
the ChorSystem Middleware. This can be explained by the time consumed
for registering all artifacts in the Event Registry. Still, this overhead is small
compared to the benefits of having user-driven control over the complete
choreography life cycle.
9.2.3. Rewinding Algorithm Evaluation
In this section, we measure and discuss the execution time of the algorithm
for determining the rewinding points in a choreography instance (cf. Al-
gorithm 7.1) with three scenarios. The evaluation is based on an already
published article [WAHK17]. The basis for the performance measurements
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is a virtual machine having 1 CPU core (2.29 GHz) and 4 GB main memory
while running with Ubuntu 14.04 LTS. Each data point in the following
figures represents the median of five runs.
The evaluation of the algorithm is not directly conducted on the pro-
totypical ChorSystem implementation. The reasons for this approach are
twofold: (i) Real-life choreography models we encountered in our work
such as the previously discussed material science scenario or the “Incident
Management” choreography do not possess enough activities per participant
to yield consistently measurable execution times. That means the execution
time for these types of models typically is in the range of a few milliseconds.
(ii) The necessary randomly generated choreography models that we use
for this evaluation are not executable by the ChorSystem without further
refinement. Thus, we execute the algorithm separately from the ChorSystem
to determine its run time properties.
The evaluation consists of three major parts:
• evaluation of choreography instances with a constant number of par-
ticipants and increasing number of activity instances per participant,
• evaluation of choreography instances with a constant number of ac-
tivity instances per participant and increasing number of participant
instances,
• evaluation of choreography instances with a constant number of par-
ticipants which contain loop activity instances in varying forms.
For the first part of the evaluation, we generated six choreography models
each possessing ten participants. All models are randomly generated by
inserting activities and placing message links between the participants, while
still ensuring the structural validity of the models. For eachmodel the amount
of included activities is linearly increased from 10K to 35K. The same is true
for the number of included message links, which are increased from 1.5K to
5.25K. Note that none of the models contains loop constructs. The created
models are used to generate ten choreography iteration bodies of increasing
size containing an increasing number (in 10% steps) of activity instances
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and traversed message links. The activity and message link instances are
created by annotating the data structures of each element with generated
state information.
Fig. 9.11 compares the execution times of the distinct choreography in-
stances with regard to the absolute size of the choreography models. Each
of the ten data points per choreography model represents a particular size
of the choreography iteration body. Here, the algorithm scales quadratic
with the number of activity and message link instances in each iteration
body. In Fig. 9.12, we compare the execution time of our algorithm for
the same relative sizes of the choreography iteration body. For example, a
particular curve shows the execution time of all iteration bodies containing
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Figure 9.12.: #Participants=10, increasing #activities, increasing #message
links: comparing the relative sizes. Adapted from [WAHK17]
50% of all activity and message link instances. Each data point represents a
particular choreography model for the given iteration body size. Again, the
algorithm shows a quadratic increase in execution time with the size of the
used choreography models.
The performance properties of the algorithm can be understood by an-
alyzing the Algorithms 7.2 (traverseInstanceSubgraph) and 7.3 (handle-
SendingActivity). In choreography instances without loops, Algorithm 7.2
simply traverses each participant instance graph until all activity instances
have been visited, i.e. the complexity is O(n) with n the number of activity
instances. Similarly, the worst case complexity of successor function succ (cf.
Def. 7.8), which is invoked in Algorithm 7.3, is O(n) if a participant has to
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be traversed completely. Thus, the resulting complexity is O(n× n) for each
participant instance, which is part of the choreography iteration body.
The second part of the evaluation explores a new set of six randomly
generated choreography models, where the size of each participant is kept
constant with 500 activities, while the number of participants per model is
increased linearly from 20 to 70. The number of message links increases
from 1.5K to 5.25K per model as well. Subsequently, for each of the six
models 10 choreography iteration bodies were constructed. Fig. 9.13 displays
the execution times of the rewinding points algorithm with regard to the
absolute size of the choreography models. The growth of the execution
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time is quadratic with the model size, albeit much smaller in absolute terms.
Rationalizing about the properties of Algorithm 7.3 it is evident that only a
constant number of activity instances have to be traversed to find a successor,
thus, leading to a faster overall execution time. Fig. 9.14 supports this
hypothesis, since the comparison of the relative sizes of the choreography
iteration bodies reveals a linear increase of execution time.
The third part considers the impacts of loops on the performance of the
algorithm. Therefore, we varied one of three parameters while keeping the
remaining two constant. The parameters in question are the number of
iterations per loop, the number of activities per loop (loop size), and the
number of loops per participant. For each parameter group corresponding
choreography models were randomly generated, this time each model con-
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tained ten participants having 2K activities each while being connected by 3K
message links. Moreover, for each model ten choreography iteration bodies
were created as in the previous measurements. In case the wavefront of the
generated choreography instance fell onto a loop activity, all of its specified
iterations are annotated with state to be included into the choreography
iteration body. These resembles the worst case scenario for all loop activity
instances.
The measurements for the third part confirm the properties of the al-
gorithm with regard to the quadratic growth of execution time. For the
measurements displayed in Fig. 9.15 the number of iterations per loop ac-
tivity instance is increased successively while the number of loops and the
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loop size is kept constant. The distance between the curves is induced by
the increasing number of activity instances the algorithm has to traverse
due to the additional loop iterations. A further insight can be derived from
Fig. 9.16: the presence of loop activities does not affect the execution time
if all other parameters remain constant because the execution time does not
vary significantly when the size of the loop activities increases. In fact, the
execution times are so close to each other that in some cases iteration bodies
with a bigger loop size even were executed faster than smaller ones (cf. the
graphs for the loop sizes #250 and #150).
Finally, the measurements depicted in Fig. 9.17 portray the increase of
the number of loop activities for each participant. Here, the growth of
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execution time is also quadratic, thus, the presence of a loop activity construct
does not introduce a measurable overhead for the algorithm. Again, the
execution time between the different iteration bodies of the same basic size
in activities and message link instances are very close to each other. Overall,
the measurements reveal good performance of the rewinding algorithm.
Regardless of the presence of loops the rewinding points in all generated
choreography iterations bodies can be found in quadratic time.
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9.3. Chapter Summary
In this chapter, the concepts of the Model-as-you-go for Choreographies
approach have been validated and evaluated. With the help of several case
studies from diverse CDC system application domains, we showed how the
distinct steps of the approach can be conducted in our prototypical ChorSys-
tem. In particular, for this validation we concentrated on the ChorDesigner
and its functionality, which is presented to the users as the graphical frontend
to interact with the system. Several screenshots present the most important
features of the ChorDesigner and the most important features to support
our approach and document its applicability. Besides the validation via use
cases, the proposed algorithms and the life cycle management operations
implemented in the prototypical ChorSystem have been evaluated. We con-
ducted a series of performance measurements for different scenarios both
with the implemented ChorSystem and real life choreography models as
well as randomly generated ones depending on the evaluated aspect. The
measurements revealed that the run time performance and the run time
complexity of the algorithms allow for a practical use of the algorithms and
the prototypical ChorSystem.
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This chapter concludes the thesis with a summary of the conducted work and
a final discussion of our advancement of the state of the art. Furthermore,
we sketch areas where our work could be extended or even transfered to
completely new contexts providing further benefits.
10.1. Conclusion
This thesis provided several research contributions to support users of dif-
ferent application domains within the class of Collaborative, Dynamic &
Complex (CDC) systems. First of all, we proposed a life cycle for flexible chore-
ographies placing an empowered user in the center. The life cycle represents
Research Contribution 1. It describes the sequence of phases in the life cycle
of a choreography and the possibility of flexibly switching between these
phases. Research Contribution 2 incorporates the flexible choreography life
cycle into the Model-as-you-go for Choreographies approach by presenting
a corresponding method. The approach is based on the notion of CDC sys-
tems realizing the three phases Modeling, Provision, and Execution. In the
Modeling phase of our approach an existing choreography modeling method
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is used and extended to provide reusability on the level of choreography
models in the form of choreography fragments. The Provision phase pro-
vides the transparent deployment of choreography participants onto a set
of workflow engines without requiring non-IT-savvy users to consider the
technical details. The Execution integrates modeling with monitoring in the
same graphical tool. This enables the flexible reaction of users to monitored
state changes. Research Contribution 3 details the notion of choreography
fragments that has been introduced as part of the Model-as-you-go for Chore-
ographies approach. Based on a formal model unambiguously describing the
properties of choreography models and their instances, the choreography
fragment concept supports the extraction and insertion of sub-graphs of a
choreography model to adapt, store, and reuse them in a different context.
Part of the concept are extraction and insertion methods which are (semi-)
automated with the help of corresponding algorithms. Furthermore, the
extraction is supported with an repair algorithm fixing disconnections in the
extracted graph structure of the choreography fragment.
The user-driven management of the choreography life cycle plays a ma-
jor role in this thesis, as a concept in its own right and as a prerequisite
for other contributions. Therefore, Research Contribution 4 addresses this
topic by providing concepts for the user-driven control of choreography
instances. Core of this contribution is the specification of a set of message
routes expressed with the Enterprise Integration Patterns language. The
message routes allow to start, pause, resume, and terminate choreography
instances. Furthermore, the automated deployment of all choreography
related artifacts such as the refined workflow models is supported with a
corresponding message route. The message-based concept for choreography
life cycle management provides a robust and reliable approach to the prob-
lem of distributing the choreography artifacts as well as the control messages
to a set of independent workflow engines. Building on the concepts for
choreography life cycle management, Research Contribution 5 introduces
the possibility to reset a choreography instance to a state of its past and
repeat already executed choreography logic. This enables users to react
to deviations of the expected execution outcome. The reset, also denoted
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as rewinding, and re-run of a choreography instance comes in two flavors:
iteration and re-execution. Iteration of choreography logic entails the reset of
a choreography instance without undoing already completed work. This re-
sembles an enforced loop without any pre-modeled construct. Re-execution
of choreography logic on the other hand requires the compensation of al-
ready completed work before allowing a re-run. Common to both types of
operations is a user-selected activity instance, denoted as rewinding point,
in an arbitrary participant instance as termination point for the rewinding
and starting point for the re-run. In order to determine the rewinding points
in all affected participant instances, a corresponding algorithm is presented
that traverses the choreography instance graph marking the corresponding
rewinding points. The ability of rewinding and repeating of choreography
logic and the corresponding steps are embedded into the RepChor method.
Research Contribution 6 introduces an architecture for the ChorSystem
realizing all the previous concepts. Essentially, it consists of five parts: an
integrated ChorSystem Modeling and Monitoring Environment, the ChorDe-
signer, representing the graphical frontend for the user, the ChorSystem
Middleware, an Enterprise Service Bus, a set of independent workflow en-
gines, and a set of services. In the Modeling and Monitoring Environment
users can specify choreography models, transform them into workflow mod-
els in an executable language as well as refine them with actual business
logic such as simulation steps. Furthermore, it acts as a control panel to issue
the choreography life cycle management operations and monitor the current
execution state of the choreography instance. In the ChorSystem Middle-
ware, logical representations of the choreography models and instances are
registered to enable all life cycle management as well as repetition concepts.
The Enterprise Service Bus acts as communication backbone between all
other components and hosts the message routes specified using the Enter-
prise Integration Patterns. The workflow engines independently execute the
choreography participants which are implemented by workflow models. The
services encapsulate the domain-specific logic to be executed in the context
of a choreography. The architecture has been implemented prototypicallywith
state-of-the-art technologies. Additionally, our concepts have been validated
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with a set of case studies from diverse CDC system application domains
while the run time performance of the proposed algorithms and the life cycle
management operations of the prototypical ChorSystem are evaluated with
corresponding performance measurements.
In summary, the work conducted in this thesis has advanced the state
of the art in several ways. In general, all aspects of the Model-as-you-go
for Choreographies approach are geared towards providing users such as
scientists in the CDC system application domain of eScience with more
flexibility and user-driven control over the execution of choreographies.
In the context of this approach, we expand the body of knowledge for
choreography flexibility by introducing or concepts for the rewinding and
repeating of choreography logic. Furthermore, the possibilities of reuse
in choreography modeling are significantly increased with the concept of
choreography fragments. Last but not least, our concepts for choreography
life cycle management while hiding its technical complexity contribute to
the empowerment of users without IT expertise.
10.2. Outlook
There exist several future research directions for the concepts proposed in this
thesis. These include concepts for choreography evolution for both design
and run time, run time usage scenarios for the choreography fragments, the
integration with approaches for transparent choreography data flow, the
enrichment of the ChorSystem with cloud capabilities as well as a possible
application of the ChorSystem in Internet of Things (IoT) scenarios.
As discussed in Sec. 2.3.6, existing choreography adaptation approaches
typically concentrate on the static evolution of choreography models during
modeling time. To support the notion of choreography evolution, we con-
ducted a first step towards design time evolution with the work described
in [Nem17]. Here changes on the level of the choreography model are prop-
agated to the level of the workflow models, which already might have been
refined. The challenge addressed in [Nem17] is the update of the refined
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workflow models without overwriting the manual changes. Continuing with
the investigation of this topic is a promising endeavor. This holds even more
for the dynamic evolution of choreographies during run time, for which the
current body of knowledge is very small. A logical next step in our research
efforts lies in the extension of the RepChor method for the rewinding and
repeating of choreography logic with aspects of dynamic choreography evo-
lution. While the current work only considers the change of data for re-runs
by loading corresponding data snapshots or adapting parameters, structural
changes to the choreography instance are not yet supported. In this context,
the state of a choreography instance would be rewound to its past before
the user applies any structural changes. Subsequently, these changes would
have to be propagated to the workflow level, where the workflow instances
would have to be collectively migrated to a new version if the structural
changes allow it. With regard to multi-* in silico experiments, this would
further support the explorative style of research.
Another possible research direction concerns the choreography fragments.
So far this concept only considers the reuse of parts of a choreography model
during modeling time. Similarly, choreography fragments could be used
during run time to realize late modeling approaches. An initial step, in this
direction has been conducted with our work in [WGHK14]. However, a more
thorough investigation of the topic is necessary. Moreover, in order to improve
the overall collaboration capabilities which are natural to our approach of
modeling and executing distinct domain-specific problems as choreographies,
the support of concurrent modeling on both the choreography and workflow
level would provide a great benefit. This would extend existing works such
as [ZKL10; Zha10; BIV+11; HKB11].
Hahn et al. proposed an approach that decouples control and data flow in
choreography models and instances [HKL16a; HKL16b]. With the help of
a novel distributed middleware component choreography data is stored in
and retrieved from a shared data storage circumventing the need to forward
large amounts of data and even data references between choreography
participants that might not even use it. A supporting workflow engine
directly accesses the middleware for data retrieval and upload whenever
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necessary. This approach is orthogonal to our work and seems promising for
integration especially with regard to the life cycle management operations.
This would combine the powerful facilities of the ChorSystem for automated
deployment of choreography participants and the user-driven control of
choreography instances with data management and optimization approaches
for choreographies further benefiting the corresponding users.
While the generic architecture of the ChorSystem does not prescribe
particular technologies for implementation, cloud computing concepts and
technologies can be further leveraged. This includes implementation of the
ChorSystem as a cloud native application [AFL12; LFWW16] as well as the
integration with the work of Vukojevic-Haupt et al. [VKL13; VHLR15]. In
the latter, the authors introduce an approach that provisions the execution
middleware such as a workflow engine and the services necessary for in silico
experiments on demand in a cloud environment. An integration with our
work would enable the ChorSystem components and especially the workflow
engines and domain-specific services to be provisioned and deprovisioned
on demand whenever needed, thus, optimizing resource usage.
Another interesting course of research might be the investigation if the
message-based middleware of the ChorSystem and the life cycle manage-
ment concepts realized by message routes can be adapted and transfered to
completely new contexts apart from choreographies. Especially, the manage-
ment of large collections of things for the Internet of Things might benefit
from such a message-based solution. Recently, it was also investigated how
our work can be extended with blockchain technology in order to support
the reproducibility of scientific experiments [KS18]. One possibility could
be the storage of the audit trail including all adaptations in the course of the
rewinding and repeating of choreography logic in a blockchain-based ledger.
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1 <choreographyBundle xmlns:="http: //de.unistuttgart.
iaas.chor.deployment" name="NCName"
targetNamespace="URI" choreographyModelID="UUID"
modelPath="String">
<processBundleFolders >
3 <processBundleFolder filePath="String" name="
NCName" targetNamespace="URI" processModelID="
UUID" numberOfDeployments="int" private="
boolean"> *
<processInterface href="URI"/>
5 <startActivities > ?
<startActivity >URI</startActivity > *
7 </startActivities >
<endpoints >?
9 <endpoint >URI</endpoint > *
</endpoints >
11 </processBundleFolder >
</processBundleFolders >
13 <services > ?
<service name="URI" portType="URI" port="URI"/> *
15 <endpoints >
<endpoint >URI</endpoint > *
17 </endpoints >
</service >
19 </services >
</choreographyBundle >
Listing A.1: Pseudo schema of the choreography deployment descriptor
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